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Abstract
Complex, functional organic or biomolecules and nanoparticles gain increasing relevance
and value as building blocks to design sophisticated nanoarchitectures in surface and nano
science. Sophisticated analysis of such molecules on surfaces typically requires an ultra
high vacuum (UHV) environment. Classical deposition methods typically employ thermal
sublimation of the compounds in UHV. However, a plethora of interesting and promising
molecular species and nanoobjects in most cases cannot be sublimed due to their ther
molability, investigation and modification with sophisticated analysis tools under UHV
conditions is prevented. Preparation under ambient conditions however goes along with
impurities and undefined mixtures of the objects, limiting significance. Thus, the aim of
this thesis was the design of a UHV compliant deposition apparatus for solvable thermola
bile molecules. Like a commercial mass spectrometer, the analyte molecules are charged
by an electrospray ionization (ESI) source from solution under ambient conditions, trans
ferred into UHV by a series of different ion guides and analysed and selected according to
masstocharge ratio (m/z). In contrast to common analytical mass spectrometers, the ions
are not discarded after m/z analysis but deposited on a target for further investigations.
Consequently, the focus of this electrospray  controlled ion beam deposition (ESCIBD)
system made for preparative mass spectrometry (pMS) is on a high flux under controlled
kinetic energy with precisely selected m/z. Moderate energies ensure softlanding of in
tact molecules while reactivelanding with higher energies provides a new pathway for
onsurface chemistry. Recently developed squarewave driven radio frequency (RF) ion
guides (3 patents pending) and a digital quadrupole mass spectrometer (dQMS) provide
virtually unlimited m/z range of possible analytes. The designs were probed by ion tra
jectory simulations with the software package SIMION. m/z resolved spectra with reso
lutions up to 700 allow for precise investigation and selection of the deponent, high m/z
selected intensities (up to 2.2 nA and 1010 ions/s) and a deposition pressure in the UHV
regime (< 10−10 mbar) ensure fast and ultraclean sample preparation. An outstanding
system efficiency with more than 4 % recovery, referencing molecules in solution to de
ponents on the target, demonstrates the applicability of this technique even to smallest
I

analyte amounts and provides prospects to future use as a purification tool. The advanced
pressure interfaces of the ion guides allow for low gas flow between adjacent vacuum
chambers and transfer of ions from ambient to UHV after 4 differentially pumped cham
bers and a compact overall size of the ESCIBD.
The biggest advantage of ESCIBD  the vast scope of applicable chemical species and
masses  was demonstrated with a mass spectrometric treatment of five examples. De
positied samples can be further analysed by means of a connected scanning tunnelling mi
croscope (STM): An organic dye, Rhodamine B (m = 443 Da), and the reactive porphyrin
derivate CuTCPP (m = 854 Da) used as a buildingblock for metalorganic networks, are
representatives for relatively small species. Deposition of a synthetic ndoped graphene
nanoribbon (GNR, m = 2.3 kDa) demonstrates usability for hydrophobic nanocarbon
units used in nanoelectronics. The protein insulin (m = 5.8 kDa) and pioneering experi
ments with pUC19 DNA (m = 1.7 MDa) highlight the value of the technology for high
masses and biologically relevant molecules with currently no limits in sight.
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Zusammenfassung
Komplexe, funktionelle organische oder biologische Moleküle sowie Nanopartikel als
Bausteine zum Design von anspruchsvollen NanotechKonstruktionen werden zunehmend
relevant und wertvoll. Das kontrollierte Ablegen und Anordnen solcher Moleküle auf
Oberflächen und deren Analyse erfordert UltraHoch Vakuum (UHV). Klassische De
positionsmethoden basieren auf der thermischen Sublimation der Bausteinmoleküle in
UHV. Diese hochinteressanten und vielversprechenden organischen Moleküle sind jedoch
aufgrund ihrer niedrigen Zerfallstemperatur oft nicht sublimierbar. Deswegen ist die Un
tersuchung und Modifikation solcher Objekte mit anspruchsvollen Analysetechniken im
Ultrahochvakuum (UHV) bisher nur bedingt möglich. Präparationen unter Normalbedin
gungen sind zwar möglich, gehen aber immer mit Kontaminationen und einem undefinier
tem Komponentenmix einher, was die Aussagekraft deutlich reduziert. Der Aufbau einer
UHVbasierten Depositionsanlage für lösliche thermolabile Moleküle ist deshalb Ziel die
ser Arbeit. Ähnlich wie bei kommerziell erhältlichen Massenspektrometern werden die
zur Analyse vorgesehen Moleküle mithilfe einer Elektrospray Ionisationsquelle (ESI) un
ter Normalbedingungen geladen, mit Hilfe von Ionenleitern ins UHV transportiert um
dort anhand ihres MassezuLadung Verhältnisses (m/z) analysiert und selektiert zu wer
den. Der Hauptunterschied zu kommerziellen analytischen Systemen ist die anschließende
Deposition der Ionen nach ihrer m/z Separation für weitere Untersuchungen, anstelle sie
zu verwerfen.
Das Ziel einer solchen Elektrosprayquelle mit kontrollierter Ionenstrahldeposition (ES
CIBD), welche für präparative Massenspektrometrie (pMS) verwendet wird ist eine ho
he Strahlintensität, bei kontrollierten kinetischen Energien und präzise selektiertem m/z.
Niedrige Energien erlauben ein weiches Landen von intakten Molekülen. Hohe Aufprall
energien ermöglichen chemische Reaktionen, welche neue Optionen in der oberflächen
induzierten chemischen Synthese eröffnen. Neuentwickelte, mit Rechtecksignalen ange
steuerte Radiofrequenz (RF) Ionenleiter (3 Patente angemeldet), sowie ein digitales Qua
drupol Massenspektrometer (dQMS) erlauben die Deposition faktisch jeglicher Mole
külmasse. Die Entwicklung wurde durch Simulationen der Ionenflugbahn mithilfe des
III

Programms SIMION unterstützt. Massenspektren mit Auflösungen bis zu 700 ermögli
chen präzise Untersuchungen des Ionenstrahls. Hohe Strahlintensitäten (bis zu 2.2 nA und
1010 ions/s) und eine Deposition im UHV (< 10−10 mbar) erzeugen schnelle und saubere
Präparationen. Eine im Vergleich zu anderen Autoren außergewöhnlich hohe Rückgewin
nungsquote von mehr als 4 % der aus der Lösung gesprühten Moleküle im Vergleich zu
den auf dem Target gelandeten Molekülen belegt die Anwendbarkeit für kleinste Men
gen und eine potentielle Nutzung zur Aufreinigung. Verbesserte Schnittstellen der Ionen
leiter zwischen aufeinanderfolgenden Vakuumkammern machen eine Druckreduzierung
von Raumdruck bis ins UHV und eine kompakte Bauweise mit nur 4 separat evakuierten
Kammern möglich.
Der größte Vorteil einer ESCIBD, nämlich das weite Spektrum an deponierbaren chemi
schen Spezies und Molekülmassen, wurde anhand von fünf Beispielen und mithilfe eines
Rastertunnelmikroskops (STM) gezeigt. Repräsentanten für kleinere Moleküle sind der
organische Farbstoff Rhodamin B (m = 443 Da) und ein reaktives Porphyrin Derivat (Cu
TCPP, (m = 854 Da)), welches als Baustein für metallorganische Netzwerke verwendet
wird. Auch in der Nanoelektronik eingesetzte hydrophobe Nanocarbone sind zugänglich,
wie an synthetischen ndotierten Graphen Nanobändern (GNR, (m = 2.3 kDa)) demons
triert. Das Protein Insulin (m = 5.8 kDa) und richtungsweisende Experimente mir pUC19
DNA (m = 1.7 MDa) belegen die Anwendbarkeit auf hochmolekulare und biologische
Moleküle, bisher ohne absehbare Größenbegrenzung.
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Introduction
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Surface and nano science employs the investigation and controlled manipulation of atoms
and molecules with a spatial extend in the nanometer regime. Quantum mechanical ef
fects, 2Darrangements and periodicity dominate the properties of any object on this length
scale and engender innovative macroscopic effects. Progress in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
technology, commercialization of single crystal production and an increasing number of
techniques for investigation promoted the developments in these fields [1]. In its early
days, surface science was dominated by spectroscopic and diffraction experiments, but
the introduction of the scanning probe techniques like scanning tunnelling microscopy [2]
and atomic force microscopy [3] gave access to real space information of surfaces with
atomic precision.
One of the main driving forces of nanoscale science is the need of always smaller electronic
devices. The famous Moore’s law from the year 1965 recognized the transistor density
of integrated circuits to double every two years [4]. For decades, history proofed him
right, but during recent years the currently preferred top down fabrication methods seem
to approach their fundamental limits in miniaturization [5, 6]. The impact of quantum
mechanics and especially tunnelling effects prohibit feature sizes below few nanometers
for robust electronic architectures or magnetic data storage elements.
Surface and nano science provide a promising alternative route for molecularlevel minia
turization via utilizing interactions and quantum effects of single atoms and molecules
to trigger their selfassembly. This bottomup approach employs nanostructured mate
rials as functional components to provide an alternative for the currently used topdown
designs[5]. Exact control of size, shape and composition on an atomic level allows for ulti
mate downscaling and engineering of quantum mechanics for the desired purpose. Quite a
few examples, i.e. organic light emitting diodes [7] or organic solar cells [8] already made
their way into mass production, although most of the research currently still focusses on
fundamentals in physics, chemistry and electronics by investigating model systems. Ex
amples can be found in various fields: energy conversion [9–11], light emission [7, 12,
13] , molecular machines [14, 15], catalysis [16–21], chemical sensors [22, 23], molecu
lar electronics [24, 25], quantum computing [26, 27], spintronics or information storage
[28–30].
A clean and well defined underlying substrate like a single crystal surface is mandatory to
conduct self assembly processes of extended nanostructures from small buidling blocks
[5]. Another important requirement is the precisely controlled deposition of atoms and
molecules in UHV to guarantee for few impurities and detrimental effects due to sample
preparation and the surrounding atmosphere [31]. So far, commonly used techniques for
3

1. Introduction
UHV depositions of organic molecules base on thermal evaporation via organic molecular
beam epitaxy (OMBE). Chemical vapour deposition (CVD), physical vapour deposition
(PVD), and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) are more frequently used for semiconduc
tor materials and will not be discussed in the following. Thermal evaporation of organic
molecules in vacuum is limited to sublimable species. Thermolabile, reactive, and large
species tend to undergo unwanted reactions or fragmentations before reaching a suitable
evaporation temperature [31]. For such species pulse injection provides an alternative
route. Here, a fast valve injects a small amount of dissolved molecules into the vacuum
chamber, leading to a simultaneous deposition of both, solvent and desired analyte species.
In some cases, the solvent might be desorbed from the surface by gentle annealing with
out affecting the molecules of interest [31]. Other nonUHV methods to deposit molecules
from solution, such as spin coating, and inkjet printing hardly reach the requested low im
purity densities [32], though providing high economic efficiency. However, applicability
to surface science of all previously mentioned methods is often limited either by their
range of applicable chemical species or a lack of purity.
A complementary way to expand the range of depositable molecular species under ultra
clean conditions originates from mass spectroscopy (MS). The basic components of a mass
spectrometer are its ion source, its transfer ion guides, its masstocharge selective device
and its detector [33]. Since the invention of MS in the early 20th century, many different
ionization techniques for various purposes have been developed such as electron impact
ionization, chemical ionization, field ionization, and fast atom bombardment [34]. Since
the 1980s two further ionization techniques, matrixassisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI), and electrospray ionization (ESI) conquer the chemical laboratories. Both al
low for very soft ionization of comparably big and thermally sensitive analytes with high
ionization and transfer efficiencies [35]. In 1989, the group of Fenn demonstrated the
possibility to transfer large biomolecules into the gas phase [36]. John Fenn and Koichi
Tanaka were awarded the Nobel Prize for the electrospray principle in 2002 [37]. Nowa
days, ESI is the probably most widely used ionization techniques due to its nearly unre
stricted range of analytes, its low chemical specificity and the tremendous mass range up
to whole virus assemblies with 18 MDa in mass [35]. Alongside, several different types
of mass spectrometers have emerged e.g. magnetic sector MS , linear quadrupole mass
spectrometers (QMS), three dimensional quadrupoles, timeofflight (TOF) instruments,
and Fouriertransform techniques such as ion cyclotron resonance instruments and Orbi
traps. Most commercial highresolution MS systems nowadays employ TOFs or Fourier
transform mass spectrometers which require complex vacuum systems, precise machining,
4

complex electronics and a timed structure of the ion beam. Nevertheless, the less complex
QMS is still mostly preferred when the need for high resolving power is not dominant. Its
compact geometry, its ease in operation, the low kinetic energy of the emergent ions, its
high transmission of continuous ion beams, and last but not least its comparably low price
are major arguments for such a device. A more detailed comparison of properties, pros,
and cons of different types of mass spectrometers may be found in the literature [34].
From this analytical MS approach a new technique, the socalled preparative mass spec
trometry (pMS) arised [38, 39]. The major difference compared to standard MS devices is
the detector, which is replaced by a further stage that extracts the ions from the mass spec
trometer for subsequent deposition on a sample surface. This technique allows for deposi
tion of a beam of priorly purified ions from a mass spectrometer in an UHV environment
and the advantages are numerous. The mass spectrometer provides precise information
about the analyte and its integrity prior to any subsequent investigation and the ionic nature
of the deponents allows for precise control of the kinetic energy of ions during landing.
Socalled softlanding [40] with low kinetic energies which preserves the integrity of the
deponent becomes possible as well as on purpose increased landing energies, socalled
reactive landing, in order to trigger unique structural and chemical modifications during
deposition [41]. But most importantly, analytical MS and pMS proved that ionization
techniques like ESI clearly outperform standard UHV deposition techniques such as ther
mal evaporation in a sense of the scope of applicable analytes, especially when it comes
to reactive, fragile or larger chemical species. Intact saccharides [42], proteins [43, 44],
DNA [32], nano clusters [44, 45], and more have been deposited.
However, just a few scientific groups currently operate homebuild pMS devices due to
their complexity and a lack of commercial availability. One of the main challenges of
pMS is the need for high ion beam intensities when compared to analytical MS. For pMS,
a sample surface needs to be decorated with about a monolayer of molecules in about an
hour. For typically sizes, this requires about 1014 molecules, incompatible with intensi
ties of state of the art analytical high resolution MS devices like the Orbitrap or Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance spectrometers with about 104 − 106 1/s [46, 47].
It was the scope of this thesis to finalize the design and construction of a compact and
homebuild electrospraycontrolled ion beam deposition (ESCIBD) system including its
characterization and conducting of first depositions confirming proof of concept. The
acronym ESCIBD composes from the generation of charged molecules via a ESI source
and their subsequent deposition as an ion beam with controlled kinetic energy and dose
after purification via a mass spectrometer and differential pumping. The result of this
5
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work is a fully operational ESCIBD device with a comparably high intensity of up to
1010 molecules/s and a potentially unlimited mass range. Low impurity densities are en
sured via well resolved mass spectra and fast depositions while maintaining a pressures in
the low UHV regime. After deposition, samples are investigated by an attached scanning
tunnelling microscope (STM).

6

2

Fundamentals and theory

7

2.1. Electrospray ionization (ESI)
The starting point for controlled ion beam deposition (CIBD) is, of course, the ion source.
There are plenty of possibilities to generate ions from different media and chemical species
via various types of ion sources. Subsequently, the ions have to be transferred to the mass
spectrometer via ion guides. An ion guides objective is not only the transfer of ions in
space, it also serves as a ”sieve” to separate neutrals from ions, i.e. the ions have to be
guided between different pressure stages to remove the neutrals by pumping. Most ion
sources require a certain environment to operate properly, which is often not compatible
with the required vacuum conditions of mass spectrometers typically used. Compact and
efficient differential pumping is an important benchmark for CIBD systems. All routinely
used transfer ion guides employ electric fields to steer ions along a desired path and can
roughly be classified by the time dependence of their electric fields. Static fields are em
ployed by electrostatic lenses or a quadrupole bender, and oscillating fields are used for
stacked ring ion guides and multipoles. Once reaching the mass spectrometer, the ions in
the beam are selected according to their masstocharge ratio (m/z) and deposited on the
target. The kinetic energy during deposition plays an important role in order to softly land
intact ions or trigger chemical reactions by controlled higher landing energies.

2.1. Electrospray ionization (ESI)
Generation of gasphase ions from nonvolatile compounds has been of interest for more
than 50 years, especially for mass spectrometry [48]. Over the years, several different
techniques have been established, for example: electron impact ionization (EI), fast atom
bombardment (FAB), laser desorption techniques like matrixassisted laser desorption ion
ization (MALDI), and electrospray ionization (ESI) [48, 49]. Besides those, there are nu
merous other more or less related ambient pressure ionization techniques used in MS [50].
Here ESI was chosen due to its capability to ionize very fragile chemical species, espe
cially organic and biological molecules, to provide ”wings for molecular elephants” [37].
It is the most universal ionization technique with low chemical specificity and fairly un
limited mass range [35, 36, 51]. Furthermore, it was already used for preparative mass
spectrometry [38, 39].
A simple ESI source consists of only a few components (see Figure 2.1). The starting
point is always some kind of vessel, typically a syringe, with a pump to supply a solu
tion of dissolved analyte molecules to a socalled emitter. The emitter consists of a small
capillary, typically made from fused silica or metal. A high voltage (HV) source supplies
9
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Figure 2.1.: Sketch of a simple ESI source, consisting of a syringe with a pump
which supplies a dissolved analyte (purple) to an emitter. A strong electric field
towards a counter electrode generates a spray of charged droplets at the tip of
the emitter. Due to steady solvent evaporation and Coulomb fission, the charged
droplets disintegrate down to bare analyte ions. The bore in the counter elec
trode acts as an atmospheric pressure interface and transfers the ions into vacuum.
From [52] with modifications.
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the analyte solution with a defined potential either via a partially conductive emitter or a
separate electric contact. The tip of the emitter is positioned in front of a counter electrode
to generate a strong electric field. Charge carriers accumulate on the liquid’s surface and
the electrostatic forces start to compete with the capillary forces. In 1964 Taylor demon
strated that a water droplet forms a cone towards an electrode, dependent on the pressure
ratio inside versus outside the droplet. This socalled Taylor Cone ejects a spray of small
charged droplets when a certain voltage is exceeded.[53].

2.1.1. Electrospray modes
Over the years, several different spray modes have been proposed and there is still ongo
ing work and discussions about the identification and physical understanding of different
phenomena [54–59]. Pioneering experiments have already been reported about a century
ago [60], but a lack of consistent terminology in literature makes the discussion even more
complicated. Therefore, the terminology and most of the standpoints in the following orig
inate from a very recent review by RosellLlompart [54].
As already mentioned above, there are four main forces acting on the liquid at the tip
of an emitter. The momentum force, the electric force due to the applied potential, the
gravitational force, and the capillary force. According to their relative strengths, different
regimes and behaviours of the spray may be found. Due to the scope of this thesis, only
spray modes in the electrohydrodynamic (EHD) regime will be described, as it is the only
one used in practical applications. In this regime, the electric forces are of the same order
or larger than the capillary forces. Surface tension, viscosity, vapour pressure and con
ductivity of the liquid are key parameters. Gravitational forces and momentum forces are
negligible. Besides the physical properties of the liquid, the geometry and electric conduc
tivity of the emitter, the surrounding gas, and applied potentials are important parameters.
Sorting from low to high applied potentials, the first EHD modes which occur are periodic
ones. Here, the meniscus at the tip of the emitter, as well as the emitted current, change
periodically. During socalled electro dripping (Figure 2.2a), one large main drop is de
tached one after another, resulting in a single current pulse per period. In spindle (Figure
2.2b) and intermittent conejet mode (Figure 2.2c), the meniscus already emits a fine spray
of charged droplets. Each cycle is interrupted by the detachment of a larger fragment, or
a periodic change of the meniscus shape, respectively.
The most desired spray modes for application are the socalled steady EHD modes at
11
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 2.2.: Series of snapshots of the meniscus of an ESI emitter for different
spray modes: a) electro dripping, b) spindle, c) intermittent conejet, d) cone
jet with varicose brake up, e) conejet with kink instabilities. From [59] with
modifications.
12
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a)

b)

Figure 2.3.: Photographs of different spray modes from the current ESCIBD
system. a) shows a conejet mode with a stable Taylor cone. b) proposes a multi
jet mode.

medium potentials due to their high and continuous ion current. The most prominent is
the conejet mode (Figures 2.2d, 2.2e). The shape of the meniscus is close to a perfect
”Taylor cone” [53], but the exact profile and length of the cone depends on the flow rate,
as well as on the analyte liquid’s properties [61]. The second continuous, high current
mode is the multijet (Figure 2.3b). In this case, the ions originate from multiple cones at
the rim of the emitter [55, 56, 62].
Besides the shape of the menisci, the process of formation of the droplets when detaching
is also influenced by various spray parameters (Figure 2.2d, 2.2e) [59, 63–68].

2.1.2. Coulomb fission
The resulting aerosol plume from the electrospray consists of highly charged droplets, that
are accelerated towards a counter electrode. Due to the high surface to volume ratio of
small spheres and the nonzero vapour pressure, the droplets rapidly shrink by evaporation
of neutral solvent molecules. At the socalled Rayleigh limit [69], surface tension and
Coulomb repulsion cancel out each other. The critical charge qR for a spherical droplet is
13
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Figure 2.4.: Series of snapshots of a Rayleigh charged droplet undergoing
Coulomb fission. a: elliptically deformed droplet, b: formation of tips, c: ejec
tion of a Rayleigh jet from the tips, df: relaxation of the mother droplet and
dispersion of daughter droplets. From [70].
given by
√
qR = 8π ϵo γr 3

(1)

with the vacuum permittivity ϵo , the liquid’s surface tension γ, and the droplet’s radius
r. For q ≥ qR , the droplet becomes unstable for small perturbations and the socalled
Coulomb fission occurs [70]. Here, the charged droplets split up and increase their sur
face above the Rayleigh limit.
The sequence of snapshots in Figure 2.4 was recorded by Duft [70] and shows a levi
tated droplet undergoing Coulomb fission. The droplet was previously charged, and neu
tral solvent molecules evaporated until the Rayleigh limit was undercut at a radius of
about 24 µm. Figure 2.4a depicts a droplet which is deformed into an ellipsoid due to a
quadrupoleshaped oscillation. 2.4b shows the formation of two sharp tips right before the
ejection of two Rayleigh jets of small droplets in 2.4c. 2.4df illustrate the relaxation of
the mother droplet. During disintegration, about 100 small daughter droplets of approxi
mately 1.5 µm diameter where emitted, which carry about 33 % of the charge and 0.3 %
of the mass of the mother droplet [70].
The cycle of Coulomb fission and solvent evaporation repeats in a cascadic way and the
droplet size decreases to few nm [71]. In the end, the bare analyte ion is formed. Note,
14
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a)

b)

Figure 2.5.: Ion evaporation model (IEM): Already charged ions are ejected
from the motherdroplet as the Coulomb limit is reached. a) Sketch of IEM with
the ion being represented in red and the solvent in blue. The droplet shrinks
due to solvent evaporation. Subsequently, the ion diffuses to the surface and
forms a small protrusion to be ejected and thereby restoring stability of the mother
droplet. Adapted from [71]. b) Snapshots of a respective molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation. Colour code: white for hydrogen, red for oxygen, blue for
nitrogen. From [73] with modifications.
that for this purpose a distinct relationship between analyte and solvent molecules is of
great importance.

2.1.3. Ion generation
The exact process of gasphase ion formation from a small charged droplet is still under
debate [71, 72]. Nevertheless, there is a comprehensive publication by Konermann [71],
which combines the three most common theoretical models with molecular dynamics sim
ulations. Low molecular weight analytes may be described with the ion evaporation model
(IEM), larger globular ones with the charge residue model (CRM) and long nonpolar ones
with the chain ejection model (CEM). The basic concepts of all three models are sketched
in Figures 2.52.7.
The ion evaporation model (IEM): This model describes the formation of gasphase
ions of low mass from solvated ions in a parent droplet (see Figure 2.5). The charge of the
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ions either originates from the saltlike nature of the analyte or a charged atom or molec
ular group provided by the solvent is attached to an appropriate molecular group on the
analyte molecule. In case of positive charging this amounts mostly to protonation. Both
ways electric forces act on the ion in the droplet, whereas at the beginning with an excess
of solvent, the charge of ions is typically screened to the surface of the droplet by solvent
molecules, the ion itself is dissolved inside the droplet. When undercutting the Rayleigh
limit, surface protrusions start to occur on the droplet’s surface and a dissolved ion is
ejected to restore stability of the mother droplet [73, 74]. IEM is very similar in nature to
Coulomb fission and there might be no distinct discrimination between both processes for
small droplets in the nanometer regime [75].
During the process of IEM, a small daughter droplet with a charged molecule detaches
from a larger mother droplet. Figure 2.5a shows a sketch of the process. The large blue
circle indicates the charged mother droplet and the small red one is the charge that is emit
ted. For shrinking mother droplet diameters, the red charge starts to diffuse towards the
surface. A protrusion of the mother droplet forms and the ion is ejected with a small shell
of solvent molecules. Figure 2.5b depicts the corresponding molecular dynamics calcu
lation by Ahadi et al. [73]. 11 ammonium ions are dissolved in 1500 water molecules
to form a mother droplet. Taking a closer look at Figure 2.5b reveals that NH4 + ions are
initially not located on the outermost surface of the droplet (leftmost picture). Gauss’
Law predicts, that all charge carriers on an electrically isolated and conductive sphere to
be equally distributed on the outermost shell. However, the NH4 + ions are dissolved in a
polar medium, water. The charge of the ions is screened by surrounding polarized solvent
molecules, a behavior, well known from the Debye Hückel theory. Thus as long as the
shielded ion  solvent complex does not ”touch” the droplets surface, i.e. the droplet is big
enough, there is no Gaussian force on it and the charge remains on the surface, carried by
the polarized solvent. In a previous paper, Ahadi et al. [76] performed MD simulations
on the example of Na+ ions dissolved in water and indeed found ions to prefer positions in
the droplet, and that a screening of their charge to the surface of the droplet by the dipole
moments of the water molecules is favourable. Similar argumentation might hold for the
depicted example of NH4 + ions, too.
The snapshot in the middle depicts a mother droplet featuring a protrusion with a single
NH4 + ion, encapsulated by water molecules. Directly after this snapshot, the protrusion
detaches and forms a small daughter droplet consisting of one NH4 + ion, surrounded by 13
water molecules. The mother droplet relaxes to its initial spherical shape due to restored
stability. Over time, the mother droplet will shrink again due to evaporation of neutral
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a)

b)

Figure 2.6.: Charge residue model (CRM): Generation of gasphase ions of
globular analytes from Rayleighcharged droplets. The dissolved molecule stays
close to the droplet’s center and is charged with the last solvent molecules evapo
rating. a) Sketch of CRM with the molecule being represented by a red circle and
the droplet by the blue surrounding. The droplet shrinks in size due to solvent
evaporation and ejection of small charged daughter droplets (IEM). Finally, the
charged analyte molecule is left. Adapted from [71]. b) Snapshots of a respective
MD simulation. Colour code: small white for hydrogen, small red for oxygen,
blue for Na+ and magenta for the folded protein. From [72] with modifications.
water molecules, reaches a critical charge and repeats the process of IEM.
The charge residue model (CRM): The CRM is suitable for large and globular analytes
like folded proteins. Figure 2.6 illustrates the different steps of the process. The sketch in
2.6a shows an analyte (red) remaining in the center of a Rayleigh charged droplet (blue),
even though there is only a small solvationshell left. The droplet is charged close to the
Rayleigh limit during the whole process. Excess charge due to desolvation may be ejected
by IEM. The charging of the analyte happens with the last solvent molecules evaporating
[72, 77–80].
Figure 2.6b depicts a snapshot of corresponding MD simulation. The initial droplet con
sists of a folded ubiquitin molecule in a 3 nm water droplet, charged by 16 Na+ ions.
The droplet starts shrinking due to solvent evaporation and the ejection of small charged
daughter droplets via an IEMlike process. Finally, the ubiquitin completely desolvates,
charged by 6 residual Na+ ions. As a result, the rather globular protein stays in a nativelike
conformation with a charge close to the Rayleigh limit of a solvent droplet of comparable
17
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a)

b)

Figure 2.7.: Chain ejection model (CEM): A chainlike molecule, initially in
globular conformation, in a Rayleigh charged droplet unfolds, migrates to the
surface, and gets ejected as a charged molecular ion. a) Sketch of CEM with
the molecule being represented by a red line and the droplet by a blue circle.
Adapted from [71]. b) Snapshots of a respective MD simulation. The polymer
is approximated by a chain of different beads in a coarsegrained model. Colour
code: small white for hydrogen, small red for oxygen, small blue for nitrogen,
large brown for neutral backbone of the chain, large blue for positive side chain,
large green for neutral side chain, large orange for negative side chain. From [84]
with modifications.

size [72]. The actual charge state of the resulting ion can be estimated from equation 1
and depends on the surface tension of the droplet. Furthermore, the charge scales with the
square root of the volume of the sphere, which indicates that the m/z of the resulting ion
increases with with the square root of mass assuming a constant density of the molecules.
Experiments with proteins confirm such charge states [79, 81–83]. Note, that the charge
carriers in the solution influence the chemistry and mass of the resulting ion. Care needs
to be taken to not affect the nativelike conformation of proteins by charging with inap
propriate ions.
The chain ejection model (CEM): The behaviour of chainlike molecules that are disor
dered, poorly soluble, or bind excess charge can be described by the CEM. Examples for
this class of analytes might be nonglobular proteins, DNA or polymer chains. Proteins
for example often show a globular conformation in neutral aqueous solutions with their
hydrophilic groups exposed to the water and their hydrophobic parts in the center [85]. A
change in pH for example might induce unfolding, which exposes their partly hydropho
bic core to the solution. For the unfolded chains, it might be more favourable to diffuse
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to the droplet’s surface in order to desolvate hydrophobic sections. Following, the chain
might be expelled stepwise from the droplet into gasphase [84, 86].
An example of the CEM is depicted in Figure 2.7a. The chainlike molecule (red) is folded
in a rather globular conformation. It starts to unfold in a Rayleigh charged droplet (blue)
and migrates to its surface. Once one tail end touches the droplets surface, the electric
forces of the external field act on the ion, extracting it from the droplet while being step
wise charged at the surface, further enhancing the external electric force. The snapshots in
Figure 2.7b show a MD simulation of a polymer chain, approximated by a coarsegrained
model and consisting of 27 backbone beads and 26 side chain beads. The different colours
represent the backbone and the either positive, negative, or neutral side chains. The poly
mer is positioned close to the center of a water droplet with four additional ammonia ions.
During ejection, small amounts of solvent molecules attach to hydrophilic side groups.
Lastly, a strongly elongated chain detaches from the mother droplet [84]. For long and
uniform chains, the molecules show a certain charge density per unit length. In contrast
to CRM, the charge state scales linearly with the length of the chain and the m/z does not
significantly change with the size of the molecule.
Summing up, all different spray modes and theoretical models aim to explain the forma
tion of gasphase ions from dissolved molecules. For the experimenter, it is important to
understand these basic principles in order to ”let the analytes fly” or find suitable solutions
for trouble shooting. An unstable spray mode might be eliminated by simply changing the
spray voltage or pumping speeds. When reaching a multijet, it is helpful to not further
increase the potential drastically. Conformational information might already be figured
out by the careful observation of m/z resolved spectra. Charge states close to the Rayleigh
limit of their folded conformation might indicate a round, nativelike conformation of pro
teins, while much higher charge states indicate a chainlike conformation [87–89]. The
same argument for conformational forecasts based on the charge state might also be valid
for other molecules.

2.1.4. The atmospheric pressure interface
In principle, a simple counter electrode close to the emitter is suitable to generate the re
quired electric field for the spray process. The surface of this electrode would be sufficient
to deposit an analyte. This type of electrospray deposition is already used in industrial
processes like painting, microencapsulation, electroemulsification, fine powder produc
tion, or micro and nanothin film deposition [90]. Unfortunately, one has no information
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of the exact composition of the ion beam and the charge states. Furthermore, there are
inevitable contaminations from the solvent and the surrounding atmosphere. However, it
is possible to equip the counter electrode with a bore in order to form an interface to a vac
uum chamber. Due to the ambient conditions of the emitter, ion trajectories are strongly
influenced by the surrounding atmosphere’s flow field as ions have a very short mean free
path. Strong reduction of scattering events in a vacuum environment, however, allows
trajectories to be easily controlled by application of suitable electric fields. MS for ex
ample takes advance of this fact in order to produce ions from an ESI source at ambient
conditions and investigate them by means of their m/z in vacuum. Preparative MS further
utilizes the m/z selected ions from the spectrometer for deposition. The advantages, of a
deposition under UHV conditions are: a much higher degree of control due to the selected
m/z of ions, a controllable deposition energy and essentially no impurities of the solvent
molecules or the surrounding atmosphere.
Most ESI sources operate at ambient or close to ambient conditions to avoid discharges
and enhance desolvation of droplets, but also reports on socalled subambient pressure
ionization [91–93] and superatmospheric pressure ion sources [94, 95] can be found in
literature. Nevertheless, all devices have to overcome a gradient between the pressure
of the electrospray and the high vacuum typically required for operating a mass spec
trometer. Therefore, all ambient pressure sprays employ a socalled atmospheric pressure
interface to transfer ions from the spray into vacuum. This interface ideally provides high
ion transmission efficiency for high intensities, combined with low residual gas flow to
reduce the required pumping speed in the first vacuum chamber. Since the early days of
ESI, simple apertures and conical skimmers have been used for this purpose [77]. Even
today, e.g. some commercial sources rely on the same principles [96]. Later designs em
ploy elongated capillaries as pressure interfaces to reduce pumping speed [97, 98]. In the
currently described ESCIBD system, the design of the group around S. Rauschenbach
with a funnel shaped inlet, followed by an elongated capillary, is used [99]. In most cases,
the ESI interface employs some sort of heating in order to enhance the sprayed droplet’s
desolvation.

2.1.5. A short summary of different ESI sources
Besides the simple principles described above, many different designs and modifications
of ESI sources have been investigated for different purposes. The following subsection
provides a rough overview of previous work in literature without any claim to be com
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plete.
Starting with the emitter, there are several manufacturers and distributors offering emitter
tubing material made from fused silica with inner diameters ranging from below 10 µm
to few 100 µm. Outer diameters are typically several hundred µm. Probably the easiest
way to manufacture an emitter is cutting this tubing into pieces of appropriate length and
connecting it to the syringe. The drawbacks are comparably large inner and outer diame
ters of the tubing, as well as a potentially not very well defined surface at the freshly cut
tip. Furthermore, the high voltage potential may not be contacted to the sample solution
directly at the tip, but rather far away which requires a certain conductivity of the solution.
In literature, it is shown that smaller emitter bores may by favourable due to a reduction
of required solution flow rate combined with higher ionization efficiency. This leads to
both, lower sample volumina, and improved mass spectra. [100, 101].
To come to smaller emitters, the socalled pulling of fused silica or glass tubes is a com
mon technique. Here, a tension is applied along the axis of the fused silica tube while
being heated in the middle. At some point the tubing’s glass temperature is reached, it
elongates due to the tension, and finally splits into two pieces. Cutting off the tubing at
the pulled end at an appropriate position leads to a tip of small inner and outer diameter
with very thin walls [102, 103]. Alternatively, the emitter may also be etched [103–105] or
mechanically treated [106]. For direct electric contact, the tip of the emitter is often plated
with a thin, electrically conductive film [103, 104, 106, 107]. With these techniques, emit
ter sizes in the low µm range are possible [101–103]. This type of electrospray is often
referred to as nanoESI due to its typical analyte flow rates in the nl/min regime [102].
Several publications investigate the effects of flow rates on different ESI sources and the
efficiency of the emitter [93, 108–110]. Further miniaturization of emitters was achieved
by using lithography or focused ion beam etching to form nanofluidic capillary slots [111]
or micro chip based emitter systems made from silicon [112–114].
Apart from the emitter’s diameter, the tip’s exact shape may also be important for the
electrospray [115]. Duby et al. [116] compared a metal emitter with a polished, flat tip
surface to an emitter with grooves at its tip. Especially at elevated voltages, multiple jets
located at the grooves emerged due to the enhanced electric field at these positions. The
generation of multiple jets in a single ESIsource has also been realized by arrays of fused
silica emitters [117, 118] or multiple emitters on a single micro chip [113].
The electrospray’s surrounding media may also influence its properties. Schneider et al.
[108] showed that a small chamber around the emitter, which may be filled with a curtain
gas of adjustable temperature, allows for a strong increase in ionization efficiency. Loscer
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tales et al. [119] demonstrated a coaxial emitter where a central liquid is surrounded by
another one in order to generate small droplets consisting of two phases. Similar exper
iments with multiple gas and solvent channels have also been realized with a micro chip
based emitter [114].
Another important part of the ESI source is its counter electrode, in most cases acting as
the inlet into a vacuum chamber. Standard counter electrodes simply consist of an elon
gated metal tube with few cm length and bore diameters of about 1 mm. The influence of
length and diameter have been investigated in several publications [108, 109, 120, 121].
Also, different counter electrode materials have been investigated [120]. Additionally,
the advantages of more sophisticated counter electrodes with multiple bores [110, 121] or
funnel shaped inlets [99] have been demonstrated.
The group around R. D. Smith developed a subambient pressure source operating in the
few 10 mbar regime [93, 110, 118]. The low pressure allows for elimination of the counter
electrode and direct spraying into the first vacuum ion guide thus reducing the neutral gas
load significantly. Possibly due to the deviating spray behaviour such an interface found
no allies yet.
Several commercial ESI sources for MS systems have been compared by Stahnke et al
[96]. Especially commercially available ESI sources aim for low contamination of the
first vacuum ion guide with nonvolatile analyte molecules in order to reduce mainte
nance and downtimes. Therefore, most sources employ heated drying gas and skimmers
to enhance desolvation of the droplets. Furthermore, the emitter is typically not axially
aligned with respect to the counter electrode’s bore. The angled arrangement is beneficial
to prevent heavy, low charged droplets from reaching the vacuum. In some cases, another
90 degree bend of the ion beam is performed in the first vacuum chamber to further reduce
contamination [96, 121].

2.2. Theory of RF ion guides and spectrometers
Since the first experiments with charged particles, the question for their control, contain
ment and manipulation has been of great interest. Early attempts employed static electro
magnetic fields like electrostatic lenses [122, 123]. Another milestone was the invention of
the quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) in the 1950s by Paul and Steinwedel [124, 125].
Due to its low cost and simple handling, a broad field of mass spectrometry emerged in
analytical chemistry, which was dominated by the QMS for decades [126, 127]. Besides,
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particle accelerators and nuclear fusion research developed complementary technologies
for ion confinement and manipulation [128, 129].
The current ESCIBD system operates exclusively with RF driven ion guides. This sec
tion describes the theoretical background of these ion guides. A mathematical description
of different concepts of ion guides and their respective properties will be provided. Other
techniques based on electrostatic or magnetic confinement will not be discussed but can
be found in literature [129–131].
A rather universal theoretical treatment of RF driven ion guides was published by D. Ger
lich in 1992 [132]. A major part of the following discussion is based on this work.
Please note that the following theoretical treatment addresses a single particle movement
in an idealized oscillating electric field, that is later approximated by a static and radial
symmetric pseudo potential. That means this theory is appropriate to describe ion guides
and the quadrupole mass spectrometer with elongated electrodes, low ion density, and
long residence time of the ions in the field. It does not concern any angular components
or phase relation between particle motion and oscillating fields. The ESCIBD described
in this thesis exceeds these limits. In default of a universal theory, we concentrate on this
widely used approximation and its description of basic properties.
We consider a particle of mass m and charge q in an external electromagnetic field E(r, t),
B(r, t). For the nonrelativistic case, the classical equation of motion is:
mÜr = qE(r, t) + qÛr × B(r, t).

(2)

For heavy particles in decent electric fields and rather low kinetic energies, the velocity rÛ
is assumed to be small and the exclusion of strong quasistationary magnetic fields allows
to neglect the last term of equation (2).
For further simplification, we assume a quasistationary electric field E(r, t) as a superpo
sition of a static electric field Es (r) and a timedependent field E0 (r) cos(Ωt + δ). Here,
E0 (r) represents the amplitude of the field, modulated with a constant angular frequency
Ω. Now, equation 2 can be rewritten as:
mÜr = qEs (r) + qE0 (r) cos(Ωt)

(3)

Assuming a smooth electric field with and small oscillations of the ion trajectory, we may
use a separation ansatz for the position r(t) with a smooth drift term R0 (t) and an oscillating
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term R1 (t).
r(t) = R0 (t) + R1 (t) with R1 (t) = −a(t) cos(Ωt)

(4)

with a(t) as the amplitude of particle movement due to the oscillating field. The spatial
coordinate’s second derivative with respect to time can now be calculated as:
Ü 0 + aÜ cos(Ωt) − 2ΩÛa sin(Ωt) − Ω2 a cos(Ωt).
rÜ (t) = R

(5)

Assuming a high angular frequency Ω and a slow change of a(t) with time leads to:
Ü 0 − Ω2 a cos(Ωt).
rÜ (t) = R

(6)

Approximation of the electric field by the first two terms of its Taylor expansion leads to:
T1 E0 (R0 ; R0 − a cos(Ωt)) = E0 (R0 ) − (a· ∇)E0 (R0 ) cos(Ωt)

(7)

Insertion of equations (6) and (7) into the equation of motion (3) gives the rather compli
cated expression:
Ü 0 − mΩ2 a(t) cos(Ωt) = qEs (r) + qE0 (R0 ) cos(Ωt) − q(a· ∇)E0 (R0 ) cos2 (Ωt)
mR

(8)

Again, we assume a smooth electric field and a fast angular frequency Ω to keep the am
plitude of the oscillations a(t) small. This leads to insignificant changes in the electric
field in a single oscillation E0 (R0 ± a) ≈ E0 (R0 ). For slow drift velocities, the ampli
tude varies slowly with time and we can approximate the timedependent amplitude by a
positiondependent oscillation in a homogeneous field.
a(t) = a(R0 ) =

qE0 (R0 )
mΩ2

(9)

Insertion of equation (9) into (8) allows for conversion of the last term by using the prop
erties of a quasielectrostatic field ∇ × E = 0:
1
1
(E0 · ∇)E0 = ∇E20 − E0 × (∇ × E0 ) = ∇E20
2
2
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Finally, the smooth drift motion R0 can be separated by calculating the time average, thus
eliminating the cosine terms and replacing the cosinesquare by 1/2.
Ü 0 = qEs (r) −
mR

q2
∇E2
4mΩ2 0

(11)

The last term represents the socalled ponderomotive or fieldgradient force [132–134].
This effect is the primal driving force of all RF ion guides. In brief words, a charged
particle in an inhomogeneous oscillating electric field experiences a force pointing away
from regions of high fieldgradients. Note, that the force is independent of the sign of the
charge. For simplification, a socalled pseudo potential V ∗ was introduced by replacing
the static electric field by the gradient of a static potential Es = −∇Φs :
Ü 0 = −q∇V ∗ (R0 ) with V ∗ (R0 ) =
mR

q
E20 + Φs
2
4mΩ

(12)

Integration of equation (12) leads to a constant total energy Em of the ion in the field.
1 Û2
q2
m R0 +
E2 + qΦs = Em
2
4mΩ2 0

(13)

Therefore, the energy of the smooth motion of the ion in the field can be transferred into ef
fective potential energy and electrostatic potential energy. Note, there is no energy transfer
between electric field and charged particle. Such a system is called adiabatic. This prop
erty is crucial for most RF driven ion guides as there is typically no damping of the ion
motion via friction or scattering. A nonadiabatic system would constantly transfer en
ergy to the charged particles until their kinetic energy exceeds the depth of the effective
trapping potential of the ion guide, thus leaving the trapping volume and being lost.
The second term of equation (13) can be identified with the timeaveraged kinetic energy
of the fast oscillatory motion:
q2
1 Û2
>=
E2
< mR
1
2
4mΩ2 0

(14)

This result indicates that the energy attributed to the effective potential is actually stored
in the fast oscillatory motion of the charged particle. In general, energy transfer between
a dynamic inhomogeneous electric field and a charged particle is possible and the total
energy of the ion is not constant. Therefore, it is necessary to find a parameter that ensures
the validity of the effective potential approximation and adiabaticity of the motion. A very
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basic requirement to allow for the separation of the spatial coordinate in equation (4) and
the termination of the taylor expansion in equation (7) is the smooth variation of the electric
field in the peak to peak amplitude of a single oscillation 2a.
|2(a∇)E0 | < |E0 |

(15)

To ensure the validity of this effective potential approach, the dimensionless adiabaticity
parameter η was defined.
η=

|2(a∇)E0 | 2q|∇E0 |
=
|E0 |
mΩ2

(16)

For small η, energy transfer between ion and electric field is inhibited and the effective
potential approximation is valid. Larger values indicate unstable trajectories due to a gain
of kinetic energy of the electric field over time leading to increasing amplitudes of the
oscillations and finally to violations of boundary conditions like the size of the ion guide
or depth of the effective potential.
Another important parameter is the charge capacity and the distribution of the ions in an
ion guide. For low kinetic energies of the ions, the fieldbalance condition between the
effective focusing field E∗ and the space charge field Esc needs to be fulfilled. Inserting
Poisson’s equations gives an expression for the charge distribution ρ:
−∇V ∗ = E∗ = −Esc and − ∇Esc =

ρ
ϵ0

(17)

In the following, the effective potential approach is apllied to the different types of ion
guides of the ESCIBD system. The first subsection describes the multipole ion guide in
general, followed by a description of the special cases of a QMS and finally the ion funnel.

2.2.1. Linear multipole ion guides
The general idea behind linear multipole ion guides is to create a 2D trapping potential
around a central axis in order to guide ions onto a desired path. This type of ion guide
typically consists of an even number of electrodes starting by four, a quadrupole. The
electrodes are arranged equidistantly on a circle around a central axis. To produce an
ideal multipole field, these electrodes should have a hyperbolic shape. Since the manu
facturing of such electrodes is very difficult and expensive, multipoles frequently employ
cylindrical electrodes to approximate an ideal multipole field. In the following this sim
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Figure 2.8.: Schematic drawings of a multipole ion guide with cylindrical elec
trodes arranged equidistantly around a central axis. The colour code in blue and
red indicates the supply with two RF signals, phaseshifted by 180°. a) shows a
hexapole made from six electrodes of length L. b) depicts a cross section per
pendicular to the symmetry axis. The inscribed radius and the electrode radius
are indicated by ri and re , respectively. Adapted from [52, 135].

plification will be applied. A typical geometry of a multipole employing six electrodes,
a socalled hexapole, is depicted in Figure 2.8. All electrodes have a length of L and a
radius of re . The socalled inscribed radius ri is defined as the radius of the largest circle
inside the ion guide which does not touch the electrodes. ri determines the volume of sta
ble particle trajectories. Charged particles that exit this radius are considered lost e.g. by
impinging on an electrode surface.
To generate an oscillating field neighbouring electrodes are supplied with sineshaped RF
potentials phaseshifted by 180° (indicated by blue and red). In general, it is possible
to operate multipoles with different electric signal shapes like square waves or triangu
lar waves. For simplicity, only the most common case of a sineshaped RF signal of a
resonant oscillating circuit will be discussed. Furthermore, we consider a long ion guide
(l  ri ) with neglectable fringing fields at its ends. The cylindrical symmetry allows for
elimination of the potential’s zcomponent. The electric field’s absolute amplitude of an
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ideal multipole is given by [132, 136]:
(

)
NURF
ERF (r) =
r̂
ri

N−1

(18)

Here, 2N represents the number of electrodes of the multipole, URF is the amplitude of the
applied RF signal, and the reduced radius r̂ = r/ri . A more detailed theoretical derivation
and discussion of multipole fields can be found in literature [137, 138]. Now, the effective
potential V ∗ of a multipole can be calculated from equation (12):
q
V (r) =
m
∗

(

NURF
2ri Ω

)2
r̂

2(N−1)

(19)

From this formula, it is obvious that the shape of the potential is only dependent on the
number of electrodes. A quadrupole, for example, produces a parabolic potential. Higher
order multipoles (N > 2) have a higher exponent, which causes a flat potential in the
center with a steep increase close to the electrodes. The respective adiabaticity parameter
η from equation (16) is:
η=

2N(N − 1)qURF
r̂
mΩ2ri2

N−2

(20)

Gerlich [132, 139] suggests adiabatic motion for ηmax < 0.3 from the example of an
octopole ion guide. Tolmachev [136] suggested higher values of ηmax < 1. Note, that the
radial component r̂ N−2 equals unity in the special case of a quadrupole with N = 2. Thus,
an RF amplitude exceeding the critical voltage URF,max (where η = ηmax ) leads to merely
unstable trajectories for a given charged particle and a frequency Ω. This behaviour is
commonly known as low mass cutoff in the RFonly mode and will be discussed in section
2.2.3. Therefore, the following calculations exclude the case of a QMS and exclusively
address higher order multipoles with N > 2. Rewriting equation (20) gives a maximum
allowed radius for adiabatic trajectories:
(

radiabatic

ηmax mΩ2ri2
= ri
2N(N − 1)qURF

) N1−2
(21)

Following the restrictions of the adiabatic parameter η, Gerlich states a maximum allowed
radius of rmax = 0.8 ri for an octopole in order to provide some space for oscillations in
the RF field without impinging of particles on an electrode surface.
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The trapping and confinement of charged particles in a multipole is of atmost importance.
Thus we look for the maximum kinetic energy of a particle which can be trapped by a
multipole. The turning radius describes the maximum reachable radius of an ion’s smooth
motion in the effective potential. It can be calculated by the effective potential’s depth
and the ion’s kinetic energy in the xy plane. In other words, a charged particle inside
a given multipole is considered trapped, when its turning radius in the effective poten
tial is smaller than a maximum allowed radius for ion trapping rtrap , which is limited
by the smaller values of either maximum allowed radius or radius of adiabatic motion
rtrap = min (rmax , radiabatic ). Therefore, an ion which is injected into a multipole ion guide
is considered trapped, when its initial radial kinetic energy is smaller than the effective
potential energy at the trapping radius.
Er < qV ∗ (rtrap ) with rtrap = min (rmax , radiabatic )

(22)

Inserting the radial restrictions into the multipole’s effective potential in equation (19)
leads to a trapping potential for both limitations of the form:

V∗ =













q
m
N2
4

(

rmax
ri

(

)

2(N−1)

(

) N
2 N −2 (

mΩ2 ri
q

NURF
2ri Ω

)2

ηmax
2 N(N−1)

)

for rmax < radiabatic
2 N −2
N −2

− 2
URFN −2

(23)
for rmax > radiabatic

As mentioned in the very beginning of this section, a commonly used multipole ion guide
employs a set of electrodes which are supplied by a LC circuit. Therefore, the frequency
of the oscillation Ω of the field is typically determined by the resonance frequency. Only
the applied potential may be adjusted. It is obvious that radiabatic decreases with URF for
a given ion guide and RF frequency. Following that, the effective potential is limited by
rmax for low amplitudes and increases with the RFamplitude’s square. Note, this increase
is independent of the order of the multipole. At a certain amplitude, rmax = radiabatic is
reached. For further increasing amplitudes, the effective potential is limited by radiabatic ,
which leads to a decrease in effective potential (see figure 2.9b). Following, there is a
∗
maximum effective potential Vmax
when rmax = radiabatic . The respective amplitude can
be calculated as:
URF,max

(
) N−2
ηmax mΩ2ri2
ri
=
2N(N − 1)q rmax

(24)
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Inserting this amplitude into the effective potential gives an expression for the maximum
potential depth of a multipole for a given particle and RF frequency:
∗
Vmax
=

2 mΩ2 r 2
ηmax
max
16(N − 1)2 q

(25)

This formula gives an upper limit for the maximum allowed kinetic energy of an injected
charged particle to be stored in the ion guide. The height of this potential may be influ
enced by the geometry of the electrodes (ri and N), or by a simultaneous increase of the
RF frequency and amplitude. Note, that the ideal amplitude URF,max scales with Ω2 .
Besides the potentials, the charge density and their distribution in the multipole are also
important. The symmetry of the multipole field allows for cylindrical coordinates and a
radial charge distribution ρ(r). Equation (17) can be rewritten as:
ρ(r) = −ϵ0

1 1
(r E ∗ )
r δr

(26)

We assume a high enough effective potential to trap the charged particles in the ion guide
ρ(r) = 0 ∀ r > rtrap . Furthermore, a finite amount of charge per unit length Q l gives a
∫r
maximum radius of the ion beam rion with Q l = 0 ion ρ(r)dr and:



 ϵ0 (N − 1)2
ρ(r) =
 0



q
m

RF 2 2(N−2)
( NU
) r̂
for r ≤ rion
Ωr 2
i

for r > rion

(27)

For illustration purposes, some important properties of the multipole fields are depicted
in Figure 2.9. The plot in 2.9a shows the typical shape of an effective multipole potential
(grey) and the respective charge distribution for low energy particles (red). In this case,
the ion distribution follows equation (27). The field balance in the middle of the ion cloud
gives rise to a flat overall potential in the cloud. The overall potential (black dotted line) is
flat for all r ≤ rion and follows the effective potential elsewhere. Therefore, the filled red
area indicates the charge density’s integral and can be interpreted as the finite amount of
charge per unit length Q l with its termination condition at r = rion . Note, that the charge
distribution follows an exponent of 2(N − 2). For higher order multipoles (N > 2), the
exponent gives rise to a low ion density in the middle with a steep increase close to the
electrodes.
The plot 2.9b compares the potentials of three different multipole orders. The parameters
where chosen such that all curves share the same amplitude URF,max for their maximum
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Figure 2.9.: Plots of different features of multipole fields. a) depicts a typical
effective multipole potential (grey), filled with a certain amount of charge (red).
Due to Coulomb repulsion, the electric fields need to be balanced in the ion distri
bution leading to a flattened center of the overall potential (black dots). b) shows
trapping potentials of different multipoles for a range of RF amplitudes. All po
tentials share the same ideal amplitude URF,max . The filled areas represent the
∗ .
amplitudes capable of trapping an ion with a radial kinetic energy of 0.8 qVmax
Graphs with increasing order are shifted upwards for illustrative reasons by 0.05.
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Figure 2.10.: Schematics of the electrode array of an ion funnel. a) depicts a
cross section along the symmetry axis of the funnel. The electrode geometry is
defined by inscribed radius ri , the distance between electrodes de , their thickness
t and the resulting electrode pitch d = de +t. From [135] with modifications. Fig
ure b) shows a typical electrical supply scheme for an ion funnel. Neighbouring
electrodes are supplied with 180° phaseshifted RF signals, indicated in blue and
red. The RF signal is coupled to the electrodes via capacitors and an additional
array of resistors superimposes a DC potential. From [52] with modifications.
∗ . Furthermore, the curves have been normalized to unity. For visu
trapping potential Vmax
alization, the graphs were shifted upwards for increasing electrode numbers by 0.05. All
rising edges have the same shape, independent of the electrode number (see equation (23)
for rtrap = rmax ). In contrast, the falling edge is limited by rtrap = radiabatic and decreases
more rapidly for low multipole orders. The dashed lines indicate the amplitude range in
∗
which an ion with 0.8 qVmax
kinetic energy in radial direction may be trapped. Note, that
higher order multipoles show a slower decrease in effective potential for URF > URF,max
and, therefore tend to show broader amplitude windows for efficient charged particle trap
ping.

2.2.2. Stacked ring ion guides
Besides the multipoles mentioned above, there is a second type of RF ion guides predom
inantly used in regions of high background pressure: the stacked ring ion guide or ion
funnel (see Figure 2.10). The path of the ions is defined by the axis of the stack of ring
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electrodes. Neighbouring electrodes are supplied with RF signals with of 180° phase shift.
In addition to the RF signal, a DC gradient may be applied along the axis of the ion guide
[140].
in the ESCIBD system, the ion funnel is used to collect and focus the ions from the outlet
of the ESI source’s atmospheric pressure interface in the first vacuum chamber. A typical
funnel design employs a simple resistor network, acting as a voltage divider, and a stack of
ring electrodes with shrinking inscribed radius towards the exit. The conical shape allows
for focusing of the ion beam. One of the major advantages of an ion funnel compared to
a multipole is its capability to operate in higher pressure regions. One of the reasons is
the tunable DC potential along the zaxis. In regions of poor vacuum, scattering of ions
with residual gas atoms needs to be considered and ions tend to follow the flow of the gas
towards the vacuum pump. Thus, to keep ions on track, it is necessary to trap the ions
in two dimensions in the funnel via the RF field and additionally generate a driving force
towards the exit of the funnel via the potential gradient.
In the following theoretical description, we consider the simplest case of an elongated
stacked ring ion guide with constant inscribed diameter. Furthermore, we assume a sine
shaped RF signal without a superimposed DC gradient. The effective potential can be
written as [132, 140, 141]:
∗

V (r, z) =

[

Vtrap I12 (r/δ) cos2 (z/δ) + I02 (r/δ) sin2 (z/δ)

]
(28)

with
Vtrap

2
qURF
Vmax
= 2
and Vmax =
4mΩ2 δ
I0 (ri /δ)

(29)

Here, δ is related to the pitch distance of the electrodes πδ = d (see Figure 2.10a). I0
and I1 represent the zeroth and first order modified Bessel functions, respectively. Note,
that Vtrap is the potential’s amplitude of oscillation in the center of the ion guide along
the symmetry axis (see below). For x  1 the Bessel functions can be approximated by
√
I1,2 (x) ≈ e x / 2πx. Rewriting equation (28) thus leads to:
(
)
r − ri
ri
V (r) ≈ Vmax exp
for r  δ
r
δ/2
∗

(30)

The criterion for the radius r implies that the inscribed radius of the electrodes must be
large compared to the pitch distance ri  d [136, 141].
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For small radii r ≈ 0, the Bessel functions of equation (28) can be approximated by
I0 (0) = 1 and I1 (0) = 0. The effective potential close to the central axis can therefore
be approximated by [141]
V ∗ (z) = Vtrap sin2 (z/δ) for r ≈ 0

(31)

The potential Vtrap of this formula can be attributed to the amplitude of the potential that
traps ions between two electrodes. In Figure 2.11, the oscillation of the potential along
the central axis can be nicely observed [142]. Note, that the straight funnel in 2.11a em
ploys a large inscribed radius compared to the pitch repetition (r  δ), which gives rise
to small oscillations and trapping potentials in the center. Figure 2.11b depicts a potential
landscape of a conical funnel, where the aforementioned condition is successively vio
lated. The trapping potential and its oscillations increase for decreasing inscribed radii.
For the design of an ion funnel it is therefore very important to keep Vtrap small enough
in order not to trap, accumulate, and subsequently lose ions at small inscribed radii. The
trapping potential should be much smaller than the effective potential Vtrap  Vmax and
the inscribed radius in turn should be much larger than the pitch of the electrodes ri  d.
This problem can be tackled by applying a suitable DC gradient along the ion funnel. One
can estimate that ions effectively overcome the potential barriers in the center, when their
kinetic energy in the direction of the symmetry axis is larger than qVtrap . In most cases
the movement of ions is influenced by the flow of the background gas. Flowspeed along
the zaxis is small, as the gas is pumped perpendicular to the electrodes. Thus the DC po
tential between adjacent electrodes has to be larger than the trapping potential to generate
enough kinetic energy of the ions. Note, that the confining properties of an ion funnel may
also suffer when ions are moving too fast along the central axis. This might be the case
when an ion’s zvelocity vz becomes fast enough to pass an electrode pair in a single RF
cycle vz ≈ 2Ωπ d. In this case, there is no repulsive force due to the oscillating field any
more. [136, 140, 141].
Finally, the adiabaticity parameter from equation (15) can be calculated as:
2qURF
η=
mΩ2 δ2

√

(
)
ri
r − ri
exp
for r  δ
r
δ

(32)

Again, we can limit the maximum allowed turning radius of a charged particle that is con
sidered trapped rtrap in a funnel by a maximum radius rmax before impinging on electrodes
and a maximum radius for adiabatic motion radiabatic . Unfortunately, rewriting equation
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Figure 2.11.: Radial effective potential of an ion funnel. a) shows a linear ion
funnel with constant inscribed radius and ri  δ. b) depicts the effective po
tential of a conical array with shrinking inscribed diameter. From [142] with
modifications.
(32) for the radius r gives a rather complicated expression and the movement of the ions
is strongly affected by the poor vacuum such a funnel is typically operated. Thus these
aspects will not be further investigated. The takehome message here is analogous to the
multipole discussion above. There is an ideal RF amplitude URF,max for a maximum effec
∗
tive potential Vmax
of a given ion funnel, driven with a fixed RF frequency Ω, filled with
a certain species of charged particles, exactly when rmax = radiabatic . Below URF,max the
2 (see equation (30)). Above this limit the potential
trapping potential increases with URF
decreases. This behaviour is similar to that of a higher order multipole.
Another similarity is the rather flat effective potential in the center with a steep increase
close to the electrodes, thus leading to a comparably large ion distribution with respect
to ri . The major difference are the separated electrodes along the zaxis which allow for
focusing and a potential gradient, but come at the expense of a much larger number of elec
trodes for elongated devices and a lower limit for the inscribed radius of the electrodes at
a given electrode distance.

2.2.3. The linear Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (QMS)
The quadrupole, the most widely used multipole, can be operated in another mode besides
its application as an ion guide: Paul and Steinwedel used it in the 1950s to separate ions
by their m/z [124, 143]. The linear Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (QMS) became a
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Figure 2.12.: Sketch of a typical QMS. a) shows four rod electrodes, arranged
on a circle whereas neighbouring electrodes are supplied with RF signals of op
posite sign. The applied sineshaped signals with superimposed DC potentials
are depicted in b).
prominent tool in physics and chemistry and Wolfgang Paul was awarded the Nobel Prize
in physics in 1989 [144]. The small and simple construction, as well as its easy and fast
operation for a comparably low price makes it one of the most frequently used ion guides
and mass spectrometers to this day [34].
Starting from the linear QMS several variations have been developed, like quadrupole ion
traps and the 3D quadrupole [34, 127]. Due to its pioneering role, the term ”linear” is
often ignored in literature and it is referred to as QMS only.
Starting from the first QMS in 1955, the ideal hyperbolic electrodes have been replaced by
cheaper circular rods in most applications [143, 145]. To approximate the ideal quadrupole
field as precise as possible, a ratio between electrode rod radius and inscribed radius is the
range between re /ri ≈ 1.14 − 1.16 was proposed [125, 145, 146]. Since this approximation
seems not to influence the properties significantly, it will not be discussed in the following.
A sketch of a typical QMS including its electric supply is depicted in Figure 2.12. The
electrode rod pairs in xdirection (red) and ydirection (blue) share two supply signals. The
signal typically consists of a sineshaped RF signal with amplitude URF and frequency Ω
with a superimposed DC potential UDC , the later is often called resolving DC. The sum of
DC and RF potential is defined as the difference between both rod pairs. Note, its reference
to ground is defined as a further DC voltage mostly denoted as field axis potential.
For the following theoretical calculations, the finite length of the rods is neglected in order
to ignore the zcomponent. The equation of motion 2 can now be separated in x and y
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direction by [34]:
q
d2 x
+
(UDC + URF cosΩt) x = 0
dt 2 mri2
d2 y
q
(UDC + URF cosΩt) y = 0
−
2
dt
mri2

(33)

Rewriting these equations in dimensionless form leads to:
d2 x
+ (a x + 2qy cos2τ) x = 0
dτ 2
d2 y
+ (a y + 2qx cos2τ) y = 0
dτ 2

with a x = −a y =

2qURF
Ωt
4qUDC
,
q
=
−q
=
,
τ
=
x
y
2
mri2 Ω2
mri2 Ω2

(34)

(35)

These equations of motion have the form of Mathieu equations. Stable ion trajectories
with a radial extent smaller than the inscribed radius r ≤ ri and the symmetry conditions
a x = −a y , qx = −qy can be plotted in a socalled stability diagram (see aq space in Figure
2.13)[127]. The differently shaded areas indicate the a and q values for stable trajectories
in x and ydirection, respectively. There are several regions, labelled by Roman numer
als, in which stability is given for motion in both x and y. These regions are typically
called stability regions. Choosing the a and q parameters in the boundaries of a stability
region allows for stable trajectories in the quadrupole field.
While operation in higher stability regions is possible [147–151], standard QMS systems
typically employ the first stability region in order to discriminate between different m/z
due to the decent a and q values (see 2.14). Note, that a is porportional to the applied DC
potenital UDC and q to the applied RF amplitude URF . The typical operation of such a
QMS is depicted in Figure 2.14. The apices of the first stability region of all possible m/z
(e.g. shaded blue and red) align on a line (solid black) in the UDC vs URF diagramm. In
order to perform a m/z resolving scan, the RF and DC amplitudes are ramped up simulta
neously along a predefined curve, typically a straight line with smaller slope (dotted and
dashed black lines) compared to the enveloping line of apices.
During a typical scan, the QMS is continuously supplied with ions at its inlet while a de
tector records the amount of transmitted ions at the exit. For each set of potentials on the
scan line, only a m/z within a small range allows for stable trajectories in the QMS and
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a)

Figure 2.13.: Stability diagram of a QMS in aq space. The differently hatched
areas represent stable trajectories in x and ydirection, respectively. In their
intersections, the socalled stability regions, overall stable trajectories may be
found. From [127].
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Figure 2.14.: Typical m/z resolved scan lines of a QMS operating in the first
stability region. Stability regions of two different charged particle species are
represented by the blue and red areas. Scan lines of two different resolving DC
component and the resulting spectra are indicated by the dotted and dashed black
lines, respectively.
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might therefore be transmitted. All other species may impinge on the electrode rods or
scatter out of the QMS between the rods. The exact scan parameters must be well chosen,
due to the competition between transmission efficiency and resolution. A scan line close
to the apices of the stability regions allows for sharp discrimination between different m/z,
but might lead to low transmission. Decreasing the DC ratio will increase the transmis
sion efficiency, but at the same time make it impossible to distinguish between two m/z
in close proximity.
For analysis, each set of RF and DC potentials can be attributed to a certain m/z and the
intensity spectrum can be assigned to different charged particle species with their respec
tive m/z . For the exact interpretation, it is crucial to know that the resluting peaks are
typically not symmetric due to the asymmetry of the first stability region and the slope of
the scan line. For lower resolutions, there might be an apparent shift to lower m/z of the
center of the peak.
Another less common way of scanning an ion beam with a QMS is the socalled RFonly
scan. Here, no DC potential is superimposed and the scan line follows the URF axis in
Figure 2.14. The stability diagram of each m/z shows an intersection with the URF axis,
meaning that each m/z has a critical RF amplitude URF,crit with no stable trajectories above
that in the first stability region. For low RF amplitudes, the signal is composed of the sum
of all intensities of all m/z with an URF,crit exceeding said amplitude. While ramping the
amplitude up, the intensity shows a significant drop each time when crossing URF,crit of a
charged particle species present in the incident ion beam.

2.3. Deposition of charged particles
The last step towards the deposition of molecules on a sample in vacuum is their successful
landing. There are plenty of publications in literature examining the processes and inter
actions of charged particles landing on solid surfaces from gasphase. A very instructive
summary may be found in the review articles by Grill et al. [41] and Johnson et al. [152].
The different processes can be roughly divided into four groups by the kinetic energy of
the charged particles during the landing process: The thermal range with energies below
1 eV, the hyperthermal with 1 − 100 eV, the low energy range from 100 eV − 100 keV, and
finally the high energy range above 100 keV [41].
In the scope of this thesis, only the thermal and hyperthermal regions are of interest. In
particular, the focus lies on processes where charged particles are actually adsorbed on
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surfaces without chemical decomposition. Socalled softlanding is defined as the deposi
tion of charged particles on surfaces without altering their structural or chemical integrity
[40]. A rather rough criterion might be that for energies below about 10 eV/z per charge,
the landing of intact ions is possible. Above that, the kinetic energy is comparable or
greater than typical bond energies, which enables cleavage of single bonds without com
plete disruption of the whole molecule. This allows for conformational changes, as well as
breaking and reformation of bonds, which is physically and chemically of strong interest.
Energies above 100 eV are typically used for sputtering, and ion implantation [41].
Besides the kinetic energy durring landing, also the charged particle’s nature and the sur
face itself play an important role in collision processes. Both strongly influence physics
and chemistry during landing. Especially energy transfer via electronic and vibrational ex
citation, charge transfer, and possible reaction channels play an important role [41, 152].
Hard surfaces promote dissociative processes already at low kinetic energies [153, 154],
while larger charged particles allow for higher energies due to their higher degrees of free
dom [43, 152, 153, 155]. For the case of depositing ions from an ESIsource, larger ions
tend to have more charges (see section 2.1). As discussed in section 2.1.3, the charge state
of an ion increases for increasing molecule size. Thus, in our case, a maximum landing
energy per charge of an ion seems to give a much more convenient criterion for larger
species than an absolute energy value.
The ion’s landing energy is determined by the electric potential of the target surface. Note,
that a surface employed for such landing experiments needs to be electrically conductive
or at least semiconductive in order to allow the experimenter to apply a defined potential
and to drain the charge. Nonconductive surfaces accumulate the charge of landed parti
cles, leading to hardly controllable changes in potential and undefined landing energies.
Landing particles of equal polarity, build up a repelling potential and finally cause block
ing of deposition for further ions. Additionally, the electric current cannot be measured
on insulating surfaces, even though it is an important indicator for the intensity of the ion
beam, and the amount of deposited particles. On conductive surfaces, the charge of the
landed particles is either directly neutralized or a mirror charge is induced. Both effects
lead to a current on the sample, proportional to the ion beam intensity. Undesired charge
transfer between surface and deposited particles may be inhibited by thin insulating layers
[153, 156–160].
Some promising applications of softlanding have been demonstrated by the group around
S. Rauschenbach, S. Abb, and K. Kern by e.g. softlanding of intact proteins, oligomers,
peptides and carbohydrates [42, 44, 87, 161, 162]. Experiments with different landing en
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ergies confirmed softlanding at kinetic energies < 10 eV/z and reactive landing at some
10 − 100 eV/z [163–165]. Another example is the group around J. Laskin, which applied
soft and reactivelanding to peptides [155, 157, 166–168] and organometallic complexes
with catalytic properties [169, 170].

2.4. Differentially pumped vacuum systems
A rather striking problem competing with the transfer of ions is an efficient differentially
pumped vacuum system. As already mentioned above, the generation of ions via ESI
requires a pressure close to ambient conditions to avoid discharges, and enhance desolva
tion of droplets. In contrast, the low deposition pressure for said ions in the ESCIBD is
inevitable to guarantee low impurity densities originating from neutral residual gas par
ticles during long term depositions. Therefore, the ESCIBD system demands a pressure
gradient of round about 13 orders of magnitude between the electrospray and the depo
sition stage. As vacuum pumps require acquisition expenses, maintenance, and power
consumption, it is worth discussing basic physics and the residual gas flow in all relevant
pressure regimes. The basic layout of the pumps and the number of differentially pumped
chambers was already outlined in the precedent thesis of T. Kaposi [52]. Nevertheless,
basic concepts will be described again and progress during the current thesis as well as
conclusions for future systems will be outlined. A more detailed discussion of vacuum
physics may be found in literature [171, 172]. A comparison between theory and experi
ment for the ESCIBD case may be found in 3.7.
The gas flow through a specific geometry like a orifice or a tube can be separated in two
regimes: The continuum flow and the molecular flow. The Knudsen flow describes the
regime in between, characterized by a complex mixture of both flows. The Knudsen num
ber Kn is a measure to separate these regimes.
Kn = λ/d

(36)

d represents the characteristic length of the geometry investigated, typically it is the short
est distance one can choose like the diameter of a tube. λ is the mean free path of the
residual gas defined by the pressure and temperature. In our case it ranges from about
10−7 m at ambient conditions and 106 m in UHV. Knudsen numbers below Kn < 10−2
indicate continuum flow, above Kn > 1 molecular flow prevails.
When ignoring undefined leaks and the boiloff rates, the chamber pressure is defined by
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the flow through a leak qleak and the flow through the pump qpump of the vacuum chamber.
Conservation of particles leads to qleak = qpump with:
qleak = pleak · Cleak

qpump = p pump · Spump

and

(37)

where pleak is the pressure at the inlet of the leak with a corresponding conductivity Cleak ,
p pump is the adjacent vacuum chamber pressure, and Spump is the pumping speed. Note,
that Cleak depends on the geometry of the orifice as well as on the type of flow correlated
to the pressure. Furthermore, the pumping speed Spump is typically not independent from
pressure and depends on the type of vacuum pump used. Diagrams that correlate S(p pump )
with p pump may be provided by the specific vacuum pump’s manufacturer.
Calculation of the conductivity C or the flow q is determined by the flow regime and the
geometry of the orifice. A precise estimation for nonstandard geometries is complicated,
but all commonly used pressure interfaces employ a more or less tubular shape or a round
orifice. Due to the entanglement of properties of leaks and pumps with their respective
operation pressure, calculating an exact forecast of the chamber pressures is rather diffi
cult.
For realistic calculations at elevated pressures and a flow in the continuum regime, it is
mandatory to calculate the Reynolds number Re. It indicates the flip from the laminar
to the turbulent flow regime. As an example the properties of a tubulae pressure inter
face will be discussed in the following and the corresponding Reynolds number can be
calculated by:
Re =

ρ
vd
η

(38)

with density ρ, the viscosity η, the flow speed v, and the diameter of the tube d . For tubes,
Reynolds numbers of Re ≈ 2300 may indicate turbulent flow and lower values may hint
to laminar flow. The continuum flow through an elongated tubular pressure interface is
calculated as [172]:
(
qtube,turbulent = 1.015 · d 19/7

qtube,laminar

c̄6
η

) 1/7 (

p21 − p22
·
l

π · d4
=
(p21 − p22 )
256 · η · l

) 4/7
(39)

(40)
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for the laminar and turbulent case. Here, d and l are the diameter and length of the inter
face, respectively. The mean thermal particle speed of dry air at T = 20 ◦C is given by
c̄ = 463 m/s, and the viscosity is η = 18.2 × 10−6 Pa s. p1 is the pressure at the inlet and
p2 is the pressure at the exit of the tube. Furthermore, choked flow needs to be considered
in the continuum regime as the pressure at the exit p2 drops below a critical value p∗ . The
gas is accelerated to sonic speed and a further increase in velocity is impossible. Further
expansion of the gas happens downstream the exit of the tubular pressure interface, inside
the subsequent vacuum chamber. Thus, the flow of equations (39) and (40) are limited by
replacing p2 with the respective critical pressures for chocked flow [172]:
∗
ptube,turbulent
= 1.92

∗
ptube,laminar

1
a· d

(

c̄6
η

) 1/7 (

d 3 · p21
2l

) 4/7

d 2 · p21
=
64 · η · l · c

(41)

(42)

with c being the speed of sound. On the other end of the pressure scale, in high vacuum
regions, large mean free paths of the residual gas molecules lead to Knudsen numbers
above unity. The conductivity and flow of a tubular interface in the molecular regime is
calculated by [172]:
Ctube,molecular =

c̄ · π · d 3
and qtube,molecular = (p1 − p2 )Ctube,molecular
12 · l

(43)

A detailed discussion of the differentially pumped vacuum system of the ESCIDB with
a comparison of the theoretically calculated and the experimental values may be found in
section 3.7.

2.5. Basics of scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM)
The scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) was invented by Binnig and Rohrer in 1981
[2]. The STM offers real space information of the electronic density of states of a sample
down to the atomic scale. Due to its tremendous impact in surfacescience, Binnig and
Rohrer were awarded the Nobel Price in 1987 together with the inventor of the electron
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microscope, Ernst Ruska [173]. Until today, STM is extensively used in surfacescience
and all kinds of related techniques have been developed. Due to the limited scope of this
thesis, only the basics of STM will be briefly introduced. Most of the following stand
points originate from the book by Chen [174], where a more detailed introduction can be
found.
The STM uses the quantum mechanical tunnelling effect, which was initially proposed to
explain the αdecay of atomic nuclei in 1928 [175]. It is schematically depicted in Fig
ure 2.15a and describes the probability of a wavelike particle to pass a potential barrier
of finite height and width. The boundary conditions in quantum mechanics do not allow
the probability density of a travelling wave to drop to zero immediately when reaching
a potential barrier of finite height. More precisely, the probability density penetrates the
potential barrier with exponentially decreasing amplitude. For a finite barrier width, the
travelling wave continues behind the potential barrier with decreased amplitude.
An STM uses a microscopic probe, a socalled tip, in combination with the quantum me
chanical tunnelling effect to investigate a surface (see Figure 2.15b). The tip is an elec
trically conductive needle with an atomically sharp apex. It is positioned closely to a
electrically conductive sample surface and a bias potential of some volts is applied be
tween tip and sample. For distances of the order of a single atom, a significant amount of
electrons start to tunnel through the potential barrier of the gap between tip and sample.
The tunnelling current is exponentially dependent on the width of the barrier. For tips with
only a single atom at the apex, the dominant contribution to the electric current originates
from this outermost atom, which confines the interaction to the atomic level. By moving
the tip along a line over a sample surface, and keeping the tunnelling current constant by
approaching and retracting the tip, an STM is capable of recording a topographic map of
the tipsample interactions with atomic resolution.
Figure 2.15 shows two schematic sketches of the operation of an STM with a metallic tip
in close proximity to a metallic sample. For Figure 2.15a, the STM is considered to oper
ate in vacuum and both work functions of the metals are indicated by Φ. A bias potential
Ub between tip and sample gives rise to a shift in Fermi energies EF . The incident wave
penetrates the potential barrier and continues afterwards with reduced amplitude Ψ. For a
rectangular barrier of hight Φ and width z the decay in amplitude of the wave function of
an incident electron with energy E can be calculated as [174]:
Ψ(z) = Ψ(0) · e

−

√

2m(Φ−E)
~

z

(44)
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Figure 2.15.: Schematic sketch of the operation of a STM. a) depicts the tun
nelling of a travelling wave through a vacuum gap between two metals. The prob
ability density of the incident wave function penetrates the potential barrier with
exponentially decreasing amplitude. A bias potential causes a shift in Fermi en
ergies, enabling a classically forbidden tunnelling current. Adapted from [174].
b) shows the operation principle of a STM in constant current mode. The atoms
of tip and sample are indicated by grey and orange circles. The tip moves along
a scan line while the distance is continuously adjusted to keep the tunnelling cur
rent It constant.
with the mass m and Planck’s constant ~. Figure 2.15b depicts a sketch of a corresponding
STM geometry. The grey and orange spheres indicate the atoms of the tip and sample,
respectively. The applied potential Ub induces a current It of electrons tunnelling from
the sample to the tip. The current’s intensity depends on the potential Ub , the width of the
gap d, and the height of the potential barrier, in this case the vacuum level Evac , and the
density of states of the tip and the sample. The dotted line represents a typical scan profile
in the commonly used constant current mode. Here, the tip is moved via piezoelectric
motors while the height of the tip is adjusted for every point along the scan line in order
to keep the tunnelling current It constant. The recorded height profiles can be transferred
to a topographic map of the sample with atomic resolution.
The STM allows an experimenter to probe a sample surface in real space with atomic
resolution. in the scope of this thesis, it is used to identify and investigate samples from the
ESCIBD device. The topographic maps show size, orientation, assemblies, and electronic
information of the deposited species.
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The electrospray  controlled ion beam deposition (ESCIBD) device presented aims the
gentle deposition of predominantly big and reactive molecules on a plain surface to make
them accessible for further scientific investigations. The acronym ESCIBD consists of
the ionization method  here ES for electrospray  and the subsequent deposition method 
m/z selected, with controlled landing energy at UHV conditions, with low impurity den
sities. For charged particles from the ion source, this is possible by a mass spectrometric
investigation of the ion beam prior to deposition in order to verify the presence of the
desired analyte species. All kinds of other ions such as impurities, fragments or adducts
can be identified and investigated, too. For deposition, the mass spectrometer acts as a
filter that exclusively transmits the desired ions in a selected m/z window. All other ionic
impurities are removed from the beam. A digital quadrupole mass spectrometer (dQMS)
(see section 3.5) operated via square wave radio frequency (RF) signals from homebuild
electronics provides well resolved spectra with unlimited m/z range at high transmission
efficiencies. The resulting continuous and uniform ion beam can be extracted by a coni
cal multipole, the socalled Blade ion guide (patent pending [176], see section 3.6) which
focuses the ions towards a sample surface.
Exclusion of uncharged impurities is ensured via a compact and efficient differentially
pumped vacuum system. The ESI source operates at ambient (1000 mbar) conditions
whereas the deposition takes place in UHV (10−10 mbar). Sophisticated transfer ion optics
such as a combined ion funnel and tunnel, the socalled Twin (patent pending [177], see
section 3.3) and miniaturized high order multipoles, the socalled small wire ion guide
(SWIG) (patent pending [178], see section 3.4) allow for high ion beam intensities and
low residual gas transmission. After just four differentially pumped stages, the partial
pressure originating from the ESI source is reduced to a level below the detection limit of
standard UHV pressure gauges ( 10−10 mbar).
Another important control parameter for deposition is the landing energy of the analyte.
The charge of the deponents and the application of suitable potentials to the surface to
be decorated allows for investigations on the kinetic energy distribution of the ion beam
and its landing with controlled energy. Low kinetic energy durring landing ensures in
tact deposition of the analyte (softlanding) while higher energies may introduce unique
on surface dissociations and chemistry (reactivelanding). One more important control
parameter is the dose. The current of the landing ions can be monitored and its integral
over time provides information about the amount of deposited molecules and the cover
age of the sample surface. The combination of all aforementioned information already
provides precise knowledge of the deposited layers prior to its investigation, which is a
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unique feature of CIBD when compared to other deposition techniques. Furthermore, its
combination with ion sources different to ESI is quite easy and provides a even larger
range of possible analytes.
One of the main challenges of such a preparative mass spectrometry (pMS) approach is
the need for high ion beam intensities compared to commercially available analytical MS
systems. For pMS, a surface of typically 100 mm2 in size needs to be decorated with
about a monolayer of molecules. For practical reasons, a decoration with small molecules
with typical sizes in the 1 nm2 regime should not take much more than 1 h. The required
1014 ions demand deposition rates of 1010 molecules per second, corresponding to about
1 nA of ion current assuming singly charged ions. Thus, high beam intensities landing on
the sample surface subsequent to the selection by a mass spectrometer is a key factor for
usability in pMS. Additionally, the ion beam properties at the end of the mass spectro
metric treatment, notably spacial extension and kinetic energies play an important role for
later deposition. State of the art analytical high resolution MS devices like the Orbitrap or
Fouriertransform ion cyclotron resonance spectrometers are limited via Coulomb repul
sion between ions. The interaction start to affect m/z resolved spectra at about 104 − 106
elementary charges per spectrum [46, 47] leading to mean ion currents in the fA regime
when considering a typical acquisition time to record a spectrum of about 1 s. TOF instru
ments provide higher repetition rates and flux but extraction of ions is complicated due
to the high accelerating voltages, the typically enlarged beam size and the complex time
structure of the ejected ions [34].
Compared to other standard deposition techniques, pMS requires comparably compli
cated instrumentation. In simple terms, organic molecular beam epitaxy (OMBE) only
requires a heated crucible inside a vacuum chamber, which was previously filled with
molecules. For dropcasting the molecules are deposited with a pipette filled with dis
solved molecules. There is no possibility for ”clean” depositions.
ESCIBD on the other hand comes along with a sophisticated differentially pumped vac
uum system, complex ion guides, advanced electronics and a tremendous parameter space,
starting from the large number of solvents and additives, over different spray modes, emit
ters, solution flow rates, spray voltages and capillary heating over the settings of all em
ployed ion guides including the mass spectrometer and finally the landing energy. All in
all, there are currently around 30 electronic parameters to choose correctly. In fact, these
problems are not that serious for a skilled user if the designer puts an eye on usability of
the machine during construction. Most of the ion guide settings might be previously esti
mated from the m/z of the desired ion. The elaborated software allows for a comfortable
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handling. Parameters from prior depositions of similar deponents may be applied or used
as an educated guess for the next try. A multitude of interlocks, operation and software
routines improve the userfriendliness significantly. The currently most time consuming
step towards a deposition is the exploration of a suitable solventdeponent system for the
electrospray process. Once the desired ions are produced by the ESI source, it’s only a
few ten minutes upon deposition. Nevertheless, the generation of a sample via ESCIBD
is at least comparable in complexity and expense to its subsequent investigation with state
of the art methods like scanningprobe, spectroscopy or desorption techniques.
ESCIBD provides a dramatically extended range of accessible deponents when it comes
to more challenging molecules. Furthermore, it provides a complementary deposition
technique with a high degree of control and low impurity densities in case the experi
menter is not quite sure about the integrity of the deponent, or the purity of the sample.
The following sections will describe all components of the ESCIBD setup in detail. Fo
cus will be put on the challenging aspects of the construction, the different types of ion
guides, and the electronic control unit.

3.1. Overview over the complete setup
The whole system of a variable temperature STM with an attached ESCIDB is depicted
in Figure 3.1. Starting from the lefthand side, the overview depicts a previously stand
alone STM chamber in green with the corresponding preparation chamber in blue. Both
chambers are separated by a gatevalve to avoid contamination of the STM during prepa
rations via an OMBE and a metal evaporator, or during sputtering and annealing cycles
in the preparation chamber. The transfer manipulators (cyan) allow for sample transport.
The STM system is described more detailed elsewhere [179, 180].
The ESCIBD on the righthand side is attached to said STM via another gatevalve. Fol
lowing the flow of ions in the ESCIBD machine, the starting point is the ESI source
(green) on the very right. Here, the ions are generated and transported to the low vacuum
section (purple) consisting of three differentially pumped vacuum chambers. The three
vacuum regimes are located in a aluminium box and may be separated by modular walls.
This part of the ESCIBD may routinely be vented to atmospheric pressure for modifi
cations and maintenance. The UHV section, which requires continuous pumping and a
bakeout to reach a suitable base pressure may be separated via an inbeam gatevalve
from the lower vacuum. The first UHV chamber (yellow) operates as a fourth differen
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Prepara on chamber

ESI source

STM chamber

Diﬀeren al chambers 1‐3

Gate valves

Diﬀeren al chamber 4

Manipulators

Deposi on chamber

Figure 3.1.: Overview of the entity of ESCIBD attached to a VTSTM. For
illustrative reasons, exclusively the vacuum chambers without attachments are
depicted. From [52] with modifications.
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tially pumped chamber and is followed by the deposition chamber (red). The last ion
optic of the ESCIBD ends just a few centimetres behind the connecting flange between
chamber 4 and deposition chamber. The actual ESCIBD system is not much larger than
the green, purple, and yellow chambers together. The deposition chamber is not exclu
sively used for ESCIDB but also houses a sputter gun, a metal evaporator, leak valves,
and a residual gas spectrometer for temperature programmed desorption (TPD). The ma
nipulator allows for moving the sample and provides a controlled temperature by electron
bombardment heating or liquid nitrogen or liquid helium cooling.
A more detailed sketch with most of the relevant components of the ESCIBD machine
and their performance is depicted in Figure 3.2. The current design consists of an ESI
source (a, b, c), which was adapted from [99], 4 differentially pumped vacuum chambers
(d, f, h, j), and a deposition chamber (l). The ESIsource operates at ambient conditions
and provides an ion current of typically IIon ≈ 10 nA. The first differentially pumped
chamber (d) houses a combined ion funnel and ion tunnel, a socalled TWIN (see section
3.3) to confine and focus the ejected ions from the ESI source. In the second differentially
pumped chamber (f), the first small wire ion guide (SWIG) (g) is used to conduct ions
downstream. This high order multipole consists of 16 wire electrodes for ion confinement
and a tubular pressure interface to reduce leak rates. The second SWIG (i) in the third
vacuum chamber (h) transfers the ions through the in beam gatevalve (q) into the UHV
section of the ESCIBD. The third and last SWIG (k) in the fourth chamber (j) employs
two tubular pressure interfaces towards the previous and the subsequent chamber. in the
deposition chamber (l), a digital QMS (dQMS) (m) is used for investigation and purifica
tion of the ion beam. Subsequently, a conical high order multipole made from metal sheet
electrodes, a socalled Blade ion guide (n), collects the ions from the dQMS and focuses
them towards the sample (o).
To our best knowledge, the ESCIBD is the first squarewave operated deposition sys
tem and designed without electrostatic lenses. All RF signals are generated by switching
transistors and the resulting square wave can be controlled in frequency and voltage con
tinuously. In addition, each ion guide has a defined DC offset with respect to ground to
provide control of the kinetic energy of the ions. A high voltage supply for the emitter
is mandatory for the ESI process as well as a suitable DC gradient from the atmospheric
pressure interface all the way down to the exit of the ion funnel. The field in this region is
of special importance due to frequent ion  neutral collisions in the first vacuum chamber.
The DC offset of SWIG 1 roughly gives a reference for the kinetic energy in flow direc
tion of the ions. The mean free path in subsequent pressure regimes is much larger than
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Figure 3.2.: Schematic of the ESCIBD system, its key components and their
performance: (a) syringe with a pump to provide a solution of analyte molecules.
(b) electrospray emitter connected to a high voltage supply. (c) counter electrode
and atmospheric pressure interface with funnel shaped inlet (adapted from [99]).
(d, f, h, j, l) differentially pumped vacuum system (e) socalled Twin, an opti
mized stacked ring ion guide for high pressure. (g, i, k) high order multipoles,
socalled small wire ion guides (SWIGs). (m) digital quadrupole mass spectrom
eter (dQMS) to characterize and purify the ion beam. (n) conical multipole from
metal sheet electrodes, a socalled Blade ion guide to focus the beam. (o) target
surface to land the ions with controlled energy. (p, q) gatevalves. The ion cur
rents in the table are measured for the test molecule Rhodamine B (see section
5.1)
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the typical length of ion trajectories. Thus, the kinetic energy in zdirection in subsequent
sections is defined by the difference in potentials q· (UDC − UDC, SW IG 1 ). For this reason,
softlanding conditions may be typically found few volts around UDC, SW IG 1 and the ion
beam can be switched on and off at several locations by generating a potential barrier in
zdirection via the ion guide’s DC offset voltages. In consequence, inappropriate DC off
sets and especially their sign are frequent candidates for maloperation.
The table on the bottom of Figure 3.2 lists the pressures, ion currents and inscribed radii
of the ion guides downstream the ESCIBD. A precise description of the evolution of
pressures can be found in section 3.7. The ejected ion current decreases downstream the
ESCIBD system with typical transmission efficiencies of ≈ 80 % per ion guide. The
ion losses most probably are not dominated by the length of the ion guides, but by their
interfaces. Axial miss alignment as well as fringing fields are very probable candidates
to cause inefficient transmission. Besides that, imperfections of the electrode geometry
might also decrease efficiencies. While each SWIG employs parallel electrodes, their in
scribed diameter increases one after another. In principle, it would be possible to achieve
a comparable performance with constant inscribed diameters of all SWIGs, but larger di
ameters are more easy to handle in construction and mechanical alignment. Due to the
spare capacities in differential pumping (see section 3.7), the enhanced leak rates from
larger interface diameters do not reduce performance.
Figure 3.3a depicts a photograph of the current ESCIBD device. The colourcode for the
different components was adapted from Figure 3.1. Besides the aforementioned compo
nents, the syringe pump on the very bottom right, as well as all kinds of electronics are
depicted. The major part of the electronic supplies is currently mounted directly above
the ESCIBD allowing for fast and easy rewiring. In future CIBD systems the electronic
components are supposed to be binned to a rack, they are designed 19” compatible for
this purpose. Another part of the electronics are the small boxes in the purple and yellow
polygons, which house the RFgenerators (see section 3.8.2). These boxes are intention
ally located as close as possible to the vacuum feedthroughs as the waveform and the
required supply power strongly benefit from short leads (see section 3.8.2).
Figure 3.3b is a photograph from the top of the purple chambers 13 with removed cover
plate. The aluminium box, which houses all three pressure regimes is designed for fast ac
cess and maintenance. Therefore, the top cover consists of an easily removable aluminium
plate with rubber gaskets, that is fixed due to the forces caused by the ambient pressure
when operating under vacuum. The aluminium box divides into three pressure regimes
by removable and adaptive walls. The exit of the ESI source (see section 3.2) ejects ions
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a)

b)

d

c

b

a

Figure 3.3.: Photograph of the current ESCIBD device. a) depicts the ESI
source in green, chambers 13 marked in purple, chamber 4 in yellow and the de
position chamber in red. b) is a photograph of the inner components of chambers
13 with the exit of the atmospheric pressure interface (a), the Twin (b), SWIG 1
(c), SWIG 2 (d).
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Figure 3.4.: 3D drawing of the homebuild ESI source consisting of: (a) gas
tight housing, (b) window for camera, (c) vacuum flange, (d) atmospheric heat
ing, (e) XYZ motion, (f) high voltage contact and adapter to connect a hose, (g)
drygas supply, (h) emitter, (i) atmospheric pressure interface adapted from [99].
into the Twin ion guide (b) (see section 3.3), which confines and focusses them to a beam.
Downstream, two SWIGs (c,d) transmit the ions further to UHV (see section 3.4).

3.2. The ESI source
The ion beam is generated by a homemade ESI source. The solution of molecules is stored
in syringes of 10 − 500 µl volume, mounted in a syringe pump with adjustable pumping
speed (IVAC 711). A hose made from PEEK or fused silica connects the syringe to the
ESI source. All parts are connected tightly by fittings made by IDEX Health & Science
’MicroTight’.
Figure 3.4 depicts a 3Ddrawing of the ESI source. The green box (a) is a small cham
ber around the ion source which allows for operation at reduced pressures or in a defined
atmosphere. On the left end, the chamber is equipped with bores for gastight electric
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feedthroughs, as well as two mechanical feedthroughs for operation of the zmotion and
the supply hose of the analyte solution. The operation of the ESI source is monitored
through the sealed window (b) via a camera (depicted in Figure 3.3a). The whole assem
bly is mounted via a separated vacuum flange (c) to the aluminium box of chambers 13
(see Figure 3.3a). Micrometer drives (e) in all three spatial directions allow for precise
positioning of the emitter (h) in front of the counter electrode and atmospheric pressure
interface (i). An metallic adapter (f), connecting the supply hose to the emitter allows
for electric contact between analyte solution and high voltage supply. A further housing
around the emitter (g) is used to generate a coaxial flow of drygas and a defined atmo
sphere. The atmospheric pressure interface (i) consists of a funnel shaped inlet, followed
by an elongated brass tube of 60 mm length and 1.1 mm inner diameter. Based on the
pioneering work of to the group around K. Kern and S. Rauschenbach [99, 181, 182] the
design was implemented by T. Buberl, D. Reinisch, A. Walz, and T. Kaposi [52, 135, 183,
184]. The interface employs two separate heating systems, one on the atmospheric side
(d) and one in the first vacuum chamber (not depicted) to allow for a uniform and control
lable temperature distribution up to 200 ◦C over the length of the atmospheric pressure
interface.

3.3. The Twin ion guide
The Twin ion guide [177] is located in the first vacuum chamber and confines the ions,
ejected from the ESI source. The capillary of the atmospheric pressure interface ends at the
first ring electrode at the entrance of the Twin. The exact electrode geometry and stacking
of the Twin is already described elsewhere [135]. In short, the Twin bases on the idea of a
stacked ring ion guide (see section 2.2.2 and Figure 3.5). It composes of two sections, the
funnel section (Figure 3.5a) and the tunnel section (Figure 3.5b) with antithetical residual
gas flow properties. The funnel section at the inlet of the Twin follows a classical stacked
ring ion guide or ion funnel. A stack of electrically insulated ring electrodes of constant
or shrinking diameter defines an ion path along the symmetry axis. The gaps between
the electrodes allow for pumping of residual gas, while the electric field from the applied
potentials to the electrodes confines charged particles inside the ion guide volume. The
shrinking diameters provide a focusing of the ion beam and a DC potential gradient along
symmetry axis allows for an additional driving force for the flow of ions. At the end of the
funnel section, the ion tunnel is attached. Contrary to the funnel, gaskets are employed
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b)

a)

Figure 3.5.: Photographs of the Twin ion guide. a) depicts the focusing funnel
section and b) the gastight tunnel section. From [135]
.
as spacers between electrodes to prevent residual gas atoms from exiting the ion guide
volume. Thus, an elongated tubular pressure interface between adjacent vacuum regimes
is formed and leak rates may be reduced significantly compared to an orifice of a single
electrode (see section 3.7).
The current design of the Twin focuses the ion beam from an inscribed diameter of 30 mm
at the inlet of the funnel down to 1.5 mm in the tunnel. The whole assembly consists of
272 ring electrodes, which are laser cut from a stainless steel sheet of 0.2 mm thickness
and a spacing between neighbouring electrodes of 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm.

3.4. The Small Wire Ion Guide
Commonly used multipoles employ 4, 6 or 8 electrodes. There are few examples of
higher order multipoles, like 22poles [185–188]. All these ion guides employ intrinsi
cally solid electrodes, typically made from metallic rods that are mounted to some kind
of frame. Therefore, electrodes require a certain physical size to withstand all kinds of
forces, most importantly gravitation, without deformation. Especially for higher order
multipoles, miniaturization of the ion guide is limited by the diameter of the electrodes.
The recently developed Small Wire ion guide (SWIG) [178] overcomes these restrictions
by employing thin wire electrodes instead of solid rods. The difference between wires and
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rods is that wires are not intrinsically stable and require some sort of tensioning or fixa
tion to keep shape. The most important advantages of a SWIG are small inscribed radii
with high spatial acceptance and very low leak rates of background gas between adjacent
vacuum chambers for efficient differential pumping.
SWIG 1 currently employs the smallest inscribed diameter of 1.64 mm by using round
electrode wires of 0.18 mm diameter in a 16pole. The inscribed diameter was chosen
slightly larger than the inscribed diameter at the exit of the ion funnel of about 1.5 mm in
order to efficiently transfer ions downstream. In principle even smaller inscribed diame
ters should be possible and also the order (even number) of the multipole may be chosen
rather freely. Currently, solely 16poles are in use due to their symmetry and the mod
erate complexity in manufacturing. Higher orders are of course possible, but come with
an increased effort due to more complex mounting and positioning of the electrodes. As
already discussed in theory (see section 2.2.1), the walls of the trapping potential become
more steep and confined closer to the electrodes when increasing the number of electrodes.
Therefore, the relative size of the field free center, in which ions may be injected smoothly
slightly increases.
The probably biggest advantage of a SWIG is its reduced gas conductivity for the dif
ferentially pumped system due to its small electrode size compared to the size of the ion
beam, that is exclusively possible for high orders of multipoles (N  2). In most systems,
each pressure regime employs its own multipole and adjacent ion guides are separated by
metal sheets with apertures or electrostatic lenses. Therefore, the confining field of the
multipole must be interrupted for the transfer of ions from one pressure regime to another.
Additionally, apertures often limit the transmission efficiencies and have large diameters
compared to their length, which is unfavourable for low leak rates. With the much smaller
electrodes of a SWIG, it is possible to manufacture an elongated tubular pressure interface
around the multipole electrodes with a size not much larger than the ion beam. Such types
of pressure interface reduce leak rates significantly (see section 3.7) and provide transfer
of ions between several pressure regimes without interruption of the confining multipole
field from the electrodes. The pressure interface of SWIG 1, for example, consists of a
tube of 2.5 mm inner diameter and a length of 80 mm surrounding the 16pole’s electrodes
.
Another important parameter is the diameter of the electrodes. The simulations of section
4.4 predict, that very small electrodes with large gaps in between show poor transmission
properties when operated with equal RF signals. On the other hand, large electrodes in
crease the overall size of the SWIG impairing its pressure interface. The small gaps in
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a)

b)

Figure 3.6.: Photographs of the inlet of SWIG 1 and SWIG 3. For fixation, the
electrode wires are either soldered to a PCB or mounted via screws.

between make the system more vulnerable to an electrical short due to mechanical mis
aligned or slightly deformed electrodes. Furthermore, small gaps impede the pumping
of residual gas from the beam. A reasonable compromise is a electrode gap ratio around
unity.
SWIG 2 does not employ a pressure interface and is exclusively used to transfer ions
through chamber 3 and the ’inbeam’ gate valve (see Figure 3.2). The inscribed diameter
was chosen slightly larger to about 2 mm with wire electrodes of about 0.25 mm diam
eter. The subsequent SWIG 3 employs an inscribed diameter of 2.5 mm with electrodes
of about 0.25 mm diameter. It has two pressure interfaces of 3.5 mm inner diameter and
30 mm length to transfer ions from chamber 3 down to the preparation chamber. In princi
ple, it would be possible to use equal electrode geometries for all SWIGs in the ESCIBD.
Due to excess capacities in the differentially pumped vacuum system (see section 3.7) and
for the sake of easier construction and alignment, a slightly increasing inscribed diameter
was chosen for each SWIG downstream. Figure 3.6 depicts the inlet of two of the cur
rently used SWIG designs. 3.6a shows SWIG 1 with the wires being soldered to a PCB for
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fixation at the inlet. In the center of the PCB, at an elevated position, a black ceramic ring
with a bore is located and the wire electrodes guided over said ring and bent around the
edge of the bore in order to form the inlet of the multipole. The ceramic ring is made from
material with an intermediate electric conductivity. At the end of any ion guide fringing
fields affect the beam. The limited transmission manifests here in stray ions, often deco
rating any non conductive object near to the beam. This charge may generate a potential
barrier high enough to suppress the beam itself in case charge is not drained. Thus any
material in close proximity of the beam has to be either fully conductive in the sense of a
metal or it has to be partially conductive to drain the charge and at the same time sufficient
isolating to avoid Joule heating when connecting electrodes of different polarity.
The whole system of electrodes, their fixation and the ceramic ring are mounted electri
cally insulated on an aluminium frame. It is equipped with screws for exact adjustment of
the length and the position of the multipole. The frame consists of two different sections,
comparable to the Twin ion guide. The first section employs a rather open frame, where
tension rods are used as spacers to define the length of the SWIG. Here, the residual gas
may be pumped from the ion guide volume through the gaps between the electrodes. On
the very right hand side of Figure 3.6a the electrode wires are guided into a small hole,
just slightly larger then the outer diameter of the electrodes. The corresponding tube is
mounted in a gastight way to the separating wall between adjacent vacuum regimes and
forms a elongated pressure interface with low leak rate.
Figure 3.6b shows a photograph of SWIG 3. It is located in the UHV regime and no PCBs
may be used anymore for fixation of electrodes to avoid outgassing. Therefore, two sepa
rate metallic rings with screws are used to fix electrode wires of equal RF phase. Another
feature of SWIG 3 are the two pressure interfaces. One directly after the mounting of
electrodes on the left of Figure 3.6b and is tightened via an Oring seal to the vacuum
chamber. The second sits after a differentially pumped section in the middle of SWIG 3
on the very right of Figure 3.6b. This interface is mounted in a gastight way to a larger
base plate.
Summing up, SWIGs combine high transmission with low leak rates of background gas
and small beam diameters. They have a large spatial acceptance and are easy to implement
and operate with just three adjustable parameters, RF frequency, RF amplitude and DC
offset. Furthermore, it is principally possible to span all pressure regimes from the exit
of the Twin down to UHV with one single ion guide, which would reduce the parameter
space and complexity compared to all current designs significantly. For historical and
constructive reasons, this was not possible with the current setup, yet.
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3.5. The digital Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
The operation of a standard QMS, with a sineshaped RF signal was already described in
section 2.2.3. The major drawback of such a system is the fixed RF frequency of the res
onant LCcircuit leading to a limited m/z range. A solution for this problem was already
suggested in 1973 by first experiments with rectangular wave forms [189]. It was found,
that both ways of operation are very similar in nature when the sineshaped signal is sim
ply replaced by its square wave counter part. The main difference is a compression of the
stability diagram in q direction, such that the apex of the first stability region (see Figure
2.14 and 3.7b) shifts to lower RF amplitudes whilst the DC offset is approximately the
same (q ≈ 0.55 and a ≈ 0.23) [189–191]. The exact values for a and q are dependent
on the waveform and may change slightly due to imperfect signal shapes, such as slow
rise and fall times of the transistors.
Besides that, the digital operation of a QMS opens a whole new playground of possible
waveforms. The first extension of the parameter space would be to introduce a socalled
duty cycle or pulse width, where the residence time of the square wave on the upper and
lower amplitude level are not equal. Figure 3.7 depicts an example of such a wave form
and the corresponding stability diagrams. Here, the wave form may be characterized by its
dimensionless amplitude q, the DC offset between both RF phases a and three additional
timing parameters t1 , t2 and t3 . The period of the square wave is given by T = t1 + t2 + t3 .
t1 and t3 represent the regimes, where the two phases of the RF signal are on opposite
amplitude levels and t2 represents the time of equal amplitude level. The three examples
in 3.7b depict the stability diagram of a square wave with different ratios of high and low
times of the two RFphases. The numbers separated by the slashes above the diagrams
represent the corresponding values for t1 , t2 and t3 . The two regions in lighter gray in aq
space indicate regions of stable motion in x, or y direction, respectively. The dark grey
intersection indicates the parameter space of overall stable motion in the first stability re
gion.
The diagram on the very left of Figure 3.7b depicts the example of equal high and low
times of both RFphases. The dutycycle is 1:1 or 50 %. This is the corresponding coun
terpart to the sineshaped stability diagram of section 2.2.3. As already mentioned above,
the shapes resemble one another with slight compression in qdirection in the digital case.
The stability diagram in the middle originates from a signal of asymmetric duty cycle. The
region of stable motion it tilted downwards to lower a values, such that a m/z resolved scan
can be conducted by ramping up the RF amplitude without any resolving DC offset. The
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a)

b)

Figure 3.7.: Influence of the RF waveform on the stability diagram of a QMS.
a) duty cycle modulated square wave signal, defined by the three time intervals
t1 , t2 and t3 . The solid line is the potential attributed to one pair of the electrodes,
the dotted line to the other. b) impact of the different waveforms on the first
stability region. From [191] with modifications.
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rightmost diagram corresponds to a RFsignal, where both signals are on the lower level
for half of the period. The shape stability region is the same as on the leftmost graph, but
it is stretched along the qaxis to higher RF amplitudes.
Further improvement of resolution and transmission properties of quadrupoles have been
reported for socalled auxiliary quadrupole excitation voltages [192–195] or EC signals
[196, 197]. In both cases, a second periodic voltage is added to the RFsignal in order to
modify the stability diagram. The resulting stability islands have been proven experimen
tally to show significantly improved transmission and resolution properties when com
pared to the standard operation at the apex of the first stability region. Another promising
approach may be the use of electrode rod pairs of different size, which add a multipole
component to the quadrupolar field and also may significantly improve performance [194,
198–201]. So far, we did not investigate the above mentioned improvements, but corre
sponding ion trajectory simulations and first experiments are planned.
The 19 mm quadrupole rod system with pre and post rods stems from Extrel. The rod
electrodes have been gold plated by galvanization and the housing, as well as the stabi
lizing rods have been removed (see Figure 3.8a). The electrodes are precisely mounted
by two ceramic holders (a), where the main rods (b), as well as the pre and postfilter
(c) are fixed with screws. Pole pairs on equal potential are connected with a wire. The
electrode of the pre and postfilter are located in close proximity to the main electrodes (f),
to form an implicit capacity, thus coupling to the RF component of the main rod signal. A
separate resistor (e) applies a DC offset (see 3.8b). Each polepair of pre and postfilter
is coupled via a capacitance of about 10 pF to the main rod system in order to generate
an RF signal of equal frequency and phase. The RF amplitude is lower compared to the
main rods, as stray capacities are inevitable. A resistor with high impedance adds a DC
offset voltage with a timeconstant, much larger than typical RF cycle times RC  1/ f
and therefore without altering the RF signal significantly. Note, that this DC offset is not
part of the resolving DC, but a field axis potential in order to control the kinetic energy of
ions along the zdirection. In many cases, pre and postfilters simply share the field axis
of the main rods. Figure 3.8c depicts an in axis photograph through the QMS rod system
at its actual location at the exit of SWIG 3. Both are axially aligned and separated just by
a few mm in zdirection.
For electric supply we currently use a homebuild digital RF supply. It provides a ampli
tude up to 1 kV and has a maximum possible thermal dissipation power of about 1 kW.
The rising and falling edges are about 30 ns wide corresponding to 6 % of the pulse width
for the maximum tested frequency of 2 MHz. The driving circuit of the supply currently
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Figure 3.8.: Quadrupole electrodes. a) photograph of the components: (a) sup
porting ceramics, (b) main rods, (c) pre and post rods, (d) electric concretion
between pole pairs, (e) DC coupling resistors and (f) capacitive RF coupling via
a small gap of pre and postrods.
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consists of a simple digital waveform synthesizer which produces a square wave sig
nal of 5 V peak to peak amplitude with a duty cycle of 50 % and adjustable frequency.
Therefore, the currently used prototype operates comparable to a sineshaped QMS by si
multaneously ramping up a the RF amplitude and resolving DC. The only difference is the
adjustable RF frequency for an unlimited m/z range. The aforementioned more arbitrary
digital wave forms can in general be easily implemented by the current RF supply, just by
using a more sophisticated driving circuit.
Besides the aforementioned advantages of a digital operation of a QMS, there is one major
drawback, which is the power dissipation in the driving electronics. In a classical resonant
LCcircuit, the current for the generation of the oscillating field is caused by the imaginary
part of the power. The required energy is stored alternatingly in the magnetic field of the
inductance in the power supply or in the capacitance of the rod system. Therefore, the
driving electronics, that keep the oscillation running has to compensate for damping e.g.
by Ohmic losses in the leads only. For properly designed systems, this is typically just
a few percent of the absolute value of the power. In the digital case, the capacity of the
quadrupole rods and its leads need to be continuously charged and discharged by the RF
supply and the energy can not be stored. The required energy comes from the DC power
supplies that define the upper and lower potential level. Two high voltage transistors pull
the QMS rods to one and another potential. The power is dissipated durring the switch
ing process, predominantly in the high voltage transistors due to their elevated resistance.
The required power increases with the capacity of the system, the RF amplitude and fre
quency. A more detailed discussion of the layout of the electronics will be provided in
section 3.8.2.
For preparative purposes, the dQMS fulfills two functions. Firstly, it is mandatory for
investigating the ion beam prior to deposition. The existence and intensities of the desired
ion species can be monitored, as well as impurities, fragments, adducts or conglomerates
can be found. High resolution scans allow to exclude impurities with a m/z close to the
ones of desired species. Comparing multiple m/z spectra after tuning all kinds of param
eters, like solventmolecule systems, spray parameters, and the parameters of upstream
ion optics allows for maximization of the desired signals.
Subsequently, the experimenter must choose a suitable point in the stability diagram to
transmit as much desired ions as possible while still removing all ions of undesired m/z.
For ion beams with no undesired intensities above the m/z of the desired species, the RF
only mode might be a good choice. For an analyte m/z in the vicinity of impurities, the
resolution may be adjusted in such a way that the analyte intensity is maximized, but the
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contribution originating from neighbouring peaks is still negligible.

3.6. The Blade ion guide
The Blade ion guide [176] is used downstream to the dQMS in order to refocus the ion
beam towards the sample. The additional refinement of the ion beam before deposition
is crucial as the QMS tends to increase the size and the kinetic energy of the ion beam
drastically (see Section 4.5.2). On the other hand, a small ion beam with decent kinetic
energy is required for softlanding fragile molecules on small samples. Most other deposi
tion devices employ electrostatic lenses to extract the ions from their QMS [32, 202–204].
The main problem with electrostatic lenses is that Liouville’s theorem states a constant
size of ion beams in phase space for electrostatic lens systems [194, 205], meaning that
a spatially large ion beam can be focused to a small spot for the expense of elevated ki
netics and vice versa, but not both at the same time. Another possibility is a conical RF
driven ion guide with a multipole electrode array of shrinking inscribed diameter over its
length. There have already been few conical multipoles, e.g. by using an array of rods
of shrinking electrode and inscribed diameter [206, 207], or the cyclone ion guide in the
UltivoTriple quadrupole LC/MS from Agilent Inc [208].
The fundamental problem of multipoles with nonconstant inscribed diameter is that the
electrode geometry changes over the length of the ion guide, meaning that the ideal oper
ation parameters of RF frequency and amplitude may also change over the length. This
problem can be tackled by sophisticated shape and mounting of the electrodes. In liter
ature a conical multipoles have been realized via cone shaped electrode rods [206, 207].
Our currently pending patent [176] suggest an array of electrodes made from metal sheets
with a wedge like profile. The advantage is a constant ratio of gap and electrode size.
Furthermore, the effective potential loses its symmetry in zdirection which might cause
problems especially for tight focusing e.g. by generation of a potential well due to field
penetration towards the center of the ion guide. Fortunately, it is possible to find some sort
of compromise between the aforementioned pitfalls and it is very well possible to design
and construct a conical multipole with efficient transmission and focusing.
In the case of the ESCIBD, we use a conical 16pole as it has some advantages compared
to lower orders, such as the small field penetration towards the center and a wide window
of RF signals with high transmission. The above mentioned other conical multipoles em
ploy round or conical electrode rods, which might be unfavourable for higher multipole
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Figure 3.9.: Photographs of the Blade from an axial (a) and a side (b) perspec
tive. (a) indicated the metalsheet electordes, (b) and (c) are ceramic supports and
peek rings for positioning, (d) is the baseplate and (e) are the leads for electric
connection.
orders due to mechanical instability for the required small size. A simple solution for this
problem was found by using metalsheet electrodes, that are arranged in radial direction
around the ion guide volume. Photographs of the currently used Blade are depicted in Fig
ure 3.9. The main components are metalsheet electrodes (a), that are positioned by two
ceramic holders (b) and two peek rings (c). The whole structure is mounted on a base plate
(d) and electrically connected by soldered and spotwelded leads (e). The current design
uses 16 lasercut stainlesssteel metalsheet electrodes of 0.5 mm thickness and 65 mm
length. The inscribed radius at the entrance is 7 mm, which continuously shrinks towards
the exit to about 4 mm.

3.7. The differentially pumped vacuum system
The first ESCIBD design consists of five differentially pumped vacuum chambers as well
as a deposition chamber [209]. Omitting the double bending of the ion beam leads to the
actual design of 4 differentially pumped stages and the deposition chamber [52, 135]. A
further a reduction to 3 differentially pumped stages besides the deposition chamber was
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Pressure interface
d [mm] / l [mm]
ESI source
−/−
Chamber 1, capillary
1.1 / 60
Chamber 2, Twin
1.5 / 40
Chamber 3, SWIG 1
2.5 / 80
Chamber 4, SWIG 3
3.5 / 30
Deposition, SWIG 3
3.5 / 30

pexp [mbar]

S [l/s]

qexp [mbar l/s]

qtheo [mbar l/s]

1000







2

140

280

160

8 × 10−3

55

0.22

0.03

2.6 × 10−7

400

1 × 10−4

1.9 × 10−4

9 × 10−11

400

3.6 × 10−8

4.5 × 10−8

≈ 10−10

400



1.5 × 10−11

Table 3.1.: Summary of the parameters of the differentially pumped system with
the pressure interface diameter d and length l, the pressure p, the pumping speed
S, the theoretically derived gas flow into the vacuum chamber qtheo and the cor
responding experimentally derived value qexp .

opened up due to optimizing the leakrate of the ion guides compared to previous designs
[52, 135]. A summary of all important parameters can be found in Table 3.1.
Starting with the ESIsource at ambient pressure, a funnel shaped counter electrode com
bined with a capillary of l = 60 mm length and d = 1.1 mm diameter forms an atmospheric
pressure interface. The density of air at ambient conditions and a temperature of T = 20 ◦C
is given by ρ = 1.2 kg/m3 , the viscosity is η = 18.2 × 10−6 Pa s, and the speed of sound is
c = 343 m/s. A Knudsen numbers of Kn ≈ 10−4 (see equation (36)) and Reynolds num
ber of Re ≈ 2.5 × 104 (see equation (38)) for gas velocities in the sonic regime indicate
turbulent flow. The application of a vacuum pump with high pumping speed at the exit
causes chocked flow (see section 2.4). Thus, the critical exit pressure at the end of the
capillary and the flow can be calculated via equations (41) and (39) as p∗source ≈ 690 mbar
and qtheo, source ≈ 160 mbar l/s with the mean thermal velocity of dry air at T = 20 ◦C
of c̄ = 463 m/s, and the ambient pressure of p1 ≈ 1000 mbar. The first vacuum chamber
is evacuated via a Pfeiffer WKP500 Roots pump in combination with a Edwards XDS35i
scroll forepump. This system reaches a pumping speed of Schamber 1 ≈ 140 l/s. The pres
sure is measured to be pchamber 1 ≈ 2 mbar via a Leybold CERAVAC membrane pressure
gauge. Therefore, the experimentally derived flow through the atmospheric pressure in
terface is about qexp, source ≈ 280 mbar l/s (see equation (37).
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The pressure interface between first and second chamber is formed by the tunnel section
of the Twin ion guide (see section 3.3). It can be approximated by a l = 40 mm long
tube with a diameter of d = 1.5 mm. From the pressure in the first vacuum chamber, we
can estimate the mean free path to be about λ = 0.03 mm [172] and end up with a Knud
sen number of Kn ≈ 2 × 10−2 . This Knudsen number is closely to the border between
Knudsen and continuum regime. For simplicity we assume continuum flow in the follow
ing. High pumping speeds in chamber 2 and a Reynolds number of Re < 100 indicate
chocked laminar flow and equations (42) and (40) lead to pT∗ win ≈ 5.6 × 10−2 mbar and
qtheo, T win ≈ 0.034 mbar l/s. In comparison, a thin aperture with equal diameter would
lead to a flow rate of about qtheo, aperture ≈ 0.6 mbar l/s [172], thus reducing the gas load
for the subsequent vacuum chamber by a factor of about 20 with the ion tunnel.
The pumping system of chamber 2 consists of a Pfeiffer WKP250 Roots pump which is
backed by a Edwards XDS35i scroll pump. The pumps reach a pressure of pchamber 2 ≈
8 × 10−3 mbar which is measured, again, via a Leybold CERAVAC membrane pressure
gauge. The datasheet of of the Roots pump reveals, that the pumping speed already de
creases from about 70 l/s to Schamber 2 ≈ 55 l/s for such low pressures. From this data,
we can calculate the leak rate of the Twin as qexp, T win ≈ 0.22 mbar l/s. The higher ex
perimental value most probably comes from incomplete expansion of the residual gas and
elevated pressures at the inlet of the ion tunnel. It locates axially aligned and about 9 cm
downstream of the atmospheric pressure interface’s exit.
The third differentially pumped chamber connects via the pressure interface of SWIG 1
to the previous vacuum regime. It employs a tubular pressure interface of d = 2.5 mm
diameter and a length of l = 80 mm (see section 3.4). A Knudsen number of Kn ≈ 3 indi
cates molecular flow conditions and the conductivity of the interface can be calculated via
equation (43) to Ctheo, SW IG 1 ≈ 2.4 × 10−2 l/s. Assuming a negligibly low pressure at the
exit of the pressure interface pchamber 3  pchamber 2 allows for calculation of the flow
qtheo, SW IG 1 ≈ 1.9 × 10−4 mbar l/s. Comparison with a thin aperture of the size of the
inscribed radius (di = 1.64 mm) leads to a conductivity of Ctheo, aperture ≈ 2.6 × 10−1 l/s
[172]. Although the diameter of the pressure interface of SWIG 1 is larger due to the
feedthrough of electrodes, the gas conductance can be reduced by a factor of about 10 by
the elongated design with respect to an aperture. Despite that, the confining RF field is
not interrupted by a pressure interface thus having benefits in ion transmission efficiency,
too.
Chamber 3 is pumped by a Leybold TURBOVAC MAG W 600 iP turbomolecular drag
pump which shares its forepump with the Roots pump of the previous chamber. The turbo
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pump connects to the chamber via a 100 mm long hose of 100 mm diameter which reduces
the effective pumping speed from about 600 l/s to Schamber 3 ≈ 400 l/s. The chamber pres
sure of about pchamber 3 ≈ 2.6 × 10−7 mbar is measured via a combined hotcathode and
Pirani gauge (Leybold IONIVAC ITR 90). The resulting flow from the previous chamber
can be calculated as qexp, SW IG 1 ≈ 1 × 10−4 mbar l/s
Chamber 4 is the the first UHV stage, which requires a bakedout in order to reach a
suitable base pressure. It connects to the previous chamber by one of the two pressure in
terfaces of SWIG 3. Both consist of a 30 mm long tube with 3.5 mm diameter. Knudsen
numbers are in the molecular regime and the calculated conductance of both interfaces is
Ctheo, SW IG 3 ≈ 0.17 l/s. The flow from chamber 3 towards chamber 4 can be estimated to
qtheo, SW IG 3 ≈ 4.5 × 10−8 mbar l/s. Combining the pumping of Schamber 4 ≈ 400 l/s
of the attached Leybold TURBOVAC MAG W 400 iP with the partial pressure orig
inating from the pressure interface of pchamber 4 ≈ 9 × 10−11 mbar lead to a flow of
qexp, SW IG 3 ≈ 3.6 × 10−8 mbar l/s. This pressure is already comparable to the typical
base pressure of a UHV chamber (1 × 10−10 mbar) and can not be measured via the Ley
bold IONIVAC ITR 90 pressure gauge (minimum readout pressure: 5 × 10−10 mbar). The
conductance and flow of the pressure interface was experimentally measured by artificially
increasing the pressure of chamber 3, i.e. by stopping one or both Roots pumps. In princi
ple, the pressure interfaces of SWIG 3 could be designed both, smaller and longer (com
parable in size to the one used for SWIG 1) in order to further decrease leak rates, but the
larger ion guide diameter benefit from a more simple design, construction, and mechanical
alignment. The low pressure in chamber 4 makes further optimization of leak rates obso
lete, especially as there is another pressure interface of comparable leak rate towards the
deposition chamber. Actually, chamber 4 is obsolete for the differential pumping because
of the drastically decreased leak rates of the previous ion guides, but due to historical and
constructive reasons it has not been eliminated, yet.
The deposition chamber employs an equal pressure gauge, pump and pressure interface
as chamber 4 and reaches a calculated flow of qtheo, prep ≈ 1.5 × 10−11 mbar l/s. The es
timated partial pressure from the residual gas flow is in the 10−13 mbar region. Thus, the
resulting overall pressure, typically in the 10−10 mbar regime, is almost entirely defined
by the base pressure of the UHV chamber itself and essentially independent of the residual
gas flow from the ESI source.
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Figure 3.10.: Schematic overview of the control electronics of the ESCIBD
system. From [211] with modifications.

3.8. Supply and control electronics
The previous chapters concentrated on the physics and the performance of the ESCIBD
system and its components, but even the most subtle ion guide geometry is worthless
without a sophisticated supply and control electronics with an easy to handle user inter
face. Unfortunately, most of the ion guides are homebuild and follow new concepts of
operation, which reduces the amount of appropriate and commercially available out of
the box electronics for the ESCIBD to almost zero. Thanks to previous efforts [52, 210,
211] many building blocks of currently installed homebuild electronics have already been
developed and implemented at the beginning of this thesis. However, an important part
of the work in this thesis was the selfimprovement in electrical engineering in order to
follow the path of previous works and further improve the electronic control unit and de
velop new components. The following sections will describe the operation principles of
all important components of the ESCIBD electronics and its user interface.

3.8.1. The control electronics
A schematic of the basic operation of the ESCIBD electronics is provided in Figure 3.10.
The homebuild central processing unit (CPU) board on the top left is the most central
part of the whole unit (see Figure 3.11b). It has already been described in detail by [211]
but due to its importance, a short recap will be provided in this thesis. The CPU board
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a)

b)

Figure 3.11.: a) Photograph of ESCIBD control electronics. b) The CPU board.
From [211]
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represents the interface between all control and measurement boards of the ESCIBD and
a PC with the user interface. The communication with a lab PC allows for sending and re
ceiving data and commands from a tailormade control software via a universal serial bus
(USB). The further handling and distribution of all kinds of signals to their recipients in
the ESCIBD is realized via a modified fullduplex serial peripheral bus, we have called it
board bus (BBus). Communication as well as all timing relevant processes are handled by
the CPU board via this bus system. All other boards of the electronics, that are either used
for signal generation or data acquisition are connected to the BBus via a flexible ribbon
cable.
For fast prototyping and simple maintenance all depicted boards are made from eurocard
format printed circuit boards (PCBs), located in a 19” rack housing (see Figure 3.11a).
The differently coloured front panels indicate the function of the boards. The CPU board
employs a dark grey front panel, digital to analog converter (DAC) array boards are indi
cated in blue for 0−10 V outputs and in rusty red for ±72 V outputs, frequency synthesizer
boards are red, analog to digital converter (ADC) boards are metallic silver and high volt
age (HV) sources are painted in gold. The ESCIBD and all externally located electronics
like all the power supplies and the RF generators are operated and controlled by these
boards.
The DAC array boards:
The basic design of the DAC array board was first described in [211]. It provides 8 ana
log DC control voltages with adjustable output range between −10 V and 10 V and 16
bit resolution. The DAC boards are used to drive the current and voltage control inputs
of the DC power supplies of the RF generators of the ion guides and the dQMS. Along
with this thesis, a second type of DAC array boards was developed and the original design
was modified by adding a high voltage compatible operational amplifier ”LTC6090” with
±72 V output voltage. The board is typically used to apply the DC offsets for all SWIG
and Blade ion guides, as well as the landing energy of the ion beam.
The frequency synthesizer board:
This board was developed and precisely described in [211] and provides 8 adjustable fre
quencies with up to 70 MHz and 5 V amplitude. In principle the board can produce both,
sine and squarewave but currently only the square wave output is used. This board con
trols the frequencies of all RF generators and the dQMS.
The HV source board:
The HV source board was introduced in [52] and provides a high voltage in the range from
−1.1 − 1.1 kV. It is used for the potentials of the counter electrode of the ESI source and
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Figure 3.12.: a) Overview over the most important ADC board components.
From [52] with modifications. b) Photograph of the ADC board
the supply of the DC cascade of the Twin. Along with this thesis, the capacitive load of
the output relay was found to be too large which caused contact welding after a certain
time of operation. This problem could by be solved by smaller capacities and a resistor in
series with the relay to limit the current during switching. Furthermore, the software was
adapted to avoid the switching of larger potential differences, thus also reducing the load.
Besides this board, a preliminary installed adjustable ±5 kV HV source was implemented
to supply the emitter of the ESI source.
The ADC board
The ADC board was completely redesigned during the work of this thesis and some addi
tional functionality was added. Figure 3.12a shows an overview of the components of the
ADC board. The dark grey part of the diagram on the left is connected to common ground
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potential and provides data connection via digital isolators and power via a isolated DC
DC converter to the floating section to the right in light grey. The communication with
the CPU takes place via the BBus on the very left and is managed by a complex pro
grammable logical device (CPLD). This additional logic device was installed to handle
the distribution of signals to the two high side CPLDs. In reality, each ADC board has
two data acquisition units with independent floating potentials (see 3.12b). For simplicity
only one is depicted in Figure 3.12a. All data acquisition electronics locate on the floating
potential side and composes from a current sense and a voltage sense input. The reference
potential for the measurements is supplied via the third pin and can be shifted by further
±70 V via an adjustable internally generated offset voltage, controlled via a DAC. The
isolation quality of the floating system was tested by application of 5 kV for 1 min to the
reference pin without breakdown. However, for long term operation without degradation
the applied potential is recommended to not exceed 1 kV. The two inputs of the 24 bit
ADC in Figure 3.12a are connected to the operational amplifier responsible for voltage
and current sensing, respectively. The mode of operation might be chosen by the user, but
only one of both modes can be operated at a time. The voltage sense provides an input
range of ±10 V compared to the floating internal GD. The current detector employs an ad
justable feedback resistor to allow for selectable current ranges from 0.5 − 50 µA. During
operation in the lowest current range, the noise level on the current data has a standard
deviation of about 1 pA for an integration time of 80 ms. Besides that, one of the voltage
sensors was modified in order to measure the sample temperature via the voltage of an
attached type K thermocouple.

3.8.2. RF generators
Previous versions of RF generators were rather large in a 19” rack housing and employed
long coaxial cables with termination resistors to connect to the ion guides in order to avoid
larger amounts of electronics closely to the vacuum chamber [52, 211]. For the first exper
iments with the TWIN, SWIG and Blade this was convenient due to decent RF amplitudes
of < 50 V, a cable impedance and termination resistor of 93 Ω and a resulting power con
sumption of the order of 30 W.
This design concept reached its limits during the layout of the dQMS supply electronics.
Standard sineshaped QMS electronics operate with LC circuits at few kV amplitude and a
RF frequency in the MHz regime. The goal for the dQMS supply electronics was to reach
a comparable performance with a square wave of adjustable frequency. Starting from the
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Figure 3.13.: Photographs and schematic circuitry of the RF generators of the
dQMS and SWIG 3. a) housings of the dQMS RF generator in the larger Alu
minium box on top and the SWIG 3 RF generator in the smaller Aluminium box
below. The tubing on the bottom and the brass connector on the right are used for
watercooling. b) vacuum feedthrough of both electronics. c) and d) schematic
circuitry of the dQMS and SWIG RF generators, respectively.
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above mentioned RF generators, the first step towards the dQMS supply electronics was
the elimination of the termination resistor. Such a resistor would reach an unacceptable
power consumption of the order of 10 kW for amplitudes in the kV region. The second
problem is the power consumption of the continuous charging and discharging of the rod
electrodes themselves. From the perspective of the RF generator, these electrodes are
nothing more than a capacitive load of about 100 pF. Combined with few kV RF ampli
tude and 1 MHz RF frequency a power consumption of several 100 W is reached.
The solution for both problems was found by the shortest possible leads (about 20 cm)
between the output transistors of the RF generator and electrodes. This design approach
reduces unnecessary capacitances and minimizes the impact of non perfect impedance
matching between RF generator and leads as the one way propagation delay of the signal
(about 1 ns) is small compared to the rise and fall times of the square wave signal (about
30 ns, [212]). To realize such a system, the RF generator needs to be as small as possible
and mounted directly to an electrical feed through of the vacuum chamber that is located
closely to the electrodes of the dQMS. A photograph of the current dQMS RF generator
(larger aluminium box on top) and SWIG 3 (smaller box on the bottom) is depicted in
Figure 3.13a. Figure 3.13b shows the electric vacuum feedthrough of both RF genera
tors. Coaxial connectors, directly mounted on their housings without a coaxial cable in
between ensure shortest possible leads. To handle the thermal power dissipation of both
RF generators in a compact size, a watercooling with quick coupling system is installed.
The dQMS RF generator is operated by four floating power supplies and is controlled by a
squarewave signal. Figure 3.13c depicts the basic operation principle of the dQMS. The
control input signal and its inverted value are transferred to the source potential of the pull
up and pulldown transistors via digital isolators and auxiliary power supplies decouple
from ground with extreme low capacity in the 10 pF range. Thus, no relevant additional
capacity is added to the rod system, hindering the switching parameters.MOSFET drivers
amplify the signal to supply the gates of the high voltage transistors, which pull the output
towards the upper or lower voltage level. The signal of the second phases of the dQMS
is controlled by a second signal at separate base level, in the current design generated by
inverting the first signal, leading to 50 % residence time on the upper and lower level re
spectively. In principle, the dQMS supply could produce any arbitrary rectangular wave
form, just by providing a more sophisticated signal at the inputs. The supply voltages orig
inate from four homebuild 1 kV high voltage supplies, controlled via a 0 − 10 V analog
signals from the DAC board. With such a system, it was possible to build an dQMS sup
ply electronic with a maximum RF amplitude of about 1 kV and a maximum Frequency
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Figure 3.14.: Photograph of a high frequency RF generator used for SWIG ion
guides.

of about 2 M Hz. The rising and falling edges of the signal are about 30 ns long without
significant overshooting. The output transistors employ watercooling in order to dissi
pate the overall power of up to 1 kW in the limited space close to the vacuum flange.
After the successful operation of the dQMS, a second version with equal operation prin
ciple but higher output frequencies up to 20 MHz but lower amplitudes up to 350 V was
developed in order to operate the other RF ion guides. Further improvements and miniatur
ization allowed to significantly shrink the size of the circuitry and a much smaller housing
compared to the dQMS (see Figure 3.13a). An overview of the components of the SWIGs
RF generator is depicted in Figure 3.13d. The main difference compared to the dQMS is
that a single supply voltage V+ and ground potential is used to generate the RF signal. The
offset DC potential is added by an RC circuit at the output. Here, the capacity C needs to
be much larger than the capacity of the ion guide to avoid significant reduction of the RF
amplitude and the time constant of the system RC needs to be much longer than a period
of the RF cycle in order to avoid significant discharging of the capacity via the resistor. A
photograph of the PCB is shown in Figure 3.14. The output transistors are mounted to the
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Figure 3.15.: Schematic diagram of the timing in the control electronics.

aluminium bar in the center for watercooling via aluminium oxide sheets, thus ensuring
electrical insulation of the transistors from ground but high heat conductivity towards the
cooling for power dissipation.

3.8.3. Timing of the electronics
As already mentioned above, the timing of control parameters and data acquisition is very
important. This was one of the reasons to install a separate CPU board. The schematic
diagram in Figure 3.15 depicts the currently used timing structure. The system employs
a 100 ms cycle of resetting all changed parameters and subsequent data acquisition. At
the beginning of each cycle, the first 20 ms are reserved by the CPU unit to check for
changed control values, like DAC outputs or frequencies and execution of the respec
tive commands. This process typically takes only few milliseconds maximum, depending
on the amount of commands to be executed. Afterwards, all data from the ADCs are
collected, which takes approximately another millisecond. The mayor component of the
20 ms is therefore not used for digital communication in the control electronics, but was
scheduled for the settling of all analog signals, e.g. voltage levels of supply electronics.
This overhead seemed to be necessary for a subsequent integration over a stable signal. At
the very end of this first 20 ms block, an ”ADC go” signal is sent from the CPU in order
to start data acquisition of all ADCs simultaneously. The currently used settings employ
80 ms of integration of the ADCs for sufficiently low noise levels of each measurement.
The communication with the lab PC is possible during the whole 100 ms cylce, but only
commands that have been transmitted successfully during the last 100 ms period can be
executed during the subsequent one. The software in the PC is programmed to adapt the
timing structure of the CPU for sending and receiving data and commands.
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Figure 3.16.: Screenshot of the ”Controls” tab of the LabVIEW control soft
ware.

3.8.4. The LabVIEW control software
The aforementioned control software on the lab PC with user interface is programmed
in LabVIEW. The advantage of this language is its popularity for all kinds of laboratory
software, like pumps, pressure gauges and others. Furthermore, it is a rather high level
graphical programming language including several debugging and fault analysis features,
which makes it easy to learn and implement.
Figure 3.16 depicts a screenshot of the user interface of the current ESCIBD control soft
ware on the lab PC. Starting on the top left, there is a big stop button in order to switch all
supply voltages and frequencies off and disconnect the communication between the lab
PC and the ESCIBD electronics. The rest of the topmost buttons correspond to the two
charts on their right. These two charts are used to display the evolution of the data of two
of the ADCs. Typically the current on the metal capillary acting as a counter electrode of
the ESI source is displayed on the left, the sample current on the right. The ion current
on the capillary is a good indicator for the stability of the electrospray, whilst the current
on the sample is important to control for successful deposition. The ”Get zero” button
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bellow the stop button allows to calibrate the zero value of the ADCs. Below, there are
two controls to change the displayed data of the two charts to other ADCs for flexibility.
The large grey box below the charts consists of four tabs hosting control values, a QMS
scanner, a 2D scanner, and some calibration constants. Figure 3.16 is a screenshot of the
”Controls” tab. On the very top, the sequence of components of the ESCIBD are sketched
for illustration. The columns of control values below the components in the light grey box
list their most important control values. The separated controls on the bottom left and
right are typically not connected during standard operation. Another helpful feature in
this tab is the save and load function on the top right of the light grey box. It allows to
save and load all current parameters to a file in order to rapidly start and stop operation
and switch between different deposition modes. For controlled and synchronous running
up of all control values, the green button on the left defines the point in time, when the
parameters are loaded. Its counterpart on the top left of the light grey box switches all
supply electronics and frequencies off synchronously.
With the two buttons and displays on the top right of the controls tab, the ion current onto
the sample can be recorded while depositing. The two displays show the time since the
beginning of deposition and the time integral over the current, which corresponds to the
deposited charge and represents a measure for the coverage of the sample. Besides that,
all data acquired from the current sensors of the capillary and the sample are saved to a
file, together with all other parameters. The reset function restarts the clock and sets the
charge to zero. Below these functions, the reading of the sample temperature is located.
The user interface in the ”QMS Scanner” tab is depicted in Figure 3.17. For illustrative
reasons, the data of a typical m/z resolved spectrum was edited to the picture. Currently,
the dQMS is operated anlogously to a sineshaped driven QMS. Each m/z resolved scan
ramps the RF amplitude and the resolving DC simultaneously in order to record a spec
trum (see section 2.2.3). The RF frequency is constant and the duty cycle of the square
wave is 50 %. The first step towards performing a scan is choosing a start and a end m/z
of the scan. In the following, the offset voltage needs to be adjusted to define the kinetic
energy of the charged particles in the dQMS. The resolution of the scan also needs to be
chosen in order to account for the tradeoff between high transmission and high resolution.
In the current program, this is realized by defining an offset towards lower resolving DC
and an decrease in slope compared to the line of apizes (see section 2.2.3). High values
correspond to poorly resolved spectra with high transmission and vice versa. Now, the RF
frequency has to be adjusted in order to not exceed the maximum applicable voltages or
power dissipation. For the user, save operation is indicated by green lamps on the bottom
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Figure 3.17.: Screenshot of the ”QMS Scanner” tab of the LabVIEW control
software, edited with a typical m/z resolved spectrum.

left. Here, all important parameters, like the upper and lower potentials of both phases, the
supply current, and the resulting power dissipation are indicated. Predefined limits avoid
damage of the dQMS electronics and in case of violation an error message is displayed to
the user and the violated parameter is indicated to the user by switching the corresponding
green lamp to red. The step width between two adjacent points in the spectrum, as well as
the integration of more than one value of the ADC can be adjusted. Furthermore, the offset
potentials of the pre and post rod system may be chosen independently, or automatically
adapted to the offset of the main rods.
The recorded spectra are displayed in real time in the graph and after completion of a full
scan, the software automatically performs the next scan. Each scan line is depicted with
a thin line of different colour. The average over all completed spectra is depicted via the
thicker white line. The repetition of scans is important to distinguish between real features
of the scan and artefacts, e.g. due to a fluctuating beam intensity from the ESI source. The
whole data set, including all parameters and a .jpg file of a screen shot of the graph can
be saved via the ”Save Spectrum” button. For safety reasons, each scan is also saved by
default to a backup folder in order to avoid loss of data.
The ”2D Scanner” tab follows a similar layout, despite that two parameters might be varied
independent of each other and the colour code indicates the recorded data. A screenshot
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Figure 3.18.: Screenshot of the ”2D Scanner” tab of the LabVIEW control soft
ware, edited with a 2D Scan.
of the tab, edited with some typical data in the graph is depicted in Figure 3.18. On the
top left, any two parameters to be investigated can be chosen for the x and yaxis of the
spectrum. Below that, the predefined upper and lower limits of said parameters are dis
played including a green indicator lamp. In order to perform a scan, the user needs to
chose a suitable range and step width for both parameters. The averaging over more than
one data point and the ADC, from which the data originates can be adjusted as well. A
save function and an intrinsic auto save stores the data, all parameters and a screen shot of
the scan. An example of an application of the 2D scanner is the edited data in the graph of
Figure 3.18. It displays the original scan of the transmission properties of SWIG 2, which
is also depicted in Figure 4.13. The RF frequency and amplitude is varied in order to gain
information about suitable operation parameters of the ion guide.
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4.1. Basic concepts of SIMION
An analytical description of ion movement in multipoles and stacked ring ion guides was
already given in the previous chapter, but especially when it comes to more complex field
geometries, e.g. non ideal electrodes, conical inscribed radii, fringing effects and inter
faces between ion guides, influence of residual gas, or the Coulomb interaction of an
ensemble of charged particles, analytical descriptions reach their limits. A very practical
approach to gain further insight is the investigation of such problems by numerical ion
trajectory simulations. Here, it is possible to calculate the electric or magnetic field of any
arbitrary ion guide geometry filled with any distribution and type of charged particles.
The trajectories of the charged particles are calculated from the forces of the fields and
interparticle interactions, such as the Coulomb repulsion or scattering with residual gas
atoms. Interpolation over many reasonably small time steps provides the ion trajectories
of all present charged particles and information of the investigated system’s behaviour.
In the framework of this thesis, ion trajectory simulations of multipole ion guides have
been conducted by using the softwarepackage SIMION 8.1. Its roots go back to the
1970’s and an electrostatic optics program which was successively upgraded by Dahl
and Manura since the 1990’s [213–215]. Summarizing a few examples from literature,
SIMION was already extensively and successfully used to calculate electron trajectories
[216, 217], ion trajectories in different RF ion guides [52, 141, 218], and ion motion in
elevated pressure regimes [219, 220]. The simulations in this chapter are conducted with
a customized code of H. Schlichting [210]. Due to the scope of this thesis, solely simula
tions from RF multipoles will be shown.
The following sections provides a short introduction to concepts of SIMION and the
custommade extensions of the code. Subsequently, the results from high order multi
pole simulations are compared to the analytical description of section 2.2. Afterwards,
results from simulations with different RF signals and electrode geometries are presented.
The last section compares simulation results with experimental data.

4.1. Basic concepts of SIMION
Before performing ion trajectory simulations, like the ones presented below, the experi
menter needs to consider a multitude of parameters and define circumstances of interest.
Starting with the basics, it is necessary to define a set of electrodes and a simulation vol
ume, in which SIMION may calculate the ion trajectories. Reasonably, a socalled ge
ometry file is used to define the shape and size of the simulation volume and electrodes.
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Create all ions; ini alize each ion*
Loop for each ion or execute for all simultaneously in Grouped Mode
Reset sta c variables/arrays
Loop for each me step
Compute me step and adjust*
Single me step integra on (a few itera ons)
Compute accelera on from ion repulsion
Compute accelera on from array instance*
Update ion trajectory
Other ac ons*
Call terminate for each ion*

Figure 4.1.: Flow chart of an ion trajectory simulation using SIMION. Computa
tional steps marked with an asterisk allow for tailored integration of custommade
code. From [215] with modifications.
From this file, SIMION generates a grid of voxels in order to calculate the electric field
of each electrodes at each voxel [215]. The size of each grid unit needs to be carefully
chosen by the user. The resulting meshes are stored in socalled potential array (PA) files
which need to be loaded into the RAM during simulations for fast access. As RAM size is
limited and rather expensive, there is a competition between precision of the field and PA
file size. It is crucial to test new geometries for different meshes in order to find a good
tradeoff in voxel sizes (in all three dimensions) for high fieldprecision near small objects
and acceptable file size.
The force acting on a charged particle for each position in the simulation volume is cal
culated from the linear superposition of the field evoked by any individual electrode. The
spatial intensity of the electrodes field is calculated prior to simulation and multiplied by
their time dependent actual potential to save computation time. The acting forces are as
sumed constant for the actual time step and the trajectories are calculated. Recalculation
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of electric fields and forces is performed for each time step of the simulation. Addition
ally, the forces from ionion interactions or scattering events with backgroundgas may
be included. The iteration process of a simulation is sketched in Figure 4.1. A major ad
vantage of SIMION is the possibility to introduce customized sections of code in several
different iteration steps. This allows for tailored introduction of e.g. arbitrary and time
dependent potentials on each electrode, residual gas scattering with tunable temperature
and crosssection, Coulomb interaction between ions, and simulation of continuous ion
beams.
In the framework of this thesis, the properties of multipole ion guides are simulated. Es
pecially the ion transmission efficiency T for realistic parameters has been a subject of
interest. A continuous beam of ions is supplied to the ion guide and the ejected beam
is recorded. The ions start randomly distributed on a disc of radius rin ject with defined
kinetic energies in zdirection Ekin,z and the xyplane Ekin,x y . The direction of motion is
always positive in z, but random in xy. After ions pass a certain distance in the ion guide,
they are detected on an imaginary detector electrode. Ions are considered lost either when
they impinge on an ion guide electrode, or exit the simulation volume. By definition,
transmitted ions are those that reach the detector.
To make simulations more realistic, also Coulomb interaction between ions can be taken
into account. The builtin factor repulsion approach of SIMION is used to simulate space
charge effects by a superparticle approximation and limit computational effort at an ac
ceptable level. In terms of Coulomb interaction, every ion is considered a point charge
consisting of an elevated number of charges k · q, where k is the socalled repulsion factor.
Therefore, the interaction originating from such a super ion approximates the presence of
k ions (typically few thousand). This approximation is necessary to reduce required com
putational power for larger many body problems. The computation of the actual field is
dominant in time consumption for small numbers of ions. With increasing amounts of
ions, the number of Coulomb interactions increases quadratic, whereas the effort for field
calculation stays constant and the time for trajectory calculation increases linearly. Thus
the user has to chose a subtle tradeoff, to keep k reasonably low as a high value leads to
wrong, granular positioning of space charge, whereas low numbers of ions leads to bad
statistics and high numbers of ions to extensive computational time. Note, that the ion
charge is exclusively magnified with the repulsion factor k when considering the Coulomb
interaction between the ensemble of charged particles in order to investigate space charge
effects. When calculating the forces from the electric field of the electrodes, each particle
is considered a single ion.
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To acquire a meaningful set of data, the user program is designed to start a continuous ion
beam with a certain set of ion guide parameters until the first ions reach the aforemen
tioned detector. Depending on the time it took the ions, a suitable logtime is calculated,
in which data is recorded from the ion beam. If no ion is left in the simulation volume or
no ion reaches the detector in a predefined timeframe, the transmission T of the ion guide
is considered to be negligibly small and the simulation is aborted.

4.2. Workflow with SIMION
As a first example, the workflow and results of a rather standard simulation are described.
The goal of this subsection is to give the reader an impression of how the simulations work
and where potential pitfalls may interfere.
Before starting any simulation, it is crucial to recap the exact geometry of the simulated ion
guide. For this example, the smallest operational higher order multipole in the ESCIBD
device was modelled. It has an inscribed radius of about ri = 0.82 mm and consists of
N = 8 electrode pairs. For simulation, we chose the electrodes to be of length l = 160 mm.
The electrode radius to approximate a multipole field using cylindrical electrodes is given
by re = ri /(N − 1) ≈ 0.117 mm [132]. The resulting wire diameter of about 0.22 mm is
bigger than the wires used in SWIG 1 of the ESCIBD (about 0.18 mm, see section 3.4).
Nevertheless this larger diameter was chosen for simulations to be compatible with theory.
The simulation volume was limited by a box of 2 mm × 2 mm × 160 mm. The resulting
potential array was calculated with a resolution of 600 grid units/mm in x and y direction
and 0.15 grid units/mm in zdirection, corresponding to PA files with an overall size of
about 5 GB.
For standard multipole simulations, the injection disk and the detector are placed with a
distance of 150 mm. Both were located 5 mm towards the center with respect to the ends
of the multipole electrodes to guarantee for a homogeneous field. The effective length, in
which ions needed to pass the multipole therefore is also 150 mm. The ions started from a
disk of rin ject = 0.9 ri and were equipped with Ekin,xy = 1 eV of kinetic energy in xy plane
and Ekin,z = 10 eV in positive zdirection. Space charge effects were deemed negligible
low unless otherwise noted.
For illustrative purposes, a set of typical results of a simulation is plotted in Figure 4.2.
The driving RF frequency f = 5 MHz and amplitude URF = 16 V were chosen in such
a way, that an absolute transmission of about T ≈ 50 % was reached for our standard
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Figure 4.2.: Ion trajectory simulation results of an ion beam in a hexadecapole
(16pole). A cutthrough in xyplane of the electrodes (hatched areas) and some
ion trajectories (blue lines) are depicted in a). b) shows a plot of the radial density
distribution and the radial energy distribution of the beam at the exit of the 16
pole. The half maximum intensity and the corresponding ion beam radius are
depicted in grey (see section 4.3.2)

test ion, Rhodamine B (m/z = 443 Th). The top left image shows a cross section of the
multipole in xyplane. The blue lines indicate trajectories of single ions in the ion guide’s
volume and the hatched areas indicate its electrodes. The simulation space is limited by
the quadratic box. The ions show smooth and rather linear trajectories in the center of the
ion guide and oscillatory motion close to the electrodes. This behaviour is a consequence
of the multipole field’s short penetration depth and the resulting almost fieldfree center
(see also subsection 2.2.1). Qualitatively, all ion trajectories follow the same cycle:
An ion moving in the center region follows a rather linear trajectory due to weak fields.
Once approaching an electrode, the ion’s motions starts to get influenced by the oscillating
electric field. In case of an ion approaching from closely to the center of the multipole
towards an electrode, the ion starts to oscillate forth and back with respect to the electrode.
The influence of neighbouring electrodes cancel each other and the ion is typically guided
towards the center region. In case of an ion approaching in a gap, the oscillation happens
between neighbouring electrodes. After a few oscillations, the ion is reflected backwards
towards the center region, but the angle of the reflection is rather randomly distributed.
In both cases, the oscillatory motion between the electrodes is the reason for the effective
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trapping potential that confines the ions in the multipole (see section 2.2). During a simu
lation, an ion is considered lost due to impinging on an electrode or exiting the ion guide
between two electrodes instead of being reflected. For the particular case of Figure 4.2a,
impinging on electrodes is the dominant loss process.
The above described movement is true for well chosen parameters, where the mass and
charge of the ion and its kinetic energy allow for trapping via the applied RF signal on
the electrodes. On the one hand, much higher RF amplitudes, low RF frequencies, or low
ion masses promote imping of ions on electrodes by too slow polarity changes of the RF
signal. On the other hand, very low RF amplitudes, inappropriately high RF frequencies,
or elevated ion masses lead to a strongly reduced oscillatory component of the ion trajec
tory, thus almost independent of the ion guide’s field. Ions are not reflected backwards to
the center of the ion guide and continue their path either towards an electrode or leave the
ion guide volume in between the electrodes. For good confinement and transmission of
charged particles, the RF parameters need to be carefully tuned corresponding to the ion’s
mass, charge, and kinetic energy.
Therefore, it is interesting to have a look at the radially resolved features of the ion beam.
Figure 4.2b depicts a plot of the ion beam density distribution and the kinetic energies in
xyplane versus the ion’s radial position in the beam. In this context, the ion beam density
is defined as the number of ions per surface element of the starting disk or the detector.
Please note that all ions contributing to the distribution of Figure 4.2b have already been
reflected about 30 times by the oscillatory field prior to their detection, i.e. the majority
of ions in the beam preserved their initial kinetic energy in xydirection despite their their
numerous interactions
with the multipole field. The number of reflections may be approxi
√
Ekin,xy l
mated by n = Ekin,z · d with the ion’s kinetic energies in xy and zplane (Ekin,xy = 1 eV,
Ekin,z = 10 eV), the length in z direction l = 150 mm and the diameter of the multipole
d = 2ri = 1.64 mm.
The two grey lines in Figure 4.2b indicate the half maximum density of the radial beam
distribution and the corresponding ion beam radius. in this thesis, all simulated ion beam
radii originate from the half maximum width of the density distribution at the exit of the
ion guide. The beam radius is discussed in more detail below and in section 4.3.2.
When performing ion trajectory simulations, it is always important to search for possible
sources of artefacts. One of the main candidates of the above mentioned type of simula
tions is the generation of the beam. The ions are ”born” randomly distributed on a disk,
which is typically not the natural distribution of ions inside a multipole. Furthermore,
they are placed at a certain radial position and velocity in the field of the ion guide. This
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is of minor importance when being ”born” in the field free center region, but close to the
electrodes, ions follow a typical oscillation in the RF field (see Figure 4.2a), meaning that
their motion is in a certain phase correlation with respect to the RF signal. An ion with,
e.g., an opposing direction of motion, or a too close position to a certain electrode at the
moment of birth with respect to the typical oscillation will have an atypical trajectory.
Poorly injected ions may gain kinetic energy in the xyplane or may be lost in near fu
ture. Nevertheless, these artefacts seem not to be dominant effects for the investigations
presented in the following.

4.3. Comparing multipole simulations with theory
To provide evidence for the simulation’s validity, a first attempt to compare their results
with the theory from section 2.2.1 was performed in this thesis. As a first example, the
transmission spectrum of a higher order multipole is depicted in Figure 4.3. On the left
hand side, the transmission efficiency of a 16pole, operated at a RF frequency f = 6 MHz
is plotted in black against different RF amplitudes URF . Starting at the lower end of the
scale, transmission efficiency steeply increases with RF amplitude until a peak is reached
followed by a less steep decay. Please note that at elevated frequencies the peak widens
to a plateau at transmission efficiency close to unity. The red curve in the plot represents
the corresponding analytically derived effective trapping potential V ∗ from equation (23).
Intuitively, one might expect a more step like transmission function with high efficiencies
for high trapping potentials V ∗ > Ekin,x y /q and no transmission otherwise. Actually, the
transmission curve shows a rather smooth behaviour, especially the falling edge for higher
amplitudes. However, both curves, transmission, and trapping potential qualitatively fol
low the same trends and share approximately the same peak amplitude.
For the following argumentation it is worth discussing the possible ion motion in a multi
pole first. Figure 4.3c shows a sketch of all possible types of ion trajectories. The size of
the ion guide is indicated by the inscribed radius ri and the black circle. The first type of
ion motion is indicated in red and represents a circular trajectory of constant radius. Here,
all kinetic energy of the ion in xyplane is stored in an angular motion and the trapping
potential of the ion guide has to compensate the centrifugal forces in order to keep ions
confined. The second type of motion is indicated by the blue dotted line. The motion of
the ion is exclusively in radial direction. The green line indicates a more realistic inter
mediate case.
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Figure 4.3.: Simulated and theoretically derived ion beam properties of a 16
pole, operated with a sineshaped RF signal at 6 M Hz. a) shows the evolution of
transmission efficiency with increasing amplitude (black) and the corresponding
theoretically derived trapping potential (red). Both follow the same trend of a
steep increase with a peak at medium amplitude and a subsequent smooth decay.
b) depicts good agreement between the simulated and theoretically derived ion
beam diameters (black) and the evolution of the kinetic energy in xyplane (red).
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4.3. Comparing multipole simulations with theory
An important aspect is the influence of the type of motion on its capabilities to be trapped
by the effective potential of a multipole. In the following a charged particle of mass m,
charge q, and energy E moves in an electrostatic 2D (ignoring the zcomponent) pseudo
potential of the form V ∗ (r) = c· r n (simplified from equation (19)). The two limiting cases
of purely radial and circular motion are discussed. For a particle starting in the center of
the potential with solely radial velocity component (blue trajectory in Figure 4.3c), the
energy is stored either as kinetic energy in the field free center or in potential energy at the
turning point. The particle reaches a maximum radius rm in the potential when its kinetic
energy is zero
√
E/q = V ∗ (rm ) = c· rmn and rm =

n

E
q· c

(45)

For the second case of a charged particle with a circular motion (red trajectory in Figure
4.3c), the repelling forces of the potential Fpot (rm ) have to compensate for the centrifugal
forces Fc (rm ).
Fc (rm ) = −Fpot (rm )

with Fpot (rm ) = q· E (rm ) = q· −

dV ∗
(rm ) = −q· c· n· rmn−1
dr

(46)

(47)

In case of purely circular motion on a radius rm , the energy E of the particle distributes
on a constant kinetic component Ekin due to its velocity v on the circular trajectory and a
constant potential energy component Epot due to its position in potential at radius rm .
E = Ekin + Epot with Ekin = 1/2 mv 2 and Epot = q· c· rmn

(48)

With aid of equation (48), the centrifugal force can be described by:
Fc (rm ) =

m· v 2 2 (E − q· c· rmn )
=
rm
rm

(49)
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Insertion of equation (49) and equation (47) in equation (46) relates the radius of the cir
cular motion rm with the energy of the charged particle E.
√
circular motion: rm =

n

2 E
2· rmn
·
−
n q· c
n

(50)

The form of equation (50) was chosen for simple comparison with its counterpart from
radial motion (see equation (45)).
√
radial motion: rm =

n

E
q· c

(51)

Please note that the radius rm is always positive and n is a positive integer value of n = 2
for a quadrupole, n = 4 for a hexapole, n = 6 for a octopole, and so on. Thus, the radius
of circular motion is always smaller than the maximum radius of the radial motion. For
n = 2 the first term of the circular case equals the radial case but is reduced by a positive
number. For n > 2 the first therm is already smaller compared to the radial motion case
and gets further reduced by another positive component. In conclusion, an ion with circu
lar motion reaches lower radii in the effective trapping potential of multipole and therefore
gets confined for lower potential heights.
Coming back to the transmission efficiency in Figure 4.3a, values close to unity hap
pens when the effective trapping potential is capable to confine all possible ion motions
(V ∗ · q > E). The angular component of motion is one explanation for the smooth decay of
the transmission curve for lower effective trapping potentials (V ∗ · q < E). With decreas
ing potential height, more and more trajectories, especially with mainly radial motion are
not confined any more and transmission efficiency decays. Apparently, the relation be
tween effective potential depth and transmission efficiency is rather complicated.
A better parameter to compare the agreement between theory and simulations might there
fore be the ion beam radius from Figure 4.3b. The black data points represent the simu
lations, while the solid black line is the theoretically derived value for the trapping radius
rtrap (see section 2.2.1). The data points for the simulated radius originate from the half
maximum of the radially resolved density distribution at the exit of the multipole (see Fig
ure 4.2b). The parameters limiting the trapping radius rtrap are the maximum allowed ion
beam radius rmax = 0.96ri (horizontal section of the solid black line in Figure 4.3b) and
the maximum allowed radius for adiabatic motion radiabatic with the adiabaticity parame
ter η = 0.45 (see equation (21), decreasing section of the solid black line in Figure 4.3b).
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The values of rmax and η originate from table 4.1. Theory and simulation show rather
good agreement. A more detailed discussion of the relevance of the ion beam radius can
be found below in section 4.3.2.
The red data points in Figure 4.3b show the mean kinetic energy of ions at the multipole
exit. For low amplitudes, ions with rather low kinetic energies are preferably transmit
ted by the multipole. With increasing amplitude, the mean kinetic energy in xy plane
of transmitted ions is slightly above the injection value of 1 eV. The slight increase of
kinetic energy at least partly originates from the way of ion generation (see discussion
above). Therefore, no significant gain of kinetic energy from the RF field is observable
for transmitted ions of the displayed set of simulations.

4.3.1. Transmission
Starting from such a simulation, the influence of all kinds of parameters on the prop
erties of the ion guide may be investigated. Most importantly, we are interested in its
transmission efficiencies and the properties of the ion beam at the exit. For this purpose,
simulations with multipoles of different order N = 4, 6, 8 but equal inscribed diame
ter ri = 0.82 mm were compared. All multipoles employ cylindrical electrodes with an
electrode radius of re = ri /(N − 1) [132] to approximate an ideal multipole field geom
etry. Furthermore, all multipoles were supplied with ions of equal injection parameters
rin ject = 0.9 ri , Ekin,xy = 1 eV, Ekin,z = 10 eV. Each multipole geometry was investigated
for a set of suitable RF frequencies Ω and amplitudes URF in order to show the full spec
trum from very low transmission up to a broad plateau of high transmission, respectively.
Figure 4.4 depicts the resulting transmission spectra. The RF amplitude range and colour
of all heatmaps were chosen equally for a comparable representation. The frequency
range was adapted for each multipole order to generate a comparable range of transmis
sions. The first thing to mention is that the maximum absolute transmission increases with
the order of the multipole. This effect is most probably an artefact from the process of ion
generation (see above). The field of the electrodes of lower order multipoles have a much
larger penetration depth towards its center. Ions starting from the outer rim of the starting
disk are ”born” into a higher potential but with the same kinetic energy. The resulting
sum energy may be higher, which makes their transmission much less likely. Higher or
der multipoles have a larger quasi fieldfree center, resulting in a larger spatial acceptance
(see also section 2.2.1).
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Figure 4.4.: Comparison of simulated transmission properties of a variety of
multipoles operated with sineshaped RF signal (see Figure 4.8 for squarewave
signals). a)c) transmission heatmaps of equal amplitude and colour code but ad
justed frequency range for different multipole orders. The position of the rising
edge of transmission is proportional to the RF frequency but its shape is indepen
dent of the multipole order whilst the following decay is faster for lower order
multipoles. The higher amplitude spectra in d) confirms this result and addition
ally depicts the evolution of the ions mean kinetic energy in the xyplane.
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4.3. Comparing multipole simulations with theory
To gain further insight, it is worth discussing the shape of the transmission curves. The
location of the steep increase in transmission shifts in position with a linear dependency
between RF amplitude and frequency and also shares a comparable shape for all mul
tipole orders. This effect may be supported by equation 23, when assuming for sim
plicity, that the transmission follows the same trends as the theoretically derived trap
ping potential V ∗ . The height of the potential depends on the fraction of URF /Ω and the
shape of the piecewisedefined function is independent of the order of the multipole for
rmax < radiabatic . This condition is valid for RF amplitudes in the rising edge of the
transmission efficiency below its maximum. As already discussed above and in section
2.2.1, one would expect maximum transmission exactly when URF is chosen such, that
rmax = radiabatic . The second part of the piecewisedefined trapping potential V ∗ de
scribes the behaviour for elevated RF amplitudes (or in other words rmax > radiabatic ) and
− 2
scales with URFN −2 . In simpler terms, for lower order multipoles, one would expect a faster
decrease in transmission for increasing RF amplitudes beyond its peak intensity. This is
in fact the case when comparing the spectra of different multipole orders for amplitudes
above their peak transmission. For 16poles, the amplitude range of high transmission
widens up much faster with increasing frequency and the subsequent reduction in trans
mission with increasing amplitudes is much smoother when comparing it for example to
the 8pole.
The curves of Figure 4.4d compare the behaviour of different multipole orders for a larger
amplitude range. The black and red curves represent the evolution of transmission effi
ciency and kinetic energy in xyplane, respectively. Squared data points originate from
a 16pole, circles from a 12pole and triangles from an 8pole. The different frequencies
were chosen just high enough to reach peak transmissions close to unity without forming
a broad plateau of high transmission. The rising edges of the transmission at low am
plitudes are quite similar for all mulitpole orders, but the following decay is much faster
for lower order multipoles, although peak transmissions are about the same height and
located at comparable amplitudes. The red curves indicating the mean kinetic energies in
xyplane show no significant increase for high amplitudes. The data at the rising edges
of the transmission curves, as well as the data from the 8pole with poor transmission in
the range between 100 − 150 V RF amplitude shows preferred transmission of ions with
lower kinetic energy in xyplane.
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Figure 4.5.: Ion beam radii for various multipole orders, RF amplitudes, and
frequencies. The data points connected with lines represent the simulated ion
beam radii at the exit of a multipole. The theoretical derived trapping radius rtrap
discussed in section 2.2.1 is depicted by the solid lines. Maximum allowed radius
and adiabaticity parameters can be found in Table 4.1.
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parameters of rtrap

N = 4

N = 6

N = 8

maximum allowed radius rmax

0.91 ri

0.945 ri

0.96 ri

adiabaticity parameter η

0.5

0.45

0.45

Table 4.1.: Maximum allowed radius of ion motion and adiabaticity parameter
derived from simulated data of the ion beam radii in Figure 4.5 using the analyt
ical theory of section 2.2.1.

4.3.2. Ion beam radius
In subsection 2.2.1 the properties of linear multipole ion guides are described with an ana
lytical theory. Most importantly, a maximum effective trapping potential V ∗ was derived
in equation (23) that is dependent on the multipole parameters and limited by the maxi
mum allowed trapping radius rtrap . The arguments behind the limitation of allowed radial
positions are a maximum overall radius rmax , that still allows for oscillations of the ions
between the electrodes, and a maximum radius radiabatic for which adiabatic motion of the
ion is ensured. In this framework, nonadiabatic motion means, that the ion beam suc
cessively gains kinetic energy from the ion guide’s RF field and therefore shows strongly
increasing kinetic energies in xyplane after being transmitted through the ion guide. In
analytical theory, the limit for adiabatic motion is described by the adiabaticity parameter
η (see equation (20)).
A rather interesting comparison between theory and simulations is the test for the different
regimes of said trapping radius rtrap . To gain some information, the properties of the beam
at the exit of the ion guide was investigated and compared to the theory. The ion beam
radius is derived from the density distribution of the ion beam at the exit and was defined
as the half maximum beam density radius (see Figure 4.2b). For simulation parameters
with intermediate transmission efficiencies 0 < T < 1, ions from the boundaries of the
distribution are successively lost by impinging on the electrodes, or exiting the ion guide
between electrodes (see section 4.2). For such a medium transmission case, the resulting
ion beam radius should be limited by the maximum trapping radius rionbeam ≈ rtrap . We
assume, that ions with trajectories close to or exceeding rtrap continuously contribute to
the loss processes, others may be transmitted. Evidence for this might also be found in
the radial kinetic energy distribution, e.g. in Figure 4.2b, where exclusively the outermost
ions show strongly elevated kinetic energies in xyplane, which might indicate their loss
in the near future.
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To gain some evidence supporting the aforementioned standpoints, the resulting ion beam
radii rionbeam from the ion trajectory simulations are plotted against the theoretically de
rived trapping radius rtrap in Figure 4.5. The solid lines indicate the theoretically derived
values for rtrap and the data points are the corresponding values from a simulation. Dur
ing horizontal sections, the trapping radius is limited by the maximum allowed radius
rtrap = rmax . In the sloping sections, it is limited by adiabatic motion rtrap = radiabatic .
Please note that the slope and boundary of radiabatic depends on the multipole (see sec
tion 2.2.1). The lower end of the tested frequency range is limited by poor transmission
and therefore poor statistics of the ion beam distribution, while transmission at the upper
end is already close to unity for a rather wide amplitude range. The corresponding set of
transmission efficiency data is depicted in Figure 4.4. The first information one could gain
from the fitted data are the maximum allowed radius r0 and the adiabaticity parameter η
for each geometry (see Table 4.1). The maximum allowed radius rmax seems to increase
with the order of the multipole, most probably due to the reduced penetration depth of the
electric field, while the adiabaticity parameter η decreases.
The high amplitude data in Figure 4.5d gives an impression of the absolute ion beam radius
compared to the inscribed radius of the multipole. Theory and simulation match quite well
over the whole amplitude range for all investigated multipoles. Furthermore, it is worth
mentioning, that the maximum allowed ion beam radius is generally larger for higher or
der multipoles when comparing frequencies of comparable peak transmission (see Figure
4.4d) which is one of the reasons for the better acceptance of injected ions.
For all simulations with frequencies on the lower end of the chosen range, the data fits
quite well with the theoretical predictions. For high frequencies, the simulated ion beam
radius is lower than the trapping radius at amplitudes close to the boundary condition,
where rtrap = rmax = radiabatic . This specific amplitude was described as URF,max in the
theoretical section 2.2.1 (equation (24)) and indicates the amplitude, for which the max
∗
imum possible effective trapping potential Vmax
is reached. Therefore, the transmission
efficiency of the multipole is expected maximal around this special amplitude and the con
dition of medium transmission is violated here at first.
The apparent compression of the ion beam in proximity of the kink of the fitting at elevated
frequencies observed in Figure 4.5 indicates a third limit for the ion beam radius. At cer
tain RF frequencies and amplitudes, the effective trapping potential becomes large enough
to trap all charged particles and furthermore compress their trajectories to smaller radii due
to the strong repulsion from the electrodes. The ion beam radius is thus additionally lim
ited by a maximum reachable radius in the effective trapping potential rpot . This limitation
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Figure 4.6.: Ion beam radii from simulations and theory for high frequencies.
Compared to Figure 4.5, the ion beam radius was limited additionally by the depth
of the trapping potential in the dotted section by rpot .
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originates from the finite kinetic energy of the ions in radial direction Ekin,r in a large ef
fective trapping potential. Following the previous argumentation of possible ion motions
(see Figure 4.3c and the following discussion) the maximum reachable radius in this limit
is reached when the maximum kinetic energy of the ion in radial direction equals the ef
fective trapping potential times the charge of the particle Ekin,r = V ∗ (rpot )· q. Thus, the ion
beam radius can be described by a minimum function rionbeam = Min(rmax , radiabatic, rpot ).
A set of of elevated frequency data as shown in Figure 4.5 was fitted with the above men
tioned additional limitations of the ion beam radius. The result is depicted in the graphs of
Figure 4.6, showing a set of transmission spectra for all three multipole orders with sec
tions of V ∗ (rpot )· q > Ekin,xy . Therefore, the ion beam radius rionbeam is at least partially
limited by rpot . In contrast to Figure 4.5 the fitting curve now consists of three sections.
The maximum allowed radius rmax limited section (solid line), the trapping potential rpot
limited section (dotted line), and the adiabatic motion radiabatic limited section (dashed
and dotted line). Best fitting of all curves was reached for effective kinetic energies in
radial direction of about Ekin,r ≈ 1 eV. This result seems to be rather meaningful, as this
energy corresponds to the initial energy in xyplane during the injection of ions and the
motion is assumed to be adiabatic for such operation parameters.
With this approach, it becomes possible to almost perfectly match the simulated ion beam
radius with the theoretically predicted ones over the whole range of amplitudes, frequen
cies, and multipole orders.

4.3.3. Discrepancies between theory and simulations
Besides all the similarities between simulations and theoretical description, there are still
some effects that have not been predicted. First of all, one of the main ingredients for the
theoretical treatment is the adiabaticity, which states no energy transfer between the RF
field and ion motion. From the standpoint of simulations, this is not entirely true. In Fig
ure 4.3b and 4.5d, for ion guide settings with low RF amplitude, we can observe that the
mean kinetic energy in xyplane of transmitted particles is below their injection values.
For such conditions, the transmission of low energy ions is strongly preferred over those
with higher energy. On the other hand, ions with strongly increased kinetic energy can
also be found, especially for high RF amplitudes. However, for parameters with reason
able transmission efficiencies and moderate RF amplitudes close to the peak transmission
efficiency, the mean kinetic energy seems to be more or less constant and adiabaticity for
the ensemble of ions is confirmed in the framework of the current simulations.
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Figure 4.7.: Comparison between the peak position of the theoretically derived
∗ from equation 25 (solid line) and the
maximum effective trapping potential Vmax
positions of peak transmission efficiency from simulations (data points). The
reason for the offset between both is unknown so far.

Furthermore, one could argue about the smeared out transmission spectra. From the stand
point of theoretical description, one would expect something more like a sharp step func
tion, where the transmission jumps from zero to unity as soon as the radial kinetic energy
exceeds the product of effective trapping potential times ion charge. Most possibly, the
rather undefined reflection angle of an ion from the potential walls (see also [132]) and the
resulting variety of possible motions (see Figure 4.3c) allow for some margin of effective
radial kinetic energy and smeared out transmission spectra, especially for finite residence
times of ions in the ion guide. For future investigations of this hypotheses, it is necessary
to record and evaluate the motion of ions more precisely, especially its splitting into radial
and circular motion components.
Another mismatch between simulations and theory may be found in the exact position of
the transmission peaks. For most of the transmission spectra of Figure 4.4, the peak trans
∗ from
mission does not exactly match with the maximum effective trapping potential Vmax
∗
as solid lines and the actually simulated peak transmis
theory. Figure 4.7 depicts Vmax
∗ , but
sions as dotted lines. The simulated peak positions seem to follow the trend of Vmax
are shifted upwards by a few volts in amplitude. The reason for this is still unclear and
needs to be investigated in future works, too.
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4.3.4. Sine-shaped and square-wave RF signals
All aforementioned theoretical discussions and simulations consider a sineshaped RF sig
nal. In reality, the RF signals of such systems are mostly realized via resonantly driven
LCcircuits with fixed RF frequency. Regarding the results from simulations, it appears
that the operation frequency is a very important parameter for linear multipoles and it
might be worth the effort making it accessible to the experimenter. This becomes even
more important when considering the theory of section 2.2 for different types of ions with
a broad range of masstocharge ratios. To gain equal maximum effective trapping poten
∗ in equation 25 for variable mass m and charge q of ions, one could simply adjust
tial Vmax
the frequency Ω. From the view of electrical engineering, one of the most simple ways to
generate an oscillating RF signal with variable frequency is to employ two switches, one
to pull the output to an upper potential level, and one pulling it down to a lower potential
value. The timing of the switching events can be easily controlled via a suitable driving
circuit, making the resulting frequency of the signal tunable. The major difference in sig
nals is a change from a sineshaped wave in the resonant LC case to a squarewave in the
digital case.
There are few publications addressing numerically calculated stability diagrams of a dig
itally operated QMS (see section 3.5), and especially higher order multipoles have not
been discussed in literature. For this purpose, the properties of a squarewave driven mul
tipole were investigated in this thesis using ion trajectory simulations and the results were
compared with the sineshaped case. The RF signal discussed in this section consists of
a squarewave with equal residence time on the high and lower potential level, Uhigh and
Ulow respectively. Corresponding to the sineshaped case, the difference between both
potentials is given by twice the amplitude Uhigh − Ulow = 2URF and the periodicity is
defined by the RF frequency Ω.
Figure 4.8 depicts the squarewave counterpart to the corresponding set of sineshape sim
ulations in Figure 4.4. The general form of the transmission curves, their peak values, and
the kinetic energies are comparable to the sineshaped case. The dominant difference be
tween both wave forms is a compression of the transmission curve to lower amplitudes in
the squarewave case, which is presented in more detail in Figure 4.8e. Here, the trans
mission curves of the higher amplitude data from Figures 4.4d and 4.8d are compared to
each other. The solid lines with the solid triangles represent the squarewave case and
the dotted lines with the hollow triangles represent the sineshaped case. The peak trans
missions and the general form is approximately identical, but the squarewave multipole’s
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Figure 4.8.: Transmission properties of a variety of multipoles, operated with
squarewave signals ( see Figure 4.4 for sineshaped equivalent). a)c) transmis
sion heatmaps of equal amplitude and colour code but adjusted frequency range
for different multipole orders. d) transmission and kinetic energy in xyplane for
a larger amplitude range. e) shows a comparison of the squarewave high ampli
tude data with its sineshaped counterpart from Figure 4.4. The most prominent
difference between both is a compression to lower amplitudes in the squarewave
case.
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parameters of rtrap

N = 4

N = 6

N = 8

maximum allowed radius rmax

0.91 ri

0.945 ri

0.96 ri

adiabaticity parameter η

0.4

0.37

0.35

Table 4.2.: Maximum allowed radius of ion motion and apparent adiabaticity pa
rameter derived from simulated data of the ion beam radii of squarewave driven
multipoles in Figure 4.5.

transmission curves appear to be at lower amplitude for each corresponding pair of simu
lations.
The strong similarities in the transmission properties lead to the assumption that applica
tion of qualitatively equal concepts for the analytical description of the squarewave and
the sineshaped case might be possible. Most importantly, it is assumed that the restric
tions of the maximum allowed radius of trajectories via the overall maximum radius rmax
and the maximum radius of adiabatic motion radiabatic should be valid in both cases. In
analogy to the sineshaped case in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.9 depicts the ion beam radii for the
squarewave counterpart. The data resembles one another and can be nicely described by
the theory from the sineshaped case with equal maximum allowed radius rmax , but about
20 % lower apparent adiabaticty parameter η in the squarewave case (see Table 4.1).
In analogy to section 4.3.2, the maximum allowed radius given by the height of the trap
ping potential may be introduced for the squarewave case, too. Due to a lack of an an
alytical description, the data will be interpreted again with the formulas derived for the
sineshaped case. The fitting of the elevated frequency data where rpot becomes relevant
is depicted in Figure 4.10. Good agreement was achieved with an apparent radial kinetic
energy of the ions of Ekin,r ≈ 0.6 eV. Besides that, the mismatch between the peak trap
ping potential and the calculated maximum trapping potential might also be found in the
squarewave case.
Summarizing the observations so far, the transmission spectra of the squarewave mul
tipoles in Figure 4.8e seem to be compressed to lower amplitudes compared to the sine
shaped ones, the apparent adiabaticity parameter of the digital multipoles are about ηdigital ≈
0.8 ηsine , and the apparent effective potential depth from the considerations with rpot may
∗
∗ . Going one step backwards and recapitulating the
be estimated to be Vdigital
≈ 0.6 Vsine
formulas from the theoretical derivations of section 2.2.1 one might notice, that the adi
abaticity parameter is proportional to the RF amplitude η ∝ URF (Equation 20) and the
2 (Equation 19). Therefore, the
trapping potential is proportional to its square V ∗ ∝ URF
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Figure 4.9.: Ion beam radii for various squarewave driven multipoles. The data
point connected with lines represent the simulated ion beam radius at the exit of a
multipole. The theoretical derived trapping radius rtrap discussed in section 2.2.1
is depicted by the solid lines. Parameters for rmax and η may be found in Table
4.2.
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Figure 4.10.: a)c)Ion beam radii from simulations and theoretically derived
values for squarewave driven multipoles. d) depicts the mismatch between the
simulated peak position and the calculated curve for the maximum trapping po
tential.
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Figure 4.11.: Comparison of the higher amplitude spectra of the sineshaped
and the squarewave driven multipoles. The squarewave amplitude is rescaled
by a factor of 0.8.

author suggests to describe the digital multipole with the same formalism as the sine
shaped one, but rescale the RF amplitude by an effective RF amplitude for the digital case
URF,e f f ≈ 0.8 URF . in the precision of the currently available data set, the effective RF
amplitude approach would allow for explanation of all observed effects of the squarewave
signal by the using the rmax and η parameters of the sineshaped case. For illustration pur
poses, Figure 4.11 shows the comparison of the high amplitude data of sineshaped and
squarewave RF signal with rescaled effective amplitude. The agreement between trans
mission curves of the respective pairs of simulations strongly supports the validity of the
effective amplitude approach.
Another hint may be provided by the theoretical description of the digital QMS (see sec
tion 3.5). Here, the significant points in the stability diagram, e.g. the apex of the first
stability region, share about the same DC offset for sineshaped and squarewave opera
tion, but the RF amplitude is decreased in the squarewave case by a factor of about 0.78,
which matches rather precisely our present findings.
Concluding the discussion, apart from the apparently necessary amplitude rescaling, no
significant difference between sineshaped and squarewave driven multipoles have been
observed in this study. For further progress, it would be necessary to refine the data from
simulations e.g. by longer integration times. Furthermore, a better understanding from an
analytical point of view would most probably also be worth the effort. The main benefit of
a squarewave signal is the tuneable RF frequency, which allows to operate the ion guides
with moderate amplitudes for all possible m/z. Furthermore, small variations in the signal
shape provide an interesting playground for further optimizations, e.g. in the case of a
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digital quadrupole mass spectrometer (see section 3.5).

4.4. Electrode geometry
All so far discussed multipoles employ electrode geometries aiming to generate an ideal
multipole field. Here, a few digital 16poles of equal inscribed diameter but variable
electrode radii are compared. A rather intuitive way of defining a parameter for different
geometries is the electrodegap ratio. The distance between the centres of neighbouring
electrodes is calculated from twice the electrode radius re and the gap size x (see Figure
4.12a). For comparison, the reduced electrodegap ratio 2 re /x is introduced. The above
discussed multipoles aim to approximate an ideal multipole field from circular rods with
an electrode radius re = ri /(N − 1) [132]. For the case of a 16pole, this corresponds to
an electrode gap ratio of about 1.78, which acts as a reference for comparison with other
values. Different electrode gap ratios are investigated for a suitable range of RF amplitude,
equal standard injection parameters (rin ject = 0.9 ri , Ekin,xy = 1 eV, and Ekin,z = 10 eV)
and a RF frequency of Ω = 5 MHz. The frequency was chosen such that the reference
electrode gap ratio of 1.78 shows a medium peak transmission and improving or declining
transmission properties for other ratios are easily observable. The resulting transmission
spectra for six different electrodegap ratios are depicted in Figure 4.12b. The black line is
the reference spectrum with a ratio of about 1.78 of the ideal multipole field [132]. Smaller
electrodes seem to cause significantly flatter and lower curves compared to the reference
for equal RF signals, while higher values show minor impact on the shape and height of
the transmission curves.
In principle, small electrodes are also capable to achieve good transmission, but at higher
RF frequencies and amplitudes. For the actual design of multipoles, and especially for
very small ones, good transmission properties are not the only criterion for an appropriate
electrode diameter (see section 3.4). Efficient pumping of residual gas from the confined
ion beam is promoted by larger gaps and mechanical alignment faults as well as bending
of electrodes also prohibit very small gaps in order to avoid physical and electrical contact
between neighbouring electrodes. A good compromise may be found with a electrode gap
ratio around 1 or slightly above.
The electrode radius re with respect to the wire to inter wire ratio w can be calculated as
re =
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sin(π/2N)
ri
(1/w + 1 − sin(π/2N))

(52)
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Figure 4.12.: Influence of electrode size on the transmission properties of a
multipole. a) depicts the center to centre distance of two neighbouring electrodes,
composing from twice the electrode radius 2 re and the spacing x. b) shows the
transmission spectra for different electrodegap ratios 2 re /x.

with the number of pole pairs N and the inscribed radius of the multipole ri .

4.5. Comparing simulations with experiments
The following sections compare results from the ion trajectory simulations with experi
ment. As the ESCIBD is now operational, properties of the SWIG, the dQMS, and the
Blade are compared with their simulated counterpart. From the experimenter point of
view, it is very difficult to measure e.g. the kinetic energy distribution in xyplane or the
radial density distribution precisely in order to compare it to simulations and analytical
theory. In particular, the ion beam intensity is the only property of the ion beam, that may
be easily measured at different locations in the ESCIBD.
Transmission properties of an ion guide are determined by monitoring the ion current on
a detector electrode. In the ESCIBD typically the electrodes of the subsequent ion guide
or the sample itself are used. All of them are electrically insulated from their environment
and therefore allow for ion current measurements with controlled potential.
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Figure 4.13.: Comparison between simulated and experimentally acquired
transmission data of a 16pole.

4.5.1. The SWIG
A comparison of simulated transmission and experimentally obtained data is depicted in
Figure 4.13. The data originates from SWIG 2 and was measured for our test molecule,
Rhodamine B. The electrode geometry is a 16pole with an inscribed radius of about
0.82 mm and electrodes of about 0.09 mm radius resulting in a electrode gap ratio of about
0.73. The ion source is SWIG 1. In simulations, ions are started on a disk with a radius of
0.9 ri and a kinetic energy of 0.7 eV in xyplane and 10 eV in zdirection. The RF ampli
tude and frequency ranges were chosen equally and the transmission was normalized to
unity. Comparing both data sets, the region of good transmission in yellow is similar for
simulations and experiment, but it is surrounded by a much larger region of medium trans
mission in the latter case. Besides, both spectra show the characteristic linear dependency
between amplitude and frequency for the onset of transmission and the fast broadening of
the plateau with good transmission for increasing frequencies.
There are several potential candidates for the reasons between simulations and experimen
tal data. The electrode geometry used in the simulations for example does not include the
fringing fields at both ends of the multipole and the ions are not injected from the exit
of another SWIG. Furthermore, the real electrodes of a SWIG have several inaccuracies,
e.g. their alignment and positioning due to the manufacturing process. Another reason for
the smearedout transmission in the experiments might be an ion beam that is not mono
disperse. The m/z resolved spectrum of Figure 5.1a reveals that the Rhodamine B ion is
the most dominant, but not the only ion species. Additionally, one would expect a certain
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distribution of kinetic energy in xyplane of the incident ion beam, rather than the precise
value used for simulations.
Besides some inaccuracies, the results from the simulations provide helpful information
concerning the appropriate design of the electrode geometry of the Twin, the SWIGs and
the Blade, as well as for the layout of the electronic control unit and the RF supplies. Fur
thermore, ion trajectory simulations provide further insight into some effects that might
not be obvious from analytical theory or experimentally gained data alone.

4.5.2. Combining a mass spectrometer with a ”Blade” ion
guide
It is a commonly used technique to employ a quadrupole in combination with other ion
guides or mass spectrometers. In many cases, it is also used as an ion guide, e.g. for trans
fer to another location or pressure regime. In commercially available triple quadrupole
systems, the first quadrupole selects a certain m/z from an incident ion beam, in the sec
ond, the ions scatter with gas atoms, are fragmented and transported towards the third
quadrupole for another m/z analysis. From such experiments, oscillating features on trans
mission curves have been reported for ion beams that are fed from one quadrupole to an
other [221–225]. The additional features originate from inefficient extraction of ions from
a quadrupole by phasespace sensitive devices like other ion guides [226]. Such additional
features do typically not occur for standard detectors like multipliers, as they employ large
accelerating voltages to extract the ions [226].
In the case of the current ESCIBD device the mass spectrometer (see section 3.5) is fol
lowed by a Blade, which is in principle a conical multipole (see section 3.6) and thus is
in fact sensitive to the spatial extent and the kinetic energy of the incident ions. In the
following, the resulting effects and problems are qualitatively discussed via a set of illus
trative examples.
A comparison of simulated and experimental data for RFonly spectra of Rhodamine B
ions of m/z = 443 Th is shown in Figure 4.14. The quadrupole was operated with a RF
frequency of 0.4 MHz and the Blade was operated with a RF frequency of 3 MHz and an
amplitude of 80 V. The black curve in 4.14a was recorded directly at the exit of the mass
spectrometer, collecting the current from the the Blade electrodes. It represents a typi
cal RFonly spectrum with the characteristic intensity drop when exceeding the critical
amplitude for the m/z of Rhodamine B ions. The red curve comes from an RFonly spec
trum, recorded on a detector plate behind the Blade. The fluctuating intensity indicates a
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Figure 4.14.: a) experimentally measured and b) simulated RFonly spectra of
Rhodamine B ions (m/z = 443 T h). The black curves represent the intensity
after the mass spectrometer and the red ones originate from ions that have addi
tionally passed the subsequent Blade ion guide.

nonconstant transmission efficiency of the Blade throughout the spectrum. Figure 4.14b
depicts the corresponding data from ion trajectory simulations. Both, the QMS transmis
sion and the combination with a Blade, show qualitatively similar effects.
The fluctuations are not restricted to RFonly spectra, m/z resolved scans show similar fluc
tuations (see Figure 4.15). Spectra of three different scan lines with increasing resolution
are shown. The black curves represent the experimentally measured transmission on a de
tector electrode at the exit of the Blade and the red lines originate from corresponding ion
trajectory simulations. For better comparability, the corresponding simulated peak from
the mass spectrometer is indicated by the upwards shifted, green line. For comparison, all
intensities have been normalized to unity. For all three resolutions, the combined system
leads to additional features in the peak of the m/z resolved spectrum. In contrast to the
RFonly spectra, the features are much more irregular in their spacing and height. When
comparing the curves from all three graphs, there is no apparent systematic behaviour of
the features.
To understand these effects, it is necessary to consider the nature of ion motion in the
quadrupole. For this purpose, the ion trajectory simulations of the Bladeinduced maxi
mum at m/z = 436 Th and the minimum at m/z = 440 Th in Figure 4.15a are compared
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Figure 4.15.: Experimentally measured (black) and simulated transmission
spectra (red) of the combined quadrupole with subsequent Blade. The offset
green curve indicates the simulated intensity directly after the quadrupole. All
spectra have been normalized to unity for better comparison. The three different
graphs originate from scans with increasing resolving DC component of the scan
line and therefore increasing resolution.
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Figure 4.16.: Examples for axially resolved beam properties of the two simu
lations marked in Figure 4.15a at 436 Th and 440 Th. a) and b) depict the mean
displacement from the center and the corresponding kinetic energy component in
xyplane. c) compares the ion beam intensity along the zaxis of both simulations.
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as an example. The evolution of the three most important ion beam properties: spatial
extent, kinetic energy in xyplane, and intensity along the zaxis of the combined system
are presented in Figure 4.16. For better comprehensibility the two simulations need to be
described and compared, starting with the injection of ions.
For comparison with experimental data, the injection parameters approximate the exit of
SWIG 3 with an inscribed diameter of about 2.5 mm. For computational reasons, the
SWIG 3 electrode geometry could not be included into the simulations. The exit of SWIG
3 is located just a few millimetres away from the entrance of the quadrupole. A starting
disk of 3 mm in diameter at the entrance of the quadrupole was chosen in order to account
for the beamspread in the small region without trapping potential in between. The kinetic
energy in xyplane was chosen to 1 eV and the kinetic energy in zdirection of about 17 eV
were adopted from the experiments. Please note that the starting disk is small compared
to the inscribed diameter of the quadrupole’s rod system (ri ≈ 16 mm).
After injection, ions pass the prerod system of the mass spectrometer. Here, the RF
component and no resolving DC components are applied. Therefore, an almost perfectly
symmetric oscillation in mean center distance of the ion beam in x and ydirection can be
observed in the short first section of both simulations. When coming closer to the main rod
system of the mass spectrometer, the symmetry of motion and kinetic energy in both direc
tions vanishes and an oscillation of typically different amplitude and frequency in x and
ydirection starts. The mean radial displacement of the ions from the center axis follows
a sineshaped trend with different amplitudes and periodicity in x and ydirection. This
can be explained by the oscillation of a charged particle in a parabolic effective trapping
potential with different heights in x and ydirection, which is the case in a quadrupole
operating with resolving DC.
The mean kinetic energy component in both directions oscillate in phase with the mean
center distance. This comes from the increasing oscillations of the ions between the elec
trodes due to higher field strength for larger center distances. The energy attributed to
the effective trapping potential is actually stored in the fast oscillation of ions between
the electrodes (see section 2.2 and [132]). Therefore, the characteristic oscillations in the
spatial directions can also be found in their respective kinetic energy component.
Figure 4.16c depicts the ion beam’s intensity evolution along the zaxis of the system. As
expected from the green transmission curve in Figure 4.15a, the transmission efficiency
does not significantly differ for both settings until the quadrupole’s exit is reached. The
difference in absolute transmission of the combined system mainly originates from the
interface between quadrupole and Blade, and is a result of the ion beam’s size in phase
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space. In Figure 4.16a, both spatial oscillations in x and ydirection of the ion beam are
in a minimum when coupled out of the main rod system, leading to decent spatial size and
kinetic energy. 4.16b shows a case where both oscillations are close to their maximum
positions at the end of the main rods. The size of the ion beam in phase space is much
larger and partially exceeding the area of good acceptance of the Blade. Ions with large
spatial displacement or high kinetic energy are lost from the beam and the transmission
efficiency is reduced.
In the case of the RFonly spectrum of Figure 4.14, no resolving DC is present, leading
to symmetric effective potentials and symmetric motion in both directions. The resulting
oscillations in transmission are therefore regular. In the case of m/z spectra with resolving
DC component, the additional transmission features come from the overlap of two differ
ent oscillations in x and ydirection, leading to a much more complex appearance. Please
note that the oscillations of the ion beam in the quadrupole depend on a multitude of pa
rameter such as the ion injection (radius, kinetic energy in x,y and zdirection) and the
heights of the trapping potential in both directions which is determined by the RF param
eters (RF frequency, amplitude, and resolving DC). Regions of good transmission can be
easily determined by a spectrum and a change from bad to good transmission at a specific
position in the spectrum can also be accomplished by a small change of the field axis po
tential, thus changing the output phase of the oscillations in the quadrupole. The height of
the oscillations might be influenced by the geometry of the Blade and its RF parameters.
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5.1. Characterization of the ES-CIBD with model systems
The following chapter demonstrates an overview of the so far performed experiments and
depositions of analytes on surface in UHV and the subsequent investigation via STM.
After completion of the setup first pilot runs were conducted with a fluorescent dye,
a porphyrin derivative, ndoped graphene nanoribbons, a polypeptide and various DNA
specimen applying positive and negative spray modii to test the usability of the system.
These molecules represent a wide range of masses from few hundreds to some mega Dal
ton as well chemically different types of molecules. Success of the electrospray and ion
transmission to UHV was controlled by recording m/z resolved spectra and ion currents.
An Ag(111) single crystal was used to softland the deponents for further investigation by
UHVSTM.

5.1. Characterization of the ES-CIBD with model
systems
Rhodamine B, a frequently used test molecule for investigations on the properties of ion
guides and the dQMS (see sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2) is available as a chloride or as base 
we used the salt. The cation has a mass of 443 Da. Rhodamine B was solved in a water,
methanol, acidic acid (volume ratio (v/v): 47.5 %, 47.5 %, 5 %) mixture at a final concen
tration of 1 × 10−4 M (see appendix A). Consequently it was sprayed in positive mode with
a fused silica emitter of 75 µm inner diameter at a voltage of typically 2.5 kV and a flow
rate of about 500 nL/min. A sheath gas  as done at some later runs  was not applied. In
Figure 5.1a a dominant peak at 443 Da emerges, representing the single charged ion. Fig
ure 5.1b and 5.1c demonstrates the tradeoff between high selectivity for clean depositions
and high transmission for fast depositions. The resolution of a m/z spectrum needs to be
chosen sufficiently high to identify a molecule and to separate it from other species, but
as low as possible to guarantee for high transmission efficiency. For the overview spec
trum of Figure 5.1a, a resolution of about 110 was chosen to easily distinguish between
different peaks but reach a high transmission efficiency. Some minor intensity peaks are
found at slightly lower m/z, but only one very dominant charge state of the Rhodamine
B cation is present. The chart of Figure 5.1b presents a series of higher resolved spectra,
that reveal a second peak of the Rhodamine B cation which is attributed to an isotope,
generated most probably by a single C 13 atom in the molecule. The transmission scale
is normalized arbitrarily to a spectrum with an assumed transmission efficiency of nearly
100 % and a resolution of about 55. The transmission efficiency decreases with increasing
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Figure 5.1.: Investigations on the properties of the dQMS. a) Overview m/z re
solved spectrum of Rhodamine B with the singly charged cation as the dominant
peak and few minor intense peaks with lower m/z. b) series of high resolution m/z
spectra with ∆m/z
m/z (FWHM) ranging from about 530 (red) to about 670 (blue). c)
resolution vs peak transmission of the dQMS. Data points are normalized with
their corresponding highest transmission value. Test ions are the Rhodamine B
cation and the Insulin 5 + ion (see section 5.2). Operation frequencies of the
dQMS and field axis potentials with respect to SWIG 1 are given in the graph’s
legend.
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resolution ∆m/z
m/z (FWHM) of the dQMS as analyzed by a series of scans with increasing
resolving DC portion (see Figure 5.1c). The data points are normalized to their corre
sponding highest transmission value. Here for both test ions the absolute transmission
efficiency for resolutions ≤ 75 is supposed to be close to unity. The data was recorded
for two test ions, the Rhodamine B cation with 443 Th and the Insulin 5 + ion of about
1162.5 Th (see section 5.2). The RF frequency of the dQMS and the field axis potential
with respect to SWIG 1 are indicated in the chart’s legend. Ions typically do not scatter
with residual gas atoms downstream of SWIG 1 and the kinetic energy in zdirection can
be estimated by the difference in field axis potentials Ekin z = q· (UdQMS − USW IG 1 ) (see
section 3.1). As a rough guideline, high transmission is reached for a resolution below
about 150. Reasonable high precision depositions may be performed with a resolution of
about 500 and a transmission in the 10 − 15 % range. Higher resolutions are in principle
possible, but not very favourable because they come on the expense of low intensities and
therefore large preparation times.
The advantage of Rhodamine B as a test molecule is its favourable spray behaviour due
to its high solubility and its ionic nature, as well as its high stability and availability. Ac
cording to the m/z resolved spectrum the ion beam almost exclusively consists of one ion
species. Taking this together, Rhodamine B qualifies for an ideal model system to ana
lyze several system parameters, in particular to optimize beam intensities and to calculate
recoveries:
The recovery is defined as the probability of an analyte molecule that passes the ESI emit
ter to be landed on the deposition target. Low ionization efficiency and losses during the
transmission process and the m/z selection are dominant loss processes.
Previous publications using m/z selected ions for softlanding provide several reference
values of recovery: 0.001 − 0.1 % for four different m/z selected proteins [227], 0.3 %
for Keggin polyoxometalate [121], 0.05 % for tetrapeptide MLFA, 0.06 % for sodium do
decylbenzenesulfonate, and 0.3 % for Jacobsen’s catalyst [228]. For our test molecule
Rhodamine B a recovery of 0.5 % with a deposition current of 0.15 nA was reported by
Cooks [228]. In case of the ESCIBD a recovery with up to 2.7 % and a deposition current
of 2.2 nA was achieved for Rhodamine B. Recoveries of other molecules are the same
order of magnitude (Insulin: 0.7 %, pUC19: 4.4 %). Significantly lower recovery rates
(NR10: 0.04 %) are often a result low ionization efficiency due to an inappropriate so
lution and poor spray properties such as an inappropriate position or high voltage of the
emitter, poor desolvation of the molecule, low evaporation rates of the solvent and low
electric conductivity (see also section 2.1). A high molecule concentration in the spray
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solution also leads to poor ionization efficiencies [99].
One of the main reasons for the significantly improved recovery rates are the highly effi
cient vacuum ion guides. The probability of an ion emitted from the ESI source (into first
vacuum stage), that is transmitted to UHV and m/z filtered with a resolution of 110 to reach
a deposition target can be roughly estimated to 25 % (5 − 10 % in case of [121]), which
corresponds to a transmission efficiency of about 80 % per each of the six ion guides. The
corresponding ion currents are listed in the table in Figure 3.2 and are measured from our
test molecule Rhodamine B to characterize the transmission properties of the ESCIBD.

5.2. Insulin
In the current work insulin served as object to test the performance of the ESCIBD ex
emplary for the group of nonelongated biomolecules, specifically globular proteins. The
used Insulin is a 5807.65 Da [229] peptide hormone consisting of two subunits connected
via disulfidebonds. In addition to the metabolic active monomeric form which dominates
at physiological conditions in serum [230], insulin builds various nonactive oligomeric
stages in vitro, dependent on the conditions in the solvent: low ionic strengths, low pH,
and low concentration of the protein promote monomeric and dimeric states while higher
pH, higher concentration, and high ionic strengths, divalent metal ions such as Zinc or
Cobalt, chloride and phenolic compounds drive assembly to tetramers, hexamers or even
higher structures including insulin aggregates [231–239]. Selfaggregation of insulin in
solution is considered a spontaneous process and critical for longterm storage why at
tempts are made to retain the monomeric form e.g., by adding special protic ionic solvents
[240].
With an isoelectric point at 5.2 and 4 basic amino acids insulin can, at acidic condi
tions, theoretically carry up to six positive charges involving the basic residues and the
Nterminus of each subunit. Up to eight charges are observed if particular supercharging
agents are added to the background electrolyte in the spray process, in particular at low pH
[241]. For ESI however other factors than number of basic residues play a dominant role
for charging efficiency, such as protein and droplet surface area [242] and in consequence
physical parameters like flow rate in combination with the diameter of the emitter [243].
Conducting Rayleigh limit calculations [69] of a sphere at standard conditions, the protein
monomer should carry five charges and the dimer eight charges at maximum. Experimen
tal data revealed six and eight charges respectively [231], if supercharging agents are used
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Figure 5.2.: m/z resolved spectra of insulin obtained in positive spray mode.
a) Overview spectrum with a resolution of about 130. The two most prominent
signals represent the 4 + and 5 + charged monomers with calculated masses of
1452.9 Th and 1162.5 Th. Three of the lower intensity variants reflect the 6 +
(968.9 Th) and 3 + (1936.9 Th) monomers, and an odd protonated dimer 7 +
(1660.3 Th). b) Closeup view of satellite peaks in proximity to the 5 + monomer,
captured at a resolution of about 490. Three additional lowabundant signals
are detected which can be attributed to adducts with a single water molecule
[Ins + H2 O + 5 H+ ] 5+ (1166.1 Th) or a sodium ion [Ins + Na+ + 4 H+ ] 5+
(1166.9 Th), an adduct with two water molecules [Ins + 2 H2 O + 5 H+ ] 5+
(1169.7 Th) or a potassium ion [Ins + K+ + 4 H+ ] 5+ (1170.1 Th), as well as a
proposed acetic acid adduct monomer [Ins + AcAc + 5 H+ ] 5+ (1174.5 Th) or an
adduct with a sodium and a potassium ion [Ins+Na+ +K+ +3 H+ ] 5+ (1175.5 Th).
up to 8 charges for a monomer [241].
In our experiments conducted at room temperature 8 × 10−5 M insulin in an acidic aque
ous solution with acetonitrile (ACN) as organic compound was injected and ionized in
positive spray mode (see appendix A). The analyte signal in the overview spectrum of Fig
ure 5.2a appeared predominantly as two main peaks representing the 4 + and 5 + charged
monomers in addition to less prominent peaks possibly representing monomeric molecules
with 3 + and 6 + charges according to mass calculation (see Figure 5.2a). In principle,
some of these peaks may be partly overlaid or even completely replaced by the respective
doublecharged dimers, e.g. [2 Ins + 6 H+ ] 6+ and [2 Ins + 8 H+ ] 8+ coincident with the
monomer’s m/z values which cannot be distinguished from the corresponding dimers by
the method used. Additional low abundant peaks may be attributed to either dimers or
adducts.
Hints for dimers present in the gas phase are given by a peak compatible with the odd
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charged oligomeric form [2 Ins + 7 H+ ] 7+ compatible with the analysis of the Robinson
group [231]. For the insulin concentration tested, the respective dimers are quite likely
to coexist as those emerge at levels as low as 2 % of the concentration we used. Dimer
probability strongly increases with rising concentrations [231]. Hexamers or even higher
oligomeric states seem less likely if taking the electrolyte composition into consideration
that trigger rather smaller entities.
Adducts with water molecules are described for hexamers elsewhere [244]. Presumably
those emerge with the monomer as well as suggested by the current experiments with high
resolution (see Figure 5.2b). In particular, three lowintensity signals appear in close prox
imity to the 5 + charged variant. The first can be attributed to monomers carrying a single
water molecule or a sodium ion. The second can be attributed to a monomer with two
attached water molecules or one potassium ion. The third peak is presumed as an acetic
acid or a sodium and potassium adduct of the monomer.
Monomers, dimers and hexamers are considered native states of insulin, however electro
spray ionization may produce also higher oligomers which, due to their correlation with
the insulin concentration, are regarded ESI ’artefacts’ [245] they may be excluded via m/z
selection. The occurrence of main peaks matching with the theoretical masses of com
monly charged monomeric and dimeric states and the lack of higher oligomers suggests
that the ESICIBD system preserves the native states of the molecules. We will investigate
this topic in more detail in further studies depositing layers of homogeneous species by
m/z selection and analysing them by STM.
Most ESI depositions of small to mediumsize proteins at UHV conditions have been
performed by the groups of Rauschenbach, Cooks and Laskin: Bovine serum albumin,
cytochrome C, haemoglobin, ubiquitin, apomyoglobin, insulin, lysozyme, trypsin, neu
rotensin, bradykinin, and a protein kinase A subunit (list not complete) were processed
for further investigation by scanning probe microscopy, holography, in situ infrared reflec
tion−absorption spectroscopy [87, 88, 99, 227, 246–248] up to attempts to prepare protein
microarrays [43]. While this panel is quite impressive, there where also clear signatures of
rather low efficiency of the deposition process however due to low ionization efficiency
and losses during the transmission process resulting in a total recovery of 0.001 − 0.1 %
[227] for four different m/z selected proteins (see also section 5.1). In comparison, the
ESCIBD delivers ions of Insulin with recoveries of 0.37 % for the 5 + charge state and
0.23 % for the 4 + species after m/z selection with a resolution of 130. Taking the sum of
all Insulin related peaks of Figure 5.2a, an overall recovery of about 0.7 % is achieved.
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Figure 5.3.: a) m/z resolved spectra of CuTCPP in negative spray mode at three
different ammonia concentrations. The two dominant peaks can be attributed to
double and triple deprotonated CuTCPP. b) Beam characterization prior to the
deposition of CuTCPP by measuring the ion flux as a function of the deposi
tion sample potential. The numerical derivative of the flux represents the energy
distribution of the ions and may be fitted with a Gaussian.

5.3. Deposition of an unsublimable porphyrin
derivative
The first negative spray mode attempts were performed on a synthetic porphyrin deriva
tive, Copper 5,10,15,20tetrakis (4carboxylphenyl)porphyrin (CuTCPP) with 854 Da
mass. Porphyrins are extensively used and investigated in science due to their biological
relevance as reactive component in hemoglobin, chlorophyll and other biomolecules, as
well as their metalorganic nature [249, 250]. Unless otherwise noted, the solution con
sisted of a methanolwater mixture (v/v: 80 %,20 %) with 1.7 × 10−4 M ammonia and
8.3 × 10−5 M CuTCPP. The emitter, a fused silica tubing of 75 µm inner diameter and
360 µm outer diameter, was supplied with 500 nL/min of solution and a voltage of about
1.95 kV was applied (see appendix A).
m/z resolved spectra of CuTCPP with different ammonia concentrations are depicted in
Figure 5.3a. In this case, the two dominant charge states originate from the double and
triple charged species. In negative spray mode molecules are mostly charged by depro
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tonation [251]. But there is a striking difference between depositions in positive mode
(mostly protonation) and deprotonation. In both cases a current on the sample can be
monitored, either by actual discharging of the ion or by formation of a mirror charge in
the conductive surface. In case of protonation the molecule carries an additional Hatom
which might sufficiently agile that it can reach the substrate surface [252, 253]. Here it
recombines with another Hatom and  in case of ambient temperature and far below  can
desorb as a neutral. In case of a lacking Hatom (deprotonation) there is no such opportu
nity to rebuilt the ”original” molecule. Formation of ions from solution can by influenced
by adding a proton acceptor to the solvent. In the presented case, the relative intensities of
the different charge states are influenced by the variations in the ammonia concentration.
A high ammonia concentration promotes triple deprotonated states, whereas lower con
centrations prefer formation of the double deprotonated species. Noteworthy amounts of
the single charged molecule were solely found for ammonia concentrations of 2 × 10−4 M
and 2 × 10−5 M with intensities of 4 % and 15 % with respect to the main peak.
Before deposition, the kinetic energy of the impinging particles has to be determined. For
very low values, there is a tradeoff between intensity and landing energy of the particles
while impinging on the sample. In Figure 5.3b intensity versus potential of the deposi
tion sample is shown for CuTCPP. The energy distribution of the ion beam is calculated
from the first derivative of the intensity. By a Gaussian fit, the full width half maximum
(FWHM), the energy spread, is determined to about 2.2 V with a center of gravity at 4.3 V.
The mean kinetic landing energy is calculated from the charge of the ion times the offset
between the sample potential and center of gravity. The experimenter has to decide for a
suitable deposition potential. In case of CuTCPP a sample potential of 5.5 V was found
suitable to reach high intensities but low kinetic energy for softlanding. During depo
sition of the double deprotonated species of Figure 5.5, an average ion current of about
0.4 nA was achieved. The recovery of the doubly charged species is about 0.3 %.
Earlier ambient atomic force microscopy studies on TCPP, the unmetalated version of the
CuTCPP molecule, showed  aside a wide open hexagonal structure  also a square shaped
assembly of the molecules on a hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) substrate (see Figure 5.4a)
[254]. The arrangement of molecules is indicated by an ballandstick model superim
posed on the AFM image with carbon atoms marked in light grey, hydrogen in white,
nitrogen in blue and oxygen in red. The 2dimensional assembly of the single molecules
was supposed to be driven by hydrogen bonds between the carboxylic groups of neigh
boring molecules. The molecules had been deposited on the substrate by immersion in
solution and subsequent drying with a Nitrogen stream. While this procedure apparently
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Figure 5.4.: AFM and STM images of TCPP and CuTPP. a) depicts an am
bient AFM image of CuTCPP on hBN, deposited by immersion and dried by
nitrogen. The intramolecular coupling is formed by hydrogen bonds between the
carboxylic groups of neighboring molecules. From [254]. b) UHV STM inves
tigation (U = 0.1 V, I = 10 pA, T = 300 K) of CuTCPP molecules on Ag(111)
that decomposed to CuTPP during the thermal treatment by an OMBE for de
position (≈ 680 K). Courtesy of [255].

did not impact integrity of the molecule, wet methods like dropcasting or immersion may
introduce residual solvent and impurities from the atmosphere. In contrast, if adopting
classical UHV deposition techniques like OMBE on CuTCPP, the molecule was found
impaired in its integrity (see Figure 5.4b ). During the thermal treatment of the molecule
with a temperature of about 680 K, a strong increase of the carbon dioxide peak in the
residual gas spectrum indicated the carboxylic groups to have split off. The resulting
STM image of Figure 5.4b, which depicts the ordered layer of molecules, confirmed these
findings. A ballandstick model of the molecules indicates their arrangement with carbon
atoms in dark grey, hydrogen in white, nitrogen in blue and the central copper atom in red.
Concluding from the packaging and the size of the structures, the CuTCPP seemed to be
decomposed to copper incorporated 5,10,15,20Tetraphenylporphyrin (CuTPP) lacking
four COOH groups.
The STM images of Figure 5.5 show a deposition of double deprotonated CuTCPP on
a Ag(111) surface now generated by the ESCIBD system. From this preparation one of
the striking benefits of the system becomes obvious: the CuTCPP molecule has still its
carboxylic groups after passing the entire ESI process and landing in UHV, which was not
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Figure 5.5.: Room temperature UHV STM measurements of selfassembled Cu
TCPP on Ag(111) (U = 1.2 V ; I = 20 pA). (A) Overview STM image of the
sample. The molecules tend to accumulate on the step edges for submonolayer
coverages. (B) Detailed STM image of the selfassembly of the molecules. (C)
Equal STM image as (B) overlaid with a ballandstick model of the molecules.
Black, blue, red and white spheres represent carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydro
gen, respectively. The central sphere represents the central copper atom. Cour
tesy of [255].
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achievable via OMBE. UHV conditions and prior m/z selection minimize impurities and
ensure for intact molecules. In contrast to the selfassembly on hBN [254] the molecules
do not arrange in a quadratic fashion with the carboxylic groups pointing at each other.
The zoomin image and the respective ballandstick model in Figure 5.5 B and C reveal a
closer packing of the molecules. The protrusions assigned to the carboxylic groups point
closer to the center of the neighboring molecule, which indicates hydrogen bonding with
the phenyl or the central tetra pyrrole ring. The reason might be the different environ
ments (ambient pressure versus UHV) and substrates (hBN versus Ag(111)) as well as the
absence of two protons most probably at the carboxylic groups due to the negative elec
trospray process. Importantly, the overview scan shows a clean silver surface between
the molecular islands without detectable impurities such as fragments or residual solvent
molecules. The CuTCPP supermolecular assemblies decorate the step edges reflecting
appreciable surface mobility.

5.4. Deposition of DNA
As a representative molecule for rather elongated molecules such as nucleic acids, the
doublestrand (ds) circular plasmid pUC19 was processed [256]. This desoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) of bacterialorigin constitutes a Bform [257] and consists of 2686 base pairs
translating into a molecular mass of approximately 1.7 MDa. Presented data were ob
tained spraying an aqueous solution of pUCDNA with 66 % ACN as organic component
(see appendix A). At these conditions, dsDNA molecules carry negative charges predom
inantly on the phosphate backbone accessible for negative mode electrospray ionization.
Completely ignoring any limitation by electrostatic repulsion, each single phosphodiester
residue can potentially carry one negative charge introduced by eliminating the positive
counter ion, which would result in 5372 charge states and a lower limit of about 325 Th.
In contrast to the m/z resolved spectra of other test molecules in this thesis with single
or few peaks only (porphyrin, dye, protein), the experimental m/z spectrum of pUC19
shows a wide distribution between 1150 Th and 2000 Th (see Figure 5.6). The center of
gravity locates at about 1500 Th. This broad curve shape is however typical for such ex
tended, nonglobular molecules and similar to those obtained by other groups with related
plasmidtype species using ESIMS [258].
Currently, a maximum resolution of about 700 is achieved with the ESCIBD system. In
order to resolve single adjacent charge states of a pUC19 spectrum a resolution of about
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Figure 5.6.: m/z resolved spectrum of plasmid DNA pUC19. The molecular
mass of about 1.7 MDa leads to a wide range of accessible charge states of low
spacing. Single charge states could not be resolved but their distribution can be
estimated from the spectrum.

1500 would be necessary for the center of the spectrum and 2000 for the whole spectrum.
The overall current of the entire range can be estimated to about 400 pA taken from an
high pass measurement in RFonly mode cutting below 1100 Th. The overall current dis
tributes over about 600 possible charge states, leading to a maximum intensity of a single
charge state of the order of 1 pA.
The center of gravity m/z of about 1500 Th translates into approximately 1100 e charges
per DNA molecule. This is roughly 10fold higher than expected for the maximal charging
deduced from the Rayleigh limit [69] for a globular molecule in an aqueous solution, thus
indicating a string like conformation. As a general consequence of the linear appearance,
transition from charged droplets produced by the ESI source to single gasphase ions very
likely follow the chain ejection model (CEM) rather than the charge residue model (CRM)
(see section 2.1.2, [71]). Assuming a cylindrical shape of the dsDNA instead of a globular
one, the corresponding adapted Rayleigh limit for pUC19 can by estimated by [69]
q = π· l

√
6γ· ϵ0 · r ≈ 1100 e

(53)

with the surface tension of water γ = 72.75 mN/m at T = 20 ◦ C [259] and the permittivity
ϵo . The length of a dsDNA strand in aqueous solution can be calculated from the number
of bases via l = 2686· 0.34 nm ≈ 0.91 µm [260] and its radius is about r = 1 nm [260,
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261]. This calculated charge state is consistent with the experimental results. Elevated
number of charges were also experimentally determined by other groups using charge de
tection mass spectrometry of various DNA molecules [262, 263].
Schultz et al. further discuss the effects of secondary winding (supercoiling) of the molecules
on the charging state upon ESI spraying and in relation to the m/z spectrum profile [262].
In short, more relaxed (open circle) species potentially carry more charges than the more
rigid and compact (supercoiled) forms and standard deviation of the readings from mul
tiple experiments is higher for the latter. Here, pilot experiments were done with pUC19
plasmid DNA, which nominally is provided by the supplier in supercoiled state (see sec
tion A). As such it appears as long, compacted however still flexible fiber with a potentially
lower charge capacity as its relaxed form. This however is subject of further and comple
menting studies covering also different structural variants.
For depositions, the dQMS was operated in an RFonly mode at 1100 Th, i.e. cutting all
masses below this threshold and transmitting all pUC19 attributed charge states. The ki
netic energy distribution of the ion beam had a width of about 2 V (comparable to Figure
5.3b) and the sample potential for deposition was chosen about 1.5 V above the center of
gravity for softlanding. With an ion beam intensity of about 0.4 nA over 15 min a rather
dense coverage of the Ag(111) surface was generated as detected by UHVSTM (see Fig
ure 5.7). The recovery is about 4.4 %.
MegaDalton sized DNA was handled in only a few ESIsettings to date, mainly in an
analyticalonly mode to determine molecular masses using charge detection mass spec
trometry [262, 263] and ESIFTICR [258]. Deposition of large dsDNA was achieved
utilizing a rather simple ESI source without any prior m/z selection process and incom
plete desolvation [265]. Other groups demonstrated insitu deposition via pulse injection
[266–268], where the inevitable deposition of solvent and other impurities is a problem,
too. m/z selected UHV deposition was so far only shown for low molecular weight salmon
sperm DNA [32]. Hence, to our knowledge this is the first time that highmolecular weight
molecule such as plasmid DNA was deposited as m/z selected pure fraction of the target
molecule, free of contaminations from fluids or residual neutral gas atoms and omitting
unwanted crosstalk from molecular fragments or debris while preserving molecule’s in
tegrity.
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Figure 5.7.: Room temperature UHVSTM measurements of pUC19 plasmid
DNA on Ag(111). a) (U = 1.3 V ; I = 90 pA) High coverage of multiple strands
crossing each other. b) (U = 1.3 V ; I = 10 pA) Close up view with helical
twisted and supercoiled strands crossing step edges of the crystal. Courtesy of
[264].

5.5. Deposition of GNRs
To further demonstrate versatility of the ESCIBD and as a representative of non bio
logical molecules, a ndoped graphene nanoribbon (GNR) synthesized by [269] was de
posited. Synthetic lowdimensional carbon nanostructures, such as graphene, nanorib
bons and nanotubes gained special attention in science during the last decades due to their
unique electronic, optical and mechanical properties. Especially GNRs are promising can
didates for potential application in electronics [270–272], photonics [273] and energy con
version [274–276].
As properties of GNRs strongly depend on their exact geometry such as length, width and
edge structure, synthesis of molecules and subsequent investigations require precise con
trol of the molecules down to the atomistic level [269]. Electrospray deposition attempts of
GNR or carbon nanotubes from liquids with subsequent AFM imaging have been reported
in literature [277, 278]. The ESCIBD with its capability of additional purification via m/z
selection in UHV is a powerful tool to guarantee for intact molecules and a clean and ho
mogeneous deposition. The molecule under investigation is the smallest linear speciesof
a series of nanoribbons (NR) with 10 conjugated linearyfused carbon rings, NR10 from
[269] with a molecular mass of about 2321.4 Da and a length of 2.9 nm. The chemical
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structure formula is shown in Figure 5.8a.
In contrast to other preparations NR10 is not dissolvable in classical aqueous ESI sol
vents and was also not easily chargeable by standard weaker organic acids commonly
used in ESI. Instead, almost neat tetrahydrofuran (THF) (≈ 94 %) as organic component
was required in combination with the much stronger trichloroacetic acid (TCA). These
rather challenging conditions demanded a number of technical modifications of the com
ponent’s materials to comply with this ”corrosive” environment.
For experiments a finale solution of 10−4 M NR10 dissolved in a THF water mixture
((v/v): 94 %/6 %) and 2 × 10−6 M TCA was used (see A). The m/z resolved spectrum in
Figure 5.8b reveals that the dominant ionic species is the doubly protonated monomer.
The shoulder towards higher m/z can be attributed to multiple water adducts, in particular
a monomer adduct with up to 3 water molecules seems likely from mass determination
with a fit via Gaussians. The adducts are filtered from the beam during deposition. From
the m/z resolved spectrum there are at present no hints, that the strong acid TCA needed
for charging and electrical conductivity reasons, could have had triggered an acidic de
composition of the diacetal protection groups of NR10 resulting in a truncated or even
reactive diketone species. However, since other intensities of currently unknown origin
have not been characterized yet, the final prove of this assessment is not possible at this
stage. Recovery was determined up to 0.04 %. This value is significant lower than the rates
achieved with the other objects discussed before. This is presumably an effect of the quite
different electrolyte conditions with low conductivity. This aspect will be investigated
further to enhance knowledge about optimization of the solvent conditions. Softlanding
was performed with about 2 eV/z of kinetic energy. The deposition took place at room
temperature.
STM investigations at a temperature of T = 153 K reveal formation of large islands of flat
lying molecules on the surface with a regular selfassembly, indicating translational and
rotational degrees of freedom of the GNRs at room temperature.
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Figure 5.8.: a) structural formula of NR10 with a molecular mass of 2321.4 Da.
From [269] with modifications. b) m/z resolved sprectrum of NR10 with the
most prominent doubly protonated species. c) overview STM measurement of
NR10 molecules on Ag(111). d) zoomin measurement with a ballandstick
model indicating the positions of the flat lying molecules on the surface. (U =
2.1 V ; I = 13 pA ; T = 153 K). b)  d) courtesy of [279].
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The aim of this work is the design of a versatile and efficient deposition system – predomi
nantly for complex, reactive, functional organic or biomolecules and nanoparticles which
are not deposable by another clean UHV compatible technique – and to get it operational.
In the course of the development of the ESCIBD system a lot of challenges had to be mas
tered in very different areas: The wellknown ESI process was chosen as the first method
implemented to manage the ionization process of the analyte. Here, a medium sized glass
emitter (75 µm) was used as a compromise between spray efficiency and solvent through
put. A funnel shaped inlet, the stateoftheart design adapted from Rauschenbach [99],
provides best transfer efficiency of the ions into the first vacuum chamber. A heated trans
fer capillary manages the pressure difference from ambient to 2 mbar while the solvent is
evaporating. Care has to be taken to complete desolvation and not freeze the droplets due
to the enthalpy of vaporization. Thus, selecting suitable geometric dimensions of this cap
illary was the first challenge. The diameter and length according to Rauschenbach resulted
in a very high iontransmission rate, though the neutral gas load to the first pressure stage
was not satisfactory compared to commercial mass spectrometers. A future optimization
step will presumably reduce the pumping efforts, while preserving the transmission effi
ciency.
The ESI source proved to be a very valuable tool to make different species ”fly” which
are nonsublimable: small or simple (bio) organic molecules such as spermine or the
tetrapyrole derivative CuTPP and ZnPC, nanocarbons like graphene nanoribbons, pep
tides and proteins like insulin, lysozyme, BSA, carbonic anhydrase, and finally, several
types of DNA (double/single strand) up to 1.7 MDa, with no mass limit in sight. Hereby,
the selection of a sprayable solvent turned out to be the dominant challenge. As the first
step a solvent mixture has to be composed for a specific analyte – i) capable to dissolve
this analyte sufficiently and ii) meeting key requirements on a vaporization and charging
carrier. Keeping this in mind, acids or bases added to deliver the necessary electrical con
ductivity and analyte’s charging may have negative impacts to the molecule’s integrity e.g.
by catalyzing its acidic or basic decomposition or by breaking the protection groups po
tentially producing reactive derivatives. On the other hand, the corrosivity of e.g. THF as
an organic solvent damaging a number of synthetic polymers and thus critical for certain
components of the system is a matter of concern. Finally, surface tension, density, vis
cosity, vapor pressure and electrical conductivity or permittivity, respectively, have to be
fineadjusted to fit the droplet parameters adequately and generating a sprayable droplet
size from the solution. Analyzing the resulting masstocharge ratios (m/z), the assump
tions concerning the chemical stability of the analyte can be verified now. This whole
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tradeoff has to be assessed for every analyte species separately.
Having this in mind, an alternative to ESI like electrosonic spray ionization ESSI seems
promising, since the spray process is assisted by ultrasound. The most important process
of droplet formation might be simplified. An extra spray unit in front of the tube of the
capillary would be sufficient. Additionally, controlled heating of the sheathgas is of inter
est. Furthermore, small modifications could provide access to other ionization techniques
like desorption electrospray ionization (DESI), or laser assisted ionization such as matrix
assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI), or cluster sources [280].
Focusing of the ions from the supersonic expansion at the exit of the transfer capillary into
the first chamber is the next crucial step. At a pressure in the millibar regime, ion trajec
tories are still strongly influenced by frequent collisions with the residual gas particles.
To prevent ions from being swallowed by the vacuum pump, an ion guide is used to pro
vide a radially confining RF field around the supersonic expansion in combination with
an inaxis DC gradient to drag the ions along a desired path. Focusing of ions to a small
beam with high intensity and moderate kinetic energy is equally important as low residual
gas flow towards the subsequent vacuum regime for efficient differential pumping. The
combination of an ion funnel with an ion tunnel to form a socalled Twin ion guide (patent
pending [177]) reached superior characteristics in all aspects. The funnel section provides
efficient focusing down to a beam diameter of about 1.5 mm while removing the neutral
gas atoms and the subsequent tunnel section forms an elongated pressure interface reduc
ing the residual gas flow by a factor of about 20 compared to typically used thin apertures.
Wellchosen electrode geometries, appropriate stacking and an RF supply with adjustable
amplitude and frequency are key to reach an ion transmission efficiency up to 80 % in the
Twin. As a further step of optimization, the Twin can be elongated to reduce the beam
of neutrals transferred to the next chamber. The interplate distance in the funnel regime
can be adapted to optimize the tradeoff between workload, lateral pumping of neutrals and
transfer efficiency of the ions.
Downstream, recently developed high order multipole ion guides are used to transfer the
ions to UHV. Commercially available multipoles typically employ 4, 6, or 8 solid metal
rod electrodes with diameters of at least few mm to ensure mechanical stability. The small
wire ion guides (SWIGs, patent pending [178]) used in the ESCIBD are made from 16
thin wire electrodes with a diameter of 0.18 mm in case of the smallest used SWIG with
an inscribed radius of 1.64 mm. A larger number of electrodes is beneficial for efficient
transmission of a wide range of m/z with moderate RF amplitudes. The short penetration
depth of the confining field from the electrodes towards the center of the ion guide allow
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for acceptance and transmission of an ion beam with a size almost as large as the inscribed
radius. The small electrodes compared to the inscribed radius lead to an overall diame
ter of the ion guide, that is only slightly larger than the ion beam itself. Commercially
available multipoles typically use thin apertures across the beam as pressure interfaces to
transfer ions to subsequent vacuum regimes, thus interrupting the confining RF field and
limiting transmission efficiency. In case of the small overall size of a SWIG the pressure
interface can be realized by an elongated tube around the electrodes. The main bene
fits are a continuous confining RF field over several pressure regimes providing high ion
transmission efficiencies and a 10 fold reduced residual gas flow compared to an aperture,
though having a slightly larger diameter to provide space for the electrodes. In principle,
the whole range from the medium vacuum at the exit of the Twin down to UHV could be
spanned by a single highly efficient SWIG. Again, a step of optimization for the SWIGs
seams possible. Their electrode dimensions and the pressure interfaces may be further
improved to reduce gasload into the subsequent chambers.
Inside the deposition chamber at UHV conditions, a digitally operated quadrupole mass
spectrometer (dQMS) analyzes and purifies the ion beam. The squarewave supply pro
vides control of the RF frequency parameter, leading to an in principle unlimited range of
accessible m/z. The strongly improved transmission and resolution properties compared
to other competing ion beam deposition devices allows for precise selection of the m/z of
transmitted ions while maintaining high intensities for low deposition time. A resolution
m/z
∆ m/z (FWHM) up to 150 provide high transmission efficiencies > 75 %. Reasonable high
precise selection with a resolution of above 500 still provides 10 − 15 % transmission.
Further improvement of the dQMS may be realized via small modifications in the RF sup
ply and implementation of pulse width modulation, auxiliary excitation voltages, or EC
signals. Furthermore, the dimensions of the rodsystem may be optimized, a longer QMS
leads to a better resolution.
Subsequently to the dQMS, a Blade ion guide (patent pending [176]) designed as a con
ical multipole made of metal sheet electrodes refocuses the ion beam towards the single
crystal serving as a deposition target. The landing energy of the ions can be adjusted by
changing the potential of the target. For the typical energy distribution of the ions in the
beam a value of about 2 eV/z can be reached, well below the commonly assumed limit
for softlanding of intact molecules of about 10 eV/z.
The width of the energy distribution is probably the most difficult parameter amenable
for optimization. Any energy added to the ions which is statistically distributed cannot
be ”removed” without breaking the 3rd law of thermodynamics, i.e. the ions cannot be
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cooled down, as they are moving in a conservative potential. The center of energetic grav
ity can be reduced by slowing the ions down by an electric potential, but this keeps the
energy distribution constant. Thus, very careful handling of the ions in the regimes of
high RF amplitudes especially around the dQMS is necessary. However, a controllable
RF frequency allows for adjustable amplitudes for all m/z .
The versatility and quality of depositions originating from the ESCIBD was proven by
investigations of several different chemical species and molecular sizes. The spectrum
ranges from the small test molecule Rhodamine B (m = 443 Da), to a small and thermola
bile porphyrine derivate with reactive carboxylic side groups and a mass of m = 854 Da,
over a ndoped graphene nanoribbon (GNR, m = 2.3 kDa), further to the insulin protein of
≈ 5.8 kDa, to large pUC19 DNA strands with 2686 base pairs and a mass of m = 1.7 MDa.
A high ion beam intensity up to 2.2 nA allows for fast sample production, typically within
1 h. The time integral over the deposited current – the deposited charge – in combination
with the size and charge state of the analyte gives precise information on the coverage of
the sample surface. The subsequent investigations via STM show generally clean depo
sitions without any detectable impurities, e.g. from residual gas, solvent molecules from
the sprayed solution or fragmented ions.
Another important aspect for rare and expensive molecules is the probability of a molecule,
emanating from the emitter of the ESI source to be successfully landed on the surface after
transport to UHV and m/z selection. This socalled ”recovery” is defined as the number of
deposited units divided by the number of sprayed unity. In the ESCIBD system recovery
reaches up to 4.4 %, well above the values reported in literature. The high transmission
efficiency of the entity of all vacuum ion guides combined (about 25 %) as well as high
ionization efficiency via a properly prepared spray solution and appropriate spray param
eters lead to favourable recoveries.
The data confirms that ESICIBD is a highly controllable and efficient deposition method
paving the way for submolecular to atomic structure analysis of selected fractions of
small and large biomolecules at UHV conditions without spurious interference from com
promised molecules, debris or contaminations.
Future investigations are planned to optimize the properties of the ESCIBD and its com
ponents. Testing and expanding the range of deposable chemical species and molecule
masses, as well as reactivelanding experiments promise a whole new playground in sur
face and nanoscale science and unique scientific investigations. An improved version of
the ESCIBD including a vacuum suitcase for access to other investigative techniques is
under design.
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Spray solutions:
The test solution consisted of 10−4 M Rhodamine B dissolved in 47.5 % methanol / 47.5 %
water / 5 % acidic acid (v/v). The electro spray emitter was cut from a fused silica tubing
of 75 µm inner diameter and 360 µm outer diameter. The flow rate of the syringe pump
was approximately 500 nl/min and the spray voltage was about 2.5 kV.
In case of the porphyrin 10−4 M of CuTCPP was dissolved in 100 % v/v methanol. For the
electro spray, 20 % v/v of 10−3 M ammonia dissolved in water was added yielding a final
solution of 8.3 × 10−5 M CuTCPP and 1.7 × 10−4 M ammonia. The electro spray emitter
was cut from a fused silica tubing of 75 µm inner diameter and 360 µm outer diameter.
The flow rate of the syringe pump was approximately 500 nl/min and the spray voltage
was about −1.95 kV.
In case of Insulin, the stock solution consisted of 1 g/l dissolved in water which was pre
viously titrated to a pH of 2 by acetic acid. For the electro spray, 47.5 % v/v of stock
solution, 47.5 % v/v of acetonitrile and 5 % v/v acidic acid was used. The final concen
tration was about 8 × 10−5 M Insulin and ≈ 8 × 10−4 M acetic acid. The emitter was cut
from a 50 µm inner and 360 µm outer diameter fused silica tubing and the pumping speed
was about 167 nl/min. The spray voltage was about 2.6 kV.
In case of the pUC19, a stock solution of molecules has been dissolved in water. For the
electro spray, 66 % v/v of acetonitrile was added for a final concentration of about 17 mg/l
or 10−8 M of pUC19. Full sequence of pUC19 might be found in the NCBI GenBank [281]
accession number M77789.2. At these conditions, DNA molecules carry negative charges
predominantly on the phosphate backbone accessible for negative mode electrospray ion
ization. The emitter again was cut from a 75 µm inner and 360 µm outer diameter fused
silica tubing and the pumping speed was about 500 nl/min. The spray voltage was about
−2.3 kV.
In case of the NR10, the stock solution consisted of 3.2 × 10−4 g/ml dissolved in tetrahy
drofuran (THF). Prior to deposition 25 µl of 3 × 10−5 M TCA dissolved in water was added
into 250 µl THF. Then 125 µl stock solution was added giving a final concentration of
1 × 10−4 M NR10 and 2 × 10−6 M TCA. The spray voltage was 3.5 kV an the flow rate
had to be adjusted between 1 − 1.5 µl/min due to instabilities in the spray. An average
current of about 55 pA was reached. The deposition time was about 90 min.
Reagents:
Methanol: Sigma Aldrich, CHROMASOLV ≥ 99.9 %, for HPLC;
Water: Carl Roth, ROTISOLV Ultra LCMS;
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Acetonitrile: Sigma Aldrich, puriss., absolute
Ammonia: Carl Roth, Ammonia solution 25 %, ROTIPURAN;
Acetic Acid: Fluka Analytical,≥ 99.8 % puriss.
Rhodamine B: Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 95 % (HPLC)
Insulin: Sigma Aldrich, Human Recombinant, dry powder, for research or further manu
facturing use
Plasmid DNA pUC19: Carl Roth
Trichloroacetic acid : Carl Roth�≥ 99 %, p.a.
THF: Carl Roth, ≥ 99.5 %
NR10: synthesized by [269]
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